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Foreword

I recently tried out a spreadsheet package that was installed on the corpo
rate-wide computer net accessible through my workstation. Immediately 
after firing it up, I was struck by its primitive visual appearance. It spoke 
“stone-age design” and I simply couldn’t get myself to use that ugly-Iooking 
a program. Admittedly, I was in a somewhat unusual situation since I had 
just started using a networked computer with access to a myriad of different 
software that had already been installed. If I had bought the package myself 
as part of a small set of tools, I would obviously had invested more time in 
exploring its possible hidden charms.

As software gets closer to achieving commodity status, users can be expected 
to make very rapid choices between the huge number of offerings available 
on the net, and just as I did, they will immediately discard any interface that 
looks boring, obsolete, or too confusing. Think of home users flipping 
through 500 channels of cable TV and then multiply by a factor of several 
thousands to match the smorgasbord of options on the Internet, commercial 
subscription services, and major corporate nets. Alternatively, to mention a 
current commercial product, think of Apple’s Software Dispatch CD-ROM, 
which is distributed to large numbers of home computer owners with demo 
copies of 75 applications: Each of these applications would at be,st have a 
minute or two in which to seduce the customer. Intuitive appeal will thus be 
essential for the survival of software products in the future. In fact, we may
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talk about software as “products” any more if the model turns out 
to be more that of service provision through subscription and browsing.

Graphic design is the first and the last part of the user interface observed by 
the user. Immediately when novice users start up a new software package 
they are confronted by its visual design and the possibility of a profusion of 
icons, windows, panes, and dialog boxes. Even after having graduated to 
the expert user stage, people still have to look at the icons and other visual 
design elements of their favorite software every day. Would you want to live 
in a house where the bedroom was painted in an ugly combination of 
brown and purple? Probably not, but you may spend more time looking at 
the visual interface elements of your favorite software than you do looking 

at your bedroom walls.

not even

In the bedroom wall example, people might buy the house anyway and then 
paint over the wall with a more agreeable color. This example leads me 
consider an excuse some developers have for not providing a satisfactory 
visual interface to their products: “the user can just customize the design to 
his or her individual taste!” Leaving the design to the users is the ultimate 
abdication of the designer’s responsibility to provide a quality product, and 

studies have shown that users are in fact very poor designers and

to

many
often customize their interface in ways that are detrimental to their produc
tivity (e.g., by using color combinations that are known to cause reduced 
readability of screen text). Even though there are often reasons to allow 
users to customize some aspects of their environment, it is absolutely essen
tial for the designer to give the users a carefully thought-out set of defaults 

start out with. Also, users will be much more likely to end up with an
some pre-specified (and

to
appropriate customized design if they are given 
well-designed) options to chose from as done, for example, m the 
Pantone®ColorUP™ set of recommended color combinations for presenta
tion slides.

This book gives many systematic steps one can go through to improve the 
visual design characteristics of an interface. Mullet and Sano succeed in 
demonstrating that graphic design is not a black art but a very engineering
like discipline with its own rules. Also, just as in other types of engineering, 
the rules sometimes conflict and one has to make appropriate trade-offs to 
arrive at the design that best satisfies the needs at hand. One thing I partic
ularly like about this book is that it makes it clear that graphic design in the
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: interface business is not just a matter of aesthetics. There is much more 
stake than, simply pretty pictures, and good graphic design can signifi

cantly improve the communicative value of the interface, leading to 

increased usability.

System usability has many components, including ease of learning, efficiency 
of use, memorability, reduced number of user errors, and subjective satisfac
tion. Good graphic design can improve all these quality attributes, though of 
course graphic design is only one element of overall user interface design, 
and one should employ systematic usability engineering methods in addition 

the principles of graphic design discussed in this book.

user
at

to

It is amazing how much software gets released with horrible inteifaces 
because the developers did not bother to apply a few simple giaphic design 
principles like those explained in this book. For example, I recently 
system where the concept of a “queue” was represented by an icon of a bil
liard ball (“cue ball,” get it?). Such visual puns may be fun to throw around

in a

saw a

design session but they are often detrimental to the novice user trying to 
make sense of a new visual environment. Also, of course, this product would 
be dead on arrival if it was ever exported to a non-English speaking country.

There is no substitute for having “real” graphic designers involved from the 
beginning m the design of any important interface with major visual ele-

. Given this fact, other user interface professionals are still often called 
upon to get involved in graphic design. This book makes it possible for the 
larger community of interface designers to improve their graphic design 
skills and understanding of graphic design concepts. Not only will this 
enable them to communicate better with their visually trained colleagues on 
interdisciplinary teams, but it will also enable them to do some designs on 
their own. Face it, we will never bring in enough professional graphic 
designers to fine tune every last dialog box in all the interfaces m the world, 
but at least there is no excuse any longer for leaving those dialog boxes to 
the tender mercies of people with zero understanding of graphic design.

ments

Jakob Nielsen,
Mountain View, California 
May 1994
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Preface

To design is to plan, to order, to relate, and to control. In short, it 
opposes all means of disorder and accident.

Emil Ruder
Typography

This book describes a set of fundamental techniques used routinely by prac
titioners of communication-oriented visual design. With a little practice, 
these techniques can be applied by anyone to enhance the visual quality of 
graphical user interfaces, data displays, and multimedia documents. Because 
all graphical user interfaces (GUI’s) are communication systems, their design 
should be held to the same standards of functional and aesthetic relevance 
that have evolved over the centuries for traditional print media. While the 

electronic media differ greatly from print in many important ways 
- they are inherently dynamic, for example, and their raster displays provide 
lower resolution but greater freedom to manipulate color and contrast - 
there is nevertheless a significant static component to all interactive displays, 
and much of the knowledge gained from centuries of print design is directly 
applicable within this domain. Our focus is on optimizing the static displays 
that provide the building blocks for any dynamic, interactive system.

new

The approach we describe has its roots in the rational, functional aesthetic 
seen in modern graphic design, industrial design, and architecture. We 
believe that the orientation, process, and training of these visual design dis
ciplines are especially well-suited to the problems of visual interface design. 
Unfortunately, the typical software developer, development manager, or 
human factors engineer receives little or no formal training in these areas. 
Designing Visual Interfaces attempts to address this problem by describing a 
number of important design rules and techniques internalized by every
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visual designer through coursework and studio experience. While we don’t 
mean to imply that readers of this book will be instantly transformed into 
expert (or even proficient) visual designers, we 
less valuable insights that can be exploited with minimal training in a few 
basic “tricks of the trade.” Although mastery of these techniques depends 

heightened sensitivity born of extensive practice, the guiding princi-

believe there are neverthe-

on a
pies are not overly difficult to understand and most can be applied immedi
ately - even imperfectly - to produce noticeable improvements in real- 
world product development.

This book is a direct outgrowth of a tutorial {Applying Visual Design:
Trade Secrets for Elegant Interfaces) we have presented at various profes
sional conferences (the X Technical Conference, INTERCHI‘93, and CHI 94, 
among others) over the past several years. Feedback from tutorial attend- 

confirms that practical applicability is a reasonable claim. Numerous 
non-designers have credited the tutorial with stimulating their interest in 
further study as well as their successful application of the techniques we 
describe to produce a visible impact on their user interface designs. While 
we do not mean to suggest that professional design talent is unnecessary, 
we would be delighted to see the book fill precisely this role. In addition, 

have been particularly surprised and pleased with the positive response 
from graphic designers who have taken the tutorial. We welcome this 
endorsement of communication-oriented design principles and we hope 
that graphic designers will find the book equally stimulating.

The basic plan of the course is reflected in the arrangement of chapters in 
the book, the choice and structuring of the examples, and the presentation 
of the techniques themselves. Because the typical reader is engaged in com
mercial product development, we strive to keep the focus on visual phe
nomena as they are manifested in current software products. Instead of the 
usual organization (e.g., color, typography, layout) seen in the typical aca
demic design curriculum, we present our topics in an order that relates 
them to the specific problems of GUI design. Following the Introduction, in 
which we characterize the discipline of visual design and qualify our own 
particular niche within it, we present six chapters addressing the major 
visual concerns in present-day GUI’s: Elegance and Simplicity addresses 
poorly scoped or overly complex designs; Scale, Contrast, and Proportion 
describes ways to establish clear yet harmonious contrasts within a compo
sition or coding system; Organization and Visual Structure explains how

ees

we
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exploit characteristics of human perception to structure displays more 
effectively; Module and Program describes how to extend the structure of 

individual display to produce a unified system spanning many displays; 
Image and Representation provides guidance on the production and effec
tive use of abstract and concrete imagery; and finally, So What About Style? 
considers common GUI standards and cross-platform design issues. Each

to

an

chapter begins with an overview of several important Principles governing 
the phenomena in question and concludes with a description and step-by- 
step summary of three or four practical Techniques relating to the phenom- 

just described. Marking the boundary between these discussions in eachena
chapter is a catalog of Common Errors drawn from existing GUI applica
tions and environments to illustrate problems to avoid.

Designing Visual Interfaces will be useful to anyone responsible for design
ing, specifying, implementing, documenting, or managing the visual appear
ance of any form of computer-based information display. Software 
engineers and development managers, in particular, are our primary audi
ence, both because these groups may have little exposure to the ideas we 
present and because successful interface design is impossible without their 
active participation and support. Readers from the psychological and 
human factors communities should be more familiar with the principles and 
effects we describe, but visual design - particularly its aesthetic component 
- will still be unfamiliar territory for most. Practicing graphic designers will 
be familiar with most of the techniques we describe, but they too should 
find the application to interface design both interesting and informative. We 
hope every reader will gain a new perspective on product development as 
well as an appreciation for the contribution visual design can offer their 
products and users. Whether you’re doing the work yourself, participating 
in a design team, or directing the work of others, this book should help you 
understand your communication problem, establish reasonable design 
goals, and evaluate your progress toward them.

The principles we describe - and the examples we present - are truly generic 
in that they are equally applicable to any of the existing GUI standards. 
While the implementation of a particular design goal may vary from widget 
set to widget set, the principles of effective visual communication do not. 
Many of our examples happen to have been drawn from the OPEN LOOK 
GUI-an open GUI standard found primarily in UNIX environments-which 

be unfamiliar to some readers. There are two reasons for this. First, asmay
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employees of Sun Microsystems, much of our own work has been in OPEN 
LOOK during the past several years, so examples of both good and bad 
design were readily at hand. More importantly, OPEN LOOK remains the 

ly GUI standard attempting to address-however imperfectly-many of the 
communication oriented principles we describe, so it is in many cases the 
only available example of a particular design goal. To learn more about 
OPEN LOOK, see the Functional Specification (Sun, 1989) and Application 

Style Guide (Sun, 1990).

Like any large project, Designing Visual Interfaces would not have been 
possible without the cooperation and support of many individuals and 
organizations. We are deeply indebted to all those who offered their time, 
their material, or simply their advice and encouragement during the devel
opment of the project. Without their help this book would not have been 
possible. In addition to the many we cannot thank individually, we would 
like to explicitly acknowledge the following friends, as.sociates, and col
leagues for their generous contributions.

For help in selecting examples of good design and/or permission to 
reproduce copyrighted work 
Maniscalo, Neil Shakery, and Sarah Haun at Pentagram; Erik 
Spiekermann, Terry Irwin, and Bill Hill at MetaDesign, Mark Johnson, 
and Mark Goldberg at The Understanding Business; Peter Spreenburg at 
IDEO; Stephanie Harwood at Clement Mok designs, Inc,; Craig Syverson 
and Julian Schmidt at frogdesign; Josef Miiller-Brockmann; Annin and 
Dorthea Hofmann; Rudi Ruegg; Paul Rand; Inge Druckrey; Phillip Meggs; 
I.inda Meyers at the Division of Publications, US National Park Service; 
Martin Fox at RC Publications, Inc.; Lynn Briber at Michael Graves 
Architects; Eric P. Chan and Jeff Miller at ECCO Design, Amy Edelson at 
Swatch US; Audrey Hirschfeld at Sony, Bob Panzer at VAGA, Professor 
Emeritus Shozo Sato, Northern California Center for Japanese Art and 
Aesthetic,s and the University of Illinoi.s at Urbana-Champaign.

For artwork and examples from various hardware and software products, 
thank: Debra Coeiho at Sun Microsystems Computer Corporation, 

Tony Floeber at Go Corporation; Lorraine Aochi at Apple Computer, Inc.; 
Heidi Bollan. at NeXT Computer; Steve Anderson at Hewlett-Packard, 
Todd Fearn at Visual Cybernetics, Gabriella Pacini of Regis Mackenna, 
and Alesha Marie Guyot of Sunnyvale, California,

on

thank; Deirdre Quinn, Melindawe

we
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Many people provided helpful comments on earlier drafts. We are especially 
grateful for comments, suggestions, and insight provided by Diane Schiano, 
Mihai Nadin, Rob Mori, Jay Guyot, Jarrett Rosenberg, Sean Curry, Jakob 
Nielsen, Rolf Molich, and Stacey Ashlund.

Phyllis Bregman at Prentice-Hall and Karin Ellison at SunSoft Press showed 
patience and encouragement throughout the often arduous publication 
process. Management support from Bob Glass and Rick Levenson in 
SunSoft and from Nancy Yavne and Kevin Whiting in SunPro was also 
invaluable.

Finally, we extend our special thanks to Jakob Nielsen for the Foreword and 
to Jean Orlebeck for the cover design.
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Introduction 1

To design is much more than simply to assemble, to order, or even 
to edit: it is to add value and meaning, to illuminate, to simplify, to 
clarify, to modify, to dignify, to dramatize, to persuade, and perhaps 
even to amuse.

Paul Rand,
Design, Form, and Chaos

This book is about visual design for graphical user interfaces. We have found 
the orientation, process, and training of the visual design disciplines to be 
especially well-suited to the problems of graphical user interface (GUI) 
design. When we speak of the visual design disciplines, we include communi
cation-oriented graphic design (often described as visual communication 
design), industrial design, and architecture (including interior space design). 
These are the professions concerned most directly with the user’s experience 
of a form in the context of a specific task or problem, as opposed to its func
tional or aesthetic qualities in isolation. Other visual disciplines - such as 
painting, sculpture, illustration, filmmaking, or photography - while they 
have much in common with the visual design disciplines, typically adopt a 
more specialized focus or a less applied orientation. Other design disciplines 
- including most branches of engineering - also have substantial overlap, 
particularly in process and methodology, but they tend to focus largely or 
even exclusively on functional issues, often at the expense of aesthetics. 
Visual design attempts to solve communication problems in a way that is at 
once functionally effective and aesthetically pleasing.

By communication, we mean the full process by which the behavior of one 
goal-seeking entity comes to be affected by that of another through the recip
rocal exchange of messages or signs over some mediating physical channel. 
Research in communication theory (see Cherry, 1978) has investigated the 
statistical properties of communication channels, the structure of language
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, the psychological and social characteristics of message senders and 
receivers, and the effectiveness of various coding techniques. All of these fac
tors must be considered in communication-oriented design. Even more fun
damental is the field of semiotics - the general theory and practice of signs

briefly in Chapter Six. The

systems

(Peirce, 1931, Morris, 1938) - which we review
1 of communication-oriented design is to develop a message that can be 

ately transmitted and correctly interpreted, and which will produce the 
desired behavioral outcome after it has been understood by its recipient.

goa
accur

We refer frequently to visual language, by which we mean the visual charac
teristics (shape, size, position, orientation, color, texture, etc.) of a particular 

of design elements (point, line, plane, volume, etc.) and the way they are 
related to one another (balance, rhythm, structure, proportion, etc.) in solv- 

particular communication problem. Any language system defines both

set

mg a _
a universe of possible signs and a set of rules for using them. Every visual 
language thus has a formal vocabulary containing the basic design elements 
from which higher-level representations are assembled, and a visual syntax 
describing how elements may be combined within that system. We will re
turn to these topics shortly, but first we must review the state of the art.

With a few notable exceptions, present-day GUI applications leave much to 
be desired from a communication standpoint. The arrival of GUI technology 
has opened up new degrees of freedom in the use of color, typography, and 

. Most of the world’s character-based applications are rapidly being

The Mess We're In

imagery
ported to Microsoft® Windows™ (hereafter denoted simply as Windows), 
the Macintosh, or OSF/Motif (a GUI for UNIX workstations). The results are 
reminiscent of the early days of desktop publishing, when computers first 
gave people without the appropriate background and skills the mechanical

m

Si■
a

Mjidlr -
UMO't.
ilTtlVlht. tA-'fmi

1: Imagery that distracts, confuses, or simply bewilders the uninitiated user is all too common in the 
current generation of graphical applications. (Palettes from Builder Xcessory by ICS.)
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2: Non-standard graphical elements intended to differentiate an application from 
its competition undermine the opportunity for transfer of learning offered by the 
GUI environment. Do you want users thinking about fbe/rwork or your sliders?

capacity to produce “realistic” printed materials. While the technical level of 
production was indeed impressive, the aesthetic quality left much to be 
desired simply because powerful tools had been placed in the hands of peo
ple without the training needed to use them correctly. Today’s GUI applica
tions suffer from exactly the same problem, as shown in Figures 1-4.

The public is more familiar with bad design than good design. It is, 
in effect, conditioned to prefer bad design, because that is what it 
lives with. The new becomes threatening, the old reassuring.

Paul Rand
Design, Form, and Chaos

Ironically, given the graphical nature of the GUI revolution, imagery is one of 
the biggest problems. The Windows user, in particular, has been “blessed” 
with a hieroglyphic outpouring of tool bars, icon bars, button bars, help 
bars, QuickAccess bars, SpeedBars, and Smarticons. The vast array of icons 
needed to satisfy this burgeoning demand (it is now customary to provide a 
configurable toolbar with an icon for each function in one’s application) 
combined with the need to support low-resolution 16-color displays has led 
to an astonishing proliferation of low-quality images (1, see also 212-218, 
Note: our convention is to cite figures parenthetically by number only, with 
multi-part examples labeled from left to right: (a), (b), (c), etc.) that sacrifice
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3: Reducing the number of dialog boxes may improve the organization of your application, but there 
will be little net benefit to the user if the dialogs are this crowded and disorganized as a result.

valuable communication bandwidth in a welbintentioned pursuit of graphi
cal glitz and “fun.” Unfortunately, many of these images are so poorly 
designed as to be practically unintelligible, even when (as is rarely the case)

even within) applications.there is some degree of consistency across (or

well designed and fairly well standardized environment such as theBiven in a
Macintosh desktop, it has proven difficult to stem the tide of application- 
specific styles, arbitrary mappings, and idiosyncratic imagery (2). Flexible 
authoring environments such as HyperCard extend the “naive desktop pub
lisher” phenomenon to the design of even the GUI primitives themselves. The 
situation isn’t much better in the Windows world, where at least four major 
“house styles” are now evident among mainstream applications (Berst, 1992 
a-h). In fairness to application developers, existing user interface toolkits 
have provided very little support for communication-oriented visual design. 
In fact, most toolkits impose unnecessary design restrictions as a side effect 
of their own implementation or internal architecture.

Another problem that has been around as long as the GUI itself is evident in 
the haphazard, devil-may-care arrangements of controls in windows and 
dialog boxes (3). In fact, the typical application interface was probably 
structured more effectively in the days of character-oriented displays, since
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the limited number of positions in a character-mode screen had to be man
aged more carefully - and permitted less variation in the first place - than 
today’s high-resolution raster displays. Basic principles of visual organiza
tion developed through centuries of experience with print media have rarely 
been applied to the on-screen media, and communication has suffered as a 

result.

Graphical interfaces have generated a prodigious body of research (Shu, 
1988, Eades and Tamassia, 1989, Myers, 1990) leading to dozens of com
mercial products based on visual programming, program visualization, and 
graphical data display. A wide variety of scheduling tools, project manage
ment systems, and personal information managers, not to mention visual 
programming environments (4) employ visual representations to help users 
make sense of complex serial dependencies and interleaving or concurrent 
processes. Despite their commercial success, these applications are plagued 
by the generally low quality of their visual displays. There appears to be a 
tacit assumption in each of these areas that simply using a graphical display 
will automatically confer ail the benefits of effective visual presentation on a

4: Existing ''visual" applications have generally made surprisingly poor use of visual language and 
spatial organization in their graphical displays, Both this visual programming environment (a) and this 
graphical project manager (b) do a poor job of making the essential information obvious "at a glance."
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complex problem domain. Unfortunately, a spatial representation must 
visual (and non-visual) language effectively for the potential of graphical dis
plays to be realized. The fact that it takes a very good picture to be worth a 
thousand words has rarely been appreciated within this domain (one notable 
exception can be seen in the elegant BALSA algorithm simulation environ
ment [Brown and Sedgwick, 1984]). The use of color has created similar 
pioblems. The limitations of a small color palette have long been 
pounded by the tendency to fill the color table with colors that

use

com
are easy to
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B; Excellent design can be found in modern guj environments-albeit mostly at the system software 
level as evidenced by this collage of effective graphical elements (each described in greater detail 
in the chapters to come) from various graphical applications and GUI standards.

describe digitally. This practice inevitably produces the familiar range of 
intense, over-saturated colors that still predominates in many computer dis
plays. Eventually, the problem should diminish as displays with higher color 
resolution become the norm, bur better solutions will only arise if the prob
lems with current displays are recognized. As with any dimension of visual 
language, color can enhance communication, but only if it is used correctly.
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we don’t mean to imply that the industry has been completely
a number ofyf course

ithout success in the area
successful products have led the way
L familiar operating environments, for example, employ some visual ele- 

and occasionally a comprehensive visual language, that are effective 
’ markets (5). These elements succeed from a visual design

have made the commitment to

of visual design. On the contrary -
ith excellent visual solutions. Most ofw / w

merits
for their target
standpoint largely because their sponsors , u ■
involve professional designers. For large system software vendors, the mve,st- 
ment is easily justified by the leverage gained in standard user interface tool- 

kits that can be remsed by all developers.

iJnfortunateiy, development organizations have rarely shown the same 
vision at higher levels of the software food chain, and much of the momen
tum provided by standardized toolkits has been squandered as a result. 
Today, simply using the low-level toolkit components does little to ensure a 
high quality (or even a style guide compliant) application because the way 
the pieces are put together is usually as important as the pieces themselves. 
The remainder of this book will describe ways in which these higher level 
issues can be addressed. We expect that real success will only be achieved 
through close collaboration between system-sensitized visual and conceptual 
designers and design-sensitized software engineers and managers. The rest of 
this introduction describes the field of visual design and the contribution 
that a competent visual designer can make to the development team.

Design is not something that can be applied after the fact, when the funda
mental organization of the product has already been determined — though 
this is indeed a common misconception. To be effective, design must be an 
integral part of the product development lifecycle. The process employed by 
visual designers is comparable to the typical engineering methodology. An 
initial understanding of the problem based on thorough background 
research is followed by an iterative cycle of generation and evaluation until 
the solution that best meets the requirements is selected for production. The 
designer serves typically as a planner, coordinator, and orchestrator of many 
ipecialist subcontractors. Areas of direct responsibility typically include 
background research and problem ciefinition; high level design and concept/ 
program development; planning, coordination, and design specification; 
production supervision and quality control. Some designers produce their 
own copywriting, illustration, photography, or pre-press production, but 
more commonly these tasks are contracted out to production specialists.

What Visual 
Designers Do

Rsy;,
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6: The painting, Number 1A, by Jackson Pollock, illustrates the concern of the fine 
arts for pure form - divorced completely from functional or representational 
criteria - as a direct expression of the personal aesthetic vision of the artist.
© 1983 Poilock-Krasner Foundation/ARS, New York,

The designer is not an artist, at least not in the sense m which that term is 
commonly understood. This remains a point of confusion for many in the 
software industry. The artist, like the poet, is engaged in the manipulation of 
the formal qualities of a particular medium to produce an aesthetic response. 
Aside from the technical ability of the artisan and the limitations of the 
medium, there are few if any constraints on the forms produced by the artist. 
That forms can be taken from their original context and experienced on 
their own terms is a central tenet of modern art. This concept underlies the 
work of modern artists from surrealist sculptor, painter, and conceptual ait- 
ist Marcel Duchamp to abstract expressionist painter Jackson Pollock (6).

I The designer is a visually literate person, just as an editor is 
expected by training and inclination to be versed in language and 
literature, but to call the former an artist by occupation is as absurd 

! as to refer to the latter as a poet,

Douglas Martin
Book Design

Art and Design

valued for its originality and expressiveness. Its focus is on individualArt is
artifacts crafted through the manual and aesthetic virtuosity of the artist. 
Design, in contrast, is valued for its fitness to a particular user and task. C.er- 
tainly, design is concerned with producing a life-enhancing aesthetic experi- 

where possible, but the design aesthetic is always related to the 
intended function of the resulting product. Design is focused on the specifi-
ence
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cation of products intended for mass production and widespread distribu- 
. Whereas art strives to express fundamental ideas and perspectives ontion

the human condition, design is concerned with finding the representation 
best suited to the communication of some specific information. The choice 
and arrangement of elements in the concert poster by Inge Druckrey (7), for 
sample, are constrained by the need to effectively communicate the date, 

time, place, and event in question. The elegant manner in which this infor
mation is conveyed within the context of a formal aesthetic statement that 
reinforces and enhances the message is a hallmark of good design.

ex

Designers are constantly asked to resolve conflicting demands imposed by 
the problem, the budget, the schedule, and the desired quality level. As in 
any engineering discipline, trade-offs must be continuously identified, evalu
ated, and decided on the basis of the best information available. Among the 
most common sources of contention is the apparent opposition of functional 
and aesthetic criteria. Communication-oriented visual design views these 
forces not as irreconcilable opponents, but as symbiotic components of 
every high-quality solution.

Functional vs. 
Aesthetic Concerns

Oci(^r -2 6 OOpm fr««
Yale Symphony Orchestra

SeeHtoyeh

H

7: Design elevates communication over expression, 
but witiiout forsaking aesthetic values. Design by Inge 
Druckrey for the Yale Symphony Orchestra,
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Some of the best examples of the synergy between form and function can be 
the dynamic compositions and active constructivist typography of 

the so-called Dutch Constructivists - including Piet Zwart, Paul Schuitema, 
and Gerard Kiljan, among others - in the 1920’s and 193()’s. Faced with the 
need to produce visually interesting advertising material for some rathei 
ordinary-looking industrial equipment, telephone cabling, and public utili
ties, these designers turned the problem on its head by celebrating rather 
than obscuring the formal characteristics of the products being advertised. 
Unconventional orientations and viewing angles and dynamic graphical 
devices - including photomontage and superimposition - were used to 
underscore relationships among elements throughout the composition.

seen m
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8; The striking formal juxtaposition of both long distance and close-up photography, 
active typography, and unifying graphical elements plays a clear functional role in 
this advertisemerrt created by Gerard Kiljan for the Dutch Post Telefon Teiegraff,

Gerard Kiljan’s poster for the Dutch prr (8), for example, uses diagrammatic 
elements and close-ups of callers superimposed in multiple layers upon a 
dramatic aerial view to show the telephone’s ability to transcend physical 
distance. Note how closely the elements in each layer work together to con
vey the message of the poster while at the same time producing an aestheti
cally delightful statement. Similar effects can be seen in the advertising 
materials and catalog spreads produced by Piet Zwart and Paul Schuitema 
(9). Unusual framing, scale, and viewing perspectives are in each case used
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to produce images that are visually arresting and yet intimately related to the 
product itself. Superimposed graphical devices (the square on the left; the 
circle on the right) are again used to draw the viewer's attention to a partic
ular area of the display and to relate elements to one another. By drawing 
attention first to the advertisement as a whole, and only secondarily to the 
image of the product, the formal aesthetics of the design complement the 
information content of the advertisement.

Good design defuses the tension between functional and aesthetic goals pre
cisely because it works within the boundaries defined by the functional 
requirements of the communication problem. Unlike the fine arts, which

0^

Ut, SlJif

fsteaitpS

9: Unconventional viewing angles and dynamic composition - in which superimposed graphical 
elements play a critical role - play a functional role {by highlighting the product} in these industrial 
posters by Piet Zwart (al - © Piet ZwaiWAGA, New York 1993 -- and Paul Schuitema (b).

exists for their own sake, design must always solve a particular real-world 
problem. Functional criteria govern the range of possibilities that can be 
explored; aesthetic possibilities that are not compatible with this minimum 
standard of usability must be quickly discarded, if they are considered at all. 
Fortunately, there is almost always a wide latitude for aesthetic expression 
within these bounds, and experienced designers realize that solving a prob
lem in a manner that is uniquely appropriate brings an aesthetic satisfaction 
all its own.
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10; Good design is timeless, if not universal. Grace, economy, and fitness of purpose can be 
both the monumental Roman inscription from Trajan's Column (a) and the modernseen in

Japanese gardener's secateurs (b)

The timeless quality of a classic design is immediately apparent. From the 
majestic capital letterforms of the Roman inscription (10-a) to the towering 
grace of the cathedtal’s apse to the simple, natural forms of traditional Japa 

craftsmanship and design (10-b), the human race has delighted in forms

Form, Function, and 
the Question of a 
Universal Aesthetic

nese
reflecting widespread agreement on basic qualities of scale, rhythm, propor
tion, balance, harmony, and craftsmanship. The same formal characteristics 
have been appreciated in advanced civilizations throughout human history 
and they are central to any coherent philosophy of design. An elegant solu
tion is both an artistic and an intellectual achievement that - while it may 
come to be taken for granted never becomes trite or irrelevant.

Modern design arose out of the Arts and Crafts movement of the late 19th 
Century, which in turn had its roots in the depredations of the early years of 
the industrial revolution. In the torrent of manufactured goods that followed 
the introduction of mass production, there was little concern for the quality 
of the design, the integrity of the materials, or the humanity of the produc
tion process. The resurgent concern for quality - in materials and construc
tion as well as design - fueled a manufacturing explosion, that has continued 
ever since. Phillip Meggs (1992) writes that, “the history of design is the his-
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11: Shaker cabinetry shows the simple elegance of even a purely utilitarian application when 
natural materials are used with integrity. Does a woodgrain-printed vinyl dashboard really 
project the same image of quality? Photography by Michael Freeman.V.'“?'-,'5-fe<

tory of technology and craftsmanship.'" While design today remains 
grounded in mass production, the technology of manufacture is viewed as a 
means rather than an end. The ultimate focus is on the appropriateness of 
the design in relation to both the function the product is intended to fulfill 
and the materials from which it is constructed.

Wifi3
%
W-■}.

'm
V.':%
sii'- ■ An appreciation for the inherent beauty of natural materials is unavoidable 

for anyone who has taken the time to reflect on the fine grain of properly fin
ished hardwood, the texture of cleanly cut stone, or the fit of a well made 
artifact. Objects constructed from genuine materials are always valued more 
highly than those that use a cheaper substitute. The imposition of simulated 
woodgrain on aluminium siding or simulated leather on vinyl upholstery 
reflects not a preference for these surrogate materials, but rather, a deference 
toward the cost or availability of the genuine article. Compare the typical 
false wood dashboard of an American automobile to the delicate grain and 
careful seamless construction of Shaker cabinetry (If). The irony in this dis
honest substitution is that the natural material qualities of the plastic or 
vinyl themselves - which often hold their own fascination (cf., Tecce and 
Wtale, 1990) - are prevented from revealing themseh^es.
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12; The logarithmic spiral can be constructed geometricatlY, yet it provides the basis for countless 
beautiful forms produced by the growth of living organisms throughout the natural world.

intuitive endeavor? The great inter-Is design fundamentally a rational or anDesign and 
Rationality national design movements arising since the end of the 19th centuiy have all 

advanced the belief that good design is a reflection of some higher truth, 
whether in form, method, or materials. From the beginnings of the Arts and 
Crafts movement, through the Vienna Secessionists and the Deutsch Werk- 
bund, the De Stijl movement in the Netherlands and Constructivism m the 
emerging Soviet Union, through the Bauhaus and on to the rest of the woild 
following the rise of National Socialism in Germany - modern design has 
been predicated on the rationalist belief that all design decisions should in 
principal be justifiable on objective grounds. While Modern design has - ^ 
sionally been charged with mistaking post-hoc rationalization for functional 
determinism (cf., Banham, 1960, Margolin, 1989), there can be no

1 that the interit of these pioneering design movements was to pro- 
appropriate design solutions that addressed the needs of the modern

occa-

serious

question 
mote : _
consumer as well as the requirements of mass production.

initial question, of course both approaches to knowledge are 
essential. Modern design movements have emphasized the rational dimen
sion, without rejecting completely the use of intuition as an important gener
ative element. As with most classic dichotomies, there is value on both sides 

of the equation:

As to our
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Method helps intuition when it is not transformed into dictatorship. 
Intuition augments method if it does not instill anarchy. In every 
moment of our semiotic existence, method and intuition 
complement one another.

Mihai Nadin
Interface Design and Evaluation - Semiotic Implications

Without minimizing the value of intuition as a problem solving tool, we pro
pose that systematic design programs are more valuable from a communica
tion standpoint than are ad hoc solutions; that intention is preferable to 
accident; that principled rationale provides a more compelling basis for 
design decisions than personal creative impulse. When designing for human- 
computer interaction, communication is the overriding concern and creative 
expression is simply one means to this end. This is the orientation we con
sider most effective for designing visual interfaces and the perspective we 
adopt throughout this book.

The following pages describe some of the most important design rules and 
techniques learned by all students of the visual design disciplines that apply 
directly to GUI design. Most of the techniques we describe can be easily mas
tered and applied to your next product. We have tried to formulate the rules 
as crisply as possible, both to distinguish them from more general principles 
or guidelines that frequently conflict with one another, and to make them as 
useful as possible for addressing real-world problems. We do not mean to 
suggest, of course, that any of these rules should never be broken. As design
ers have realized for centuries, all rules are made to be broken - at least by 
the experienced practitioner.

Some consider it noble to have a method: others consider it noble 
not to have a method. Not to have a method is bad; to stop entirely 
at method is worse still. One should at first observe rules severely, 
then change' them in an intelligent way. The aim of possessing 
method is to seem finally as if one had no method.

The Mustard Seed Garden Manual of Painting

We maintain that a rational approach to design is not only possible, but that 
it is essential, if high-quality design skills are to be replicated and transmit
ted across the generations.
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Elegance and 

Simplicity

in anythincj at all, perfection is finally attained not when 
there is no longer anything to add, but when there is 
no longer anything to take away.

Antoine de Saint Exupery

The term, elegance de.rives from the Latin eligere, meaning to “choose out” 
select carefully.” The same Latin root gives rise as well to terms such as 

elect and select - both of which carry a similar implication of reflection and 
careful decision. More recently the term has acquired the familiar connota
tions of refinement and grace, reflecting thoughtfulness and good taste. 
Achieving the latter, of course, depends upon the former. Visual design is 
intimately concerned with careful decision making and judicious selection of 
formal elements. Visual design decisions extend beyond the surface to the 
very heart of the product concept. The visual designer enhances communica
tion by carefully selecting the elements to be emphasized - and this may 
involve selecting the elements to be included - and ensuring that they are 
presented so as to be perceptually salient.

or

Elegance in design is seen in the immediately obvious success of a novel 
approach that solves a problem completely yet in a highly economical way. 
The importance of simplicity can hardly be overstated. In fact, the sheer sim
plicity of an elegant solution is often its most startling and delightful aspect. 
Elegant solutions reveal an intimate understanding of the problem and an 
ability to ensure that its essence is grasped by the consumer as well. Econ
omy of expression - the ability to cut directly to the heart of the matter - 
provides the basis for aesthetic evaluation in art and science alike. Simplicity 
abounds in the beauty of nature, from the laws of physics, to the symmetri
cal growth of crystals, to the structure of living organisms.
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13: The Belmont Radio features clean lines and simple, approachable controls. The radio's basic 
forms are tightly integrated with the circular dial that serves as its focal point. From Radios: The 
Golden Age by Philip Collins ©1987, published by Chronicle Books,

Simplicity plays a central role in all timeless designs. We appreciate solutions 
that - all other things being equal - solve problems in a clear, economical, 
fashion. The most powerful designs are always the result of a continuous 
process of simplification and refinement. We will return, repeatedly to sim
plicity in the chapters to follow, as many of the other design goals depend 
critically on simplification as a means to their own particular end. Before 
you do anything else to improve the quality of a design, make sure you have 
reduced its formal and conceptual elements to the absolute minimum. The 
benefits of simplicity are functional as well as aesthetic in nature:

Approach ability. Simple designs can be rapidly apprehended and under
stood well enough to support immediate use or invite further exploration. 
The Belmont Radio (13) includes only three sets of controls - the volume 
knob, tuning knob and dial, and station presets. The functional relationships 
of each control group are readily apparent in the absence of competing ele
ments. Anyone can tell “at a glance” how to operate this simple design.

Recognizability. Simple designs can be recognized more easily than their
elaborate counterparts. Because they present less visual information to 

the viewer, they are more easily assimilated, understood, and remembered.
more
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The function of the Belmont radio is a readily identified by its tuning dial 
and louvered speaker enclosure, both of which are emphasized by the 
absence of competing formal elements.

Immediacy. Simple designs have a greater impact than complex designs, 
precisely because they can be immediately recognized and understood wit a 
minimum of conscious effort. The radio’s simple color scheme ensures that 
the eye is drawn immediately and involuntarily to the bright white controls. 
The most powerful symbols in human culture are always reduced to their 
absolute minimal form.

Usability. Improving the approachability and memorability of a product 
necessarily enhances usability as well. Simple designs that eliminate 
sary variation or detail make the variation that remains more prominent and 
informative. In fact, it is nearly impossible to operate a simple design like the 
Belmont radio incorrectly.

unneces"

Principies

Understatement can be a difficult quality to grasp through conscious effort. 
Apart from the obvious focus on economy, or minimization of component 
parts and simplification of the relationships between parts, simplicity in 
design depends upon three closely related principles. The elements in the 
design must be unified to produce a coherent whole, the parts (as well as the 
whole) must be refined to focus the viewer’s attention on their essential 
aspects, and the fitness of solution to the communication problem must be 
ensured at every level.

Unity

Refinement
Fitness

14; Traffic signs depend heavily on over-simplified, highly schematic imagery to alert the driver to 
potentially dangerous situations. Each sign refers to a general class of hazard, with a corresponding 
set of plans and precautions, rather than the specifics of any particular roadway.
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IB: The elegant Japanese ehasenvvhisk is 
created from a single piece of bamboo v\/hose 
fibers have been split, formed, and rejoined.

Elegant tools and utensils such as the Japanese chasen tea whisk (15) pos
sess a unity that derives from the intimate relation of a minimal set of parts 
in pursuit of a common goal. Whenever a single part plays more than one 
role, the unity of the overall design is enhanced. Elegant solutions produce a 
maximum of satisfaction from an absolute minimum of components.

Unity

16: Circle and star are fused together in the 
classic identity symbol for Mercedes-Benz. 
Image courtesy of Daimler-Benz, Stuttgart.
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British poster designer Abram Games recognized the key to communication- 
oriented design in his philosophy of “maximum meaning, minimum means" 
(Livingston, 1992). Visual identity programs, like posters, must be very con
cise to cut through the torrent of competing messages encountered in every
day life. Identity symbols have evolved over the centuries from the highly 
pictographic trade-marks of the medieval shopkeeper to the more abstract, 
symbolic marks used in today’s brand and corporate identity programs.
The classic Mercedes Benz identity symbol (16) is a familiar example with a 
strong symbolic quality. Its unity derives from the powerful integration of 
the three-pointed star with the center of the circumscribing circle. The axes 
of the star focus the viewer’s attention on the origin of the ring. This conver
gence maximize the integration of the basic forms and the unity of the 
resulting design.

The EC2 phone from ECCO Design, Inc., (17) displays a similar unity of form 
in the common curvature of its handset and cradle. Instead of resting in a 
cavity carved into or molded onto the surface of the phone, as in most con
temporary designs, the handset is held in place by virtue of its integration 
with the contours of the base itself. The relationship of the two elements was 
clearly planned from the beginning rather than a tacked-on as an after
thought. Visual unity in product design ensures that all of the individual 
components work together toward a common purpose. The role of the hous
ing is to provide not merely an enclosure, but also a visual field within which 
control elements and visual displays can be properly related.

17: The unified form of the EC 2 Phone from ECCO Design Inc. is most apparent in the 
shared contour of handset and cradle. The mechanism is designed-in not tacked on as an 
afterthought. (See also color plate 1).
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18: A common design language can be seen in the NeXTStation hardv^/are and the 
NeXTStep GUi, Regardless of which came first, the coordination of on-screen imageiy 
and physical product underscore the impression of a total solution.

Visual unity in the human-computer interface may take many forms. The 
foremost consideration is the integration of the visual language elements 
used throughout an application. Ideally, the same visual language should be 
apparent in the system software as well, and indeed, throughout the entire 
end-user environment. NeXT pursued this ideal to its logical conclusion by 
using a single design language to unify even the hardware with the system 
and application software (18,19). This elegant design contrasts sharply with 
the colorful workstations from Silicon Graphics (e.g., Indigo, Crimson, 
Onyx), which awkwardly share the same egg-shell colored monitor. With the 
demise of the NeXT hardware business, this admirable unity will disappear 
for most NeXTStep users.

RIb Vtower
■mwsi

19: By matching the visual qualities of the hardware, NeXTStep transformed 
the original grayscale display from a marketing liability to a high-style asset.
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20: The network diagram for the London Underground reflects a problem-oriented 
refinement of the area's physical geography. By radically compressing the distances 
between outlying stations, this diagram became the first "fisheye" view. Design by 
Henry C. Beck, 1935. (See also color plate 2).

Reduction through successive refinement is the only path to simplicity. To 
create an elegant solution, anything that is not essential to the communica
tion task must be removed. Public transportation maps have for years 
applied this principle to present complex routing information in an under
standable way. one of the earliest and most famous examples is the route 
diagram for the London Underground system (20), which has retained its 
basic form since 1935. Instead of maintaining the geographically correct 
position and orientation of each line, these diagrams maintain topological

Refinement

.0^“’

c.<' .H-0“’" 9.'^%.d- ./O' o9^
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21: The representation of a single line permits even further refinement of the diagram's form, since 
travellers who are already aboard the train need only concern themselves with the sequence of stops 
and the availability of connections.
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accuracy while introducing simplifying generalizations that regularize the 
positions and orientations of lines, stations, and transfer points. In addition, 
the diagram provides a primitive fisheye view (Furnas, 1988) by compressing 
physical distance in outlying areas. By reducing and regularizing the spacing 
between stations, the diagram can accommodate more information in the 
same physical space. The same approach is used in the route diagram for the 
London Underground’s Victoria Line (21). In this case, however, the general
ization is even more extreme, since the orientation with respect to the sur
rounding geography or even the relative distance between stations is not 
important to riders who are already on the train. All that matters is the 
sequence of stops and availability of connections.

22; Simple, refined, forms convey the basic functionality of the these pointing devices from Microsoft 
(a) - (design by IDEO Product Associates) and Apple Computer (b). The aesthetics and ergonomics of 
each design are superior to their recent replacements.

Refinement of physical form can be seen in the original Microsoft Mouse 
and Apple ADB Mouse (22). The elegance of each design surpasses that of 
competing designs created before and since. Both designs feature button ele
ments integrating tightly with the basic curves or planes of the mouse while 
still retaining a distinct identity. In the Microsoft Mouse, the left button (the 
primary control in the Windows environment) is half again as wide as the 
right button. This simple visual cue for button targeting is supplemented by 
a tactile cue in the form of a subtle ridge separating the two buttons.

The e.xternal appearance of GUI software has changed very little over the 
years. Researchers have experimented with minimalist interfaces that reduce 
the prominence of window borders, scrollbars, and other familiar GUI con
trols, but few tangible results have been obtained. One problem is that hid
ing “distracting” controls also removes the visual affordances ('things that
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suggest interaction possibilities^) those elements provide. The scrollbar itself, 
for example, reminds the user of its availability as well as its operation. 
Removing visual cues is disorienting, particularly for beginning users, but 
also for experienced users who can be disrupted by the abrupt transitions as 
controls materialize and disappear again.

An alternative approach can be seen in PenPoint, where some controls were 
replaced with simple gestures. PenPoint’s elegant notebook metaphor (23-a) 
eliminates all extraneous details (note the absence of spiral bindings, perfo
rations, rounded corners, ruled lines, etc.), depending largely on its vertical 
orientation and, of course, the tabs that have inspired a whole new genera-
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23: The elegant, highly refined interpretation of a paper notebook in the PenPoint user interface (a) 
contrasts sharply with the intrusive, overly literal "notepad" cues provided by the Sharp Wizard (b). 
The former conveys a giobal impression of notebook-ness, while the latter depends on crude "labels."

tion of notebook-builders. Compare the elegant PenPoint display to the busy 
Sharp Wizard screen (23-b) with its bulky spirals and axonometric rendering 
showing the dhnensionality of the pad. Note how the spiral must sometimes 
be shortened due to space constraints. How' interesting that this product, 
with its much smaller display, chose the more costly (in terms of screen real 
estate) route of a highly detailed literal representation.
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24: The frugal design of this Shaker sewing desk makes full use 
of the many small enclosed spaces while providing constant 
access to the work surface. Photo tay Michael Freeman.

evaluated in absolute formal terms, but rather, succeed or
can

Designs are never
fail on the basis of how well they solve a particular problem. Solutions 
be more or less appropriate in their method, their process, or their outcome. 
Elegant solutions solve problems with maximum effectiveness through ave
nues that are desirable in their own right. In addition to its fine construction, 
the Shaker sewing desk (24) reveals a design of remarkable compactness and

Fitness

25: The Japanese kanban sign identifies the type of goods or 
offered by this establishment while blending naturally 

with traditional building materials used in the facade.
services
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26: The modest design goals and focus on core functionality apparent in the original MacWrite and 
MacPaint applications reflect the commitment to an appropriate balance between capability and 
complexity seen in the first wave of software created for "the rest of us."

economy. The maximum use is made of the space consumed by the desk. 
The depth and accessibility of the drawers, as well as the leg-room under the 
desk, are all increased by allowing the drawers to open to the side, rather 
than the front. Tiny storage compartments throughout the desk reflect the 
need to accommodate materials and supplies, in short, every element reflects 
the practical concern of supporting the task of sewing.

The traditional kanban sign on many Japanese storefronts (25) reveals a 
similar sensitivity to the qualities of the material. In Japanese architecture, 
the concepts of subdued beauty [sbihui) and elegant simplicity {wabi) are 
seen in the refinement and natural character of the buildings themselves. The 
kanban is an art form in its own right, but its fitness as a signage element is 
apparent in its visual compatibility with the surrounding material context.

In user interface design, the material choices are typically much narrower, 
but the digital medium can still be presented more or less appropriately. The 
original MacPaint and MacWrite applications (26) exemplified (and in some
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defined) the philosophy of the early Macintosh software environment.sense,
These simple, straightforward, and highly graphical applications were 
appropriate for the technical level of the target user as well as for the limited 
capabilities of the original machine. The presentation in each case is concrete 
and explicit, with visual affordances or reminders to help users recognize the 
tools available to them. Simple mechanisms such as the memorably vivid 
“Fat Bits” magnification mode in MacPaint helped users understand the 
novel technology while exposing them to some of its power and flexibility. 
As simple as they were, these two “bundled” applications met the needs of 
many early users all by themselves.

abcdefghiJklmnopqrstuuuiKyz
flBCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUUUlHVZ
$1234567890(.
27: The Chicago screen font was designed with the limitations and requirements of the low- 
resolution Macintosh display in mind. The thick vertical elements ensure that each character 
remains visible when dimmed with the standard SO-percent gray pattern.

The Chicago screen font used for widget labels throughout the Macintosh 
system software (27) provides an even better example of matching a design 

the material qualities of the medium. The font was designed to ensure 
adequate legibility and contrast on low resolution (72 dots per inch) video 
displays. The thick vertical elements provide characters that remain legible 

when some of their pixels are removed by the standard fifty percent 
used to indicate the inactive state on the Macintosh.. The Chi-

to

even
gray pattern

font’s unique typographic character and fitness to the display taskcago
helped make it a defining feature of the Macintosh interface from its earliest 
days on. The original design continues to thrive even as the technological 
limitations it was designed to accommodate have begun to disappear. 
Apple’s recently introduced TrueType fonts include a scalable, outline-based 
version of Chicago even though the need for the pixel-level tuning seen in 
the original bitmap font is largely eliminated by the higher resolution output 
devices for which scalable fonts are Intended.
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Common Errors

Common errors related to elegance and simplicity can usually be attributed 
to poor planning, poorly communicated structure, or attempts to go beyond 
the scope of a coherent, focused design. The inevitable result is visual or con
ceptual complexity and confusion. The mistakes described below are all too 
typical in today’s GUI applications.

28: Clutter and visual noise. The advent 
of the GUI has meant more, not less visual 
clutter in most computing environments. 
Today software products are designed, 
marketed, evaluated (and all too often, 
purchased) on the basis of their aggregate 
feature set, even though many features 
are used rarely, if ever, by the vast majority 
of users. The only way to deal effectively 
with this unfortunate reality is to logically 
structure the presentation so that each 
display contains a manageable amount of 
information. Applications that try to pack 
as much information as possible into each 
screen create problems that rival the 
worst character-based displays. This win
dow from a personal information manager 
is crowded, confusing, and almost impos

sible to scan. The window contains so 
much functionality that the usual 1-pixel 
lines were not prominent enough to divide 
the layout into multiple regions. Instead, 
the design uses heavy 4-pixel horizontal 
and vertical dividers that do more to attract 
attention to themselves than to create 
meaningful higher-level units. In addition, 
the window's gray background turns a se
ries of carelessly positioned text fields 
(with their bright white interiors) into a dis
tracting pattern snaking randomly through 
the left-hand side of the display. While 
functional overload is clearly a problem 
with this design, effective use of visual lan
guage and display structure would bring a 
noticeable improvements.
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phabetic characters, and because there is 
less visual information in the surrounding 

the Macintosh accelerator characters 
far more readable than their Windows 

equivalents. They can be noticed in periph
eral vision while choosing items with the 

which makes the logic of the ac-

29: Interference between competing 
elements. Menu accelerators (i.e„ indivi 
dual keyboard shortcuts that invoke menu 
commands directly) in Windows (a) use 
purely textual cues for both the qualifier 
(e.g., Ctrl, Alt, Shift-the keys you press to 
indicate that the next key should invoke a 
command) and accelerator keys. These al
phabetic qualifiers - along with the "+" 
symbol used to separate qualifier and ac
celerator - interfere with the accelerator 
characters, and sometimes with the menu 
items themselves, Contrasting these ac
celerators with their Macintosh counter
parts (b) demonstrates the effectiveness 
of the simpler approach, in which a single 
graphical symbol is used as the qualifier 
for all accelerators. Because the "propel
ler" symbol is not confusable with the al-

area
are

mouse,
celerator scheme more apparent and inci
dental learning more likely. The same kind 
of visual interference is apparent in the 
Alignment icons from the open look De
veloper's Guide (c). The readability of 
these images suffers from an irrelevant 
variation in shape within each icon that 
serves to obscure the relevant variation in
alignment.
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note dialog above (a), where a single 
textfield is surrounded by four levels of 
boundary information. When proper spatial 
relationships and sufficient margins are 
maintained, explicit structure is rarely 
needed to ensure proper visual separation. 
Unfortunately many applications include 
structuring devices even when they are 
completely unnecessary. The Sort dialog 
(b) would have reasonably effective spatial 
grouping based on vertical alignment alone 
if the vertical dividers were simply re
moved.

30: Using explicit structure as a crutch. 
The presence of nested bounding boxes is 
usually 8 symptom of a poorly organized 
layout. Packing information as densely as 
possible and surrounding the resulting 
groupings with explicit borders is never a 
good substitute for structuring the layout 
effectively in the first place. Bounding bo.x- 
es interfere not only with the scanning of 
the items they contain, but with the sur
rounding items (including other bounding 
boxes) as well. Note, for example, how the 
gaps between bounding boxes, border 
lines, and textfield boundaries form a mes
merizing pattern at the bottom of the Foot-
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31: Belaboring the obvious. Users of GU! 
applications remain totally unfamiliar with 
the application functionality only for a rela
tively short period. Unnecessary naviga
tional aids that might be useful the first 
time a user sees a product quickly get in 
the way as soon as even a basic familiarity 
with the application has been established. 
Excessive "assistance" doesn't just slow 
semi-experienced users down - it can also 
prevent users from understanding the ap
plication in the first place, if it obscures the 
underlying structure of the window. The 
excessive verbal prompting in the file se
lection dialog above (a) consumes valuable 
space to tell users something that should 
have been obvious from the organization 
of the window and a basic understanding 
of the ubiquitous task of opening a file.

Like the presence of taped-on instructions 
in the physical workplace, the presence of 
help text in the interface is itself a reliable 
indicator of flaws in the underlying design. 
As many as five additional items could 
have been included in the list (or the win
dow made smaller) simply by removing 
(perhaps optionally) the redundant text. 
Similarly, the pointing hands in the Smart- 
Pics dialog box (b) merely lead the eye 
along a path it would have followed natu
rally in any case. Such self-consciously 
"helpful" feedback does little more than 
parrot the viewer's natural movement 
through the dialog. In fact, it may well im
pede performance by interfering with oth
erwise obvious spatial relationships.
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32: Overly literal translation. Even if the 
metaphor can be realized completely, pre
senting a software artifact as a direct ana
log to a physical object almost always 
imposes unnecessary visual and concep
tual restrictions on the design. Most GUi 
calculators, for example, simply replicate 
the heavily moded, poorly labeled, and dif
ficult to manipulate designs of existing 
physical designs. The model on the left (a) 
even goes so far as to replicate shifted 
functions (deg, oct, hex), even though 
dedicated software buttons could have 
been provided within the same space. 
While they may be familiar (to experienced 
users of the physical analog) these de
signs do little to leverage the power and 
flexibility of their computational host. The

uncritical acceptance of the material con
straints of a physical calculator prevents 
these calculator designs from focusing on 
the essence of the problem of calculation 
in any meaningful way. PentaCalc (b), in 
contrast, is only loosely patterned after a 
physical calculator (why shouldn't every 
GUI calculator provide the valuable tape 
feature, which is trivial to implement?), 
While perhaps less similar to "real-world" 
designs, it has been more carefully adapt
ed to the capabilities and limitations of the 
GUI, It features flexible display modes, 
closely spaced buttons (which minimize 
mousing), and provides an exceiient key
board interface.
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(a)

ular reflections on spherical plastic buttons 
(c) eventually grow tiresome despite the 
initial "oohs" and "aahs". These qualities 
rarely add to the long-term visual appeal of 
the product because they subvert rather 
than enhance communication. The extent 
to which this quest for graphical pizzazz 
has replaced concern for effective commu
nication can be seen in the subtle highlight
ing of the spherical "OK" and "No" but
tons (c). The buttons change co/or when 
pressed (woe to the user with color-defi
cient vision), but otherwise provide none 
of the essential visual feedback that pro
vides the illusion of manipulating a tangible 
object.

33: Excessive detail and embellishment. 
The siren song of photographic realism is 
difficult to resist, particularly given the 
natural human receptiveness to visual 
stimulation. In the GUI, as in any new me
dium, more effort has been expended on 
faithfully replicating familiar themes than 
on uncovering the unique characteristics 
and qualities of the new electronic medi
um itself. Electronic media allow us to fo
cus to an unprecedented extent on the 
essential elements of a design, but only if 
the available bandwidth is not squandered 
on graphical cliches and self-conscious or
namentation. Graphical embellishments 
that serve only to underscore the "real
ism" of the design such as the sheen of 
simulated brushed aluminum buttons (a), 
the sparkling splash screen (b) or the spec-
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34: Gratuitous dimensionality. Most peo
ple love the sense of tangibility imparted 
to a widget set by the popular pseudo-SD 
rendering technique in which highlighted 
and shadowed borders simulate a physi
cally raised surface. It can even be argued 
that this visual treatment plays a valuable 
role in identifying "pushable" controls.
The increasing use of 3D in situations that 
do not take advantage of the added dimen
sionality, however, is more difficult to de
fend, In the examples above, the chiseled 
"inactive" feedback in the toolbar icons (a) 
and the 3D treatment of the textual label 
(b) both impede the legibility of the result
ing signs. Legibility is also reduced by the 
unnatural foreshortening of the sides of 
the 3D palette (the Button Cube) (c). This 
3D structure actually completes a complex

(and sioWl animated rotation whenever the 
user switches to a different set of tools. 
While the obvious efficiency and scalability 
concerns (how do the design handle more 
than four palettes?) are serious enough, 
the design has problems even as a static 
display. The view of the "next" palette is 
too narrow and distorted to be very recog
nizable, so the complexity introduced by 
the third dimension provides little addition
al information over its 2D equivalent. Like 
the upturned page corner in the bottom of 
a "book" window (d), it is simply decora
tion attempting to woo the consumer with 
its seductive splendor.
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35; All of the above. The most spectacu
lar failing of simplicity is often seen in 
those products trying most earnestly to 
simplify the GUI for non-technical users. 
Applications - even whole environments 
such as MagicCap from General Magic - 
attempting to leverage users' knowledge 
about the physical world through a "3D Of
fice" (or 3D world) metaphor are begin
ning to reach the marketplace. This 
approach has always been something of a 
rite of passage for GUI designers. While 
many would admit (when pressed) to hav
ing their version of the 3D desktop tucked 
neatly away in their files, its basic flaws 
are widely recognized. The extremely liter
al translation of the "real" world seen in all 
such attempts, for example, virtually en
sures that users will find the resulting en

vironments cumbersome and inefficient, 
and probably just as cluttered as their reai- 
world office. Interestingly enough, the 3D 
office nearly always suffers from both an 
unnatural point of view and an awkward 
rendering style that effectively eliminate 
the impression of being in a real physical 
space, Ironically, this phenomenon can be 
traced directly to the 3D representation it
self, since accurate perspective conflicts 
with effective use of display space wher
ever two-dimensional editing tasks pre
dominate. When the standard File 
Manager, Task Manager, and Program 
Manager appear in front of the virtual desk, 
as in the Windows desktop replacement 
shown here, any illusion of true three-di
mensionality that might have arisen is 
quickly shattered.
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What is simple should be treated simply, what is difficult 
should be reduced to the simplest terms.

I Josef Miilfer-Brockmann
! The Graphic Designer and His Design Problems

Techniques

Elegance cannot be easily summarized in a few rules of thumb. It depends 
heavily on taste, and taste 
sure to a series

Reduction

Regularization

Leverage

only be developed through prolonged expo
of high quality examples forming the benchmark against 

which subsequent solutions can be judged. Because complex designs rarely 
seem elegant, simplification is an important step in the development of any 
elegant solution. Three basic techniq 
solution;

can

can be used to simplify a designlies

•Reducing a Design to its Essence 
•Regularizing the Elements of the Design 
• Combining Elements for Maximum Leverage

To the extent that the overall approach is appropriate to the task, the ele
gance of the resulting solution will be enhanced as these techniques 
applied. With practice, these techniques become second nature. You will 
begin to apply them - almost unconsciously - to every emerging solution.

are
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36: This tnap of the San Francisco Bay area from USAtlas shows use of reduction to produce a level 
of detail appropriate for the intended audience. The simplified design speeds orientation and 
facilitates reading at a glance. Design by The Understanding Business. (See also color plate 5).

The most fundamental design technique is reduction. An elegant desig 
must he reduced to its essential elements and each element reduced to its 
essential form. The travel maps produced by The Understanding Business 

(36) make extensive use of reduction as part of its distinctive visual lan
guage. This map of San .Francisco and the surrounding area of Northern 
California eliminates any detail that is not likely to be needed by someone 
traveling through the area (the audience for the atlas in which these maps 
appear). The result is a truly elegant solution in which the simplified presen
tation solves the navigation problem for its target user in a way that makes 
the maps aesthetically effective on purely formal grounds as well.

Reducing a Design 
to Its Essence

n

T
y

37: Reduction plays the critical role of emphasizing canonical features in these public information 
icons developed for the U.S. Department of Transportation (dot) by the American Institule of 
Graphic Art.s (aiga). Design by CooT & Shanosky Associates,
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Good design is simple, bold, and direct. It ensures that significant design ele
ments will be noticed by removing insignificant elements wherever possible. 
The familiar public information signage (37) developed for the U.S. Depart
ment of Transportation (DOT) was commissioned by the American Institute 
of Graphic Arts following an extensive study comparing the legibility and 
aesthetic qualities of 28 existing signage programs (AIGA, 1981). The picto- 
graphic signs focus on elements typical of an entire class of objects rather 
than on the details of any one instance. All visual details except those needed 
to identify the object’s category are removed. This reduction of iconidty 
makes the images more portable across cultural and linguistic boundaries.

Even “essential” elements can often be removed to good effect. Images 
often more visually appealing - and just as identifiable - when portions of 
the image are suggested rather than explicitly depicted. This technique is 
especially common in visual identities and signage systems where impact and 
recognizability are critical. The partial contour of the “A” in the identity for 
London’s Victoria and Albert Museum (38-a), for example, is easily com
pleted by the viewer, thanks to graphical cues provided by the serif of the 
ampersand and the top of the partial letterform. Similarly, the upper portion 
of the wheel of the wheelchair in the DOT pictogram set (38-b) is only sug
gested, with no loss in clarity. Viewers are not only able to fill in “missing” 
contours. They delight in doing so. The active involvement of the viewer can 
make recognition easier and communication more effective.

are

To apply this technique to interface design, the designer must simplify the 
presentation as much as possible and question the functionality being pre
sented when the resulting display is still too complex. Every aspect of the

VM. S
38: Even basic contour information can sometimes be removed without impeding communication. 
When the overall form is clear, the eye is quite willing to supply missing details, as in this identity for 
the Victoria and Albert Museum, London (a) - design by Pentagram - and the DOT'S access icon (b).
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39: Simplified iconic imagery is a necessity at the small scale required by the eNote workgroup pop
up messaging system, from Visual Cybernetics. Reducing the images to their essence and 
eliminating unnecessary variation helps the icons communicate clearly even at this small scale.

eNote pop-up messaging system (39) is devoted to conserving display space 
so that the window to remain open on the screen most of the time. The sim
ple, elegant, imagery used for the button labels communicates effectively 
without a need for verbal labels and the additional space they would require 
(the process of reducing an image to its essence will be discussed at length in 
Chapter 6). But the designers did not stop there. Most of the product func
tionality has been off-loaded into separate, task-specific dialog boxes. This 
design keeps the main window small and simplifies its window management 
tasks: since the window need not be resizable, even the window header and 
borders can be reduced to a simple outline.

An even more ambitious reduction can be seen in the Macintosh start up 
screen. Instead of a stream of cryptic and often confusing textual status mes 
sages, the Macintosh operating system displays a simple image (the “happy 
Mac” icon in 40-a) that conveys the system status while introducing person
ality and occasionally even a little humor into a potentially stressful situa
tion. A textual error message (and the “sad Mac” icon in 40-b) is displayed 
only if a problem is encountered during the start up sequence.

40: The minimal feedback provided during the Macintosh boot sequence simply identifies the 
system status as normal (a) or abnormal (b).
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Simplicity does not mean want or poverty. It does not mean the ab
sence of any decor, or absolute nudity. It only means that the decor 
should belong intimately to the design proper, and that anything for
eign to it should be taken away,

Paul Jacques Grillo
Form, Function, and Design

In all of these examples, the message is reinforced, not weakened, by 
removing non-essential elements from the design (or by resisting the tempta
tion to add them in the first place). Even experienced designers depend 
heavily on trial and error to determine which elements are truly essential. 
The use of reduction as a design technique should be approached 
three-step process:

Summary:
Reduction

as a

1 Determine the essential qualities (typically a short list of adjectives) 
that should be conveyed by the design, along with any fixed formal 
elements, such as a name or label, an essential control, or a color, 
texture, pattern, or image.

2 Critically examine each element in the design and ask yourself why 
it is needed, how it relates to the essence of the design (identified 
above), and how the design would suffer without it. If you can’t 
answer any of these questions, remove the element.

3 Try to remove the element from the design anyway. What happens? 
If the design collapses, either functionally or aesthetically, the 
element must be replaced. Otherwise, consider omitting it from the 
final solution.

Don’t be afraid to remove peripheral features or redundant information. 
These can always be replaced if users subsequently demand them. Effective 
design often involves oversimplifying to help make a point. An ounce of 
inaccuracy can be worth a pound of explanation — if it helps the viewer gain 
a basic understanding of the message you are trying to convey.
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Rete Delle
Ferrovie Nord Milano

41: In this elegant route diagram for the commuter rail system north of Milan, 
the orientations of the station labels are regularized along the same diagonal 
used to govern the placement of the lines themselves.

When further reduction is not feasible, the remaining elements can be regu
larized to further simplify the design. Regularity reduces information by 
repeating elements according to a discernible rule, principle, or rhythm. 
Human perception and memory operate more efficiently on regularized 
stimuli, since the visual complexity of the display is reduced while its struc
ture is enhanced. The predictability of a regular pattern allows the viewer to 
“scan ahead” more easily to the area of interest when making a comparison 
or answering a question. Regularity also introduces significant aesthetic ben
efits, as evidenced by the near-universal human fascination with the decora
tive effect of repetitive patterns.

Regularizing the 
Elements of a Design

Regularity can be achieved by aligning or reflecting elements along common 
axes, by standardizing or repeating sizes and spacing of components, or by 
reducing components to basic geometric forms wherever possible. In the dia
gram in Figure 41, the placement of the station labels on the same 45-degree 
diagonal used to govern the lines themselves underscores the schematization 
of the line orientations. Regularizing the weight of the lines throughout the 
diagram enhances communication by making the one discontinuity - the 
double width portion in the low'er right - immediately apparent.
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42: The signage program designed by Pentagram for the Oxford (England) Museum of Modern Art 
utilizes the regular spacing of its vertical rules to modulate the sharp contrast between thick and thin 
elements in order to create a sense of stability in the ciynamic visual identity.

Effective design balances contrast vinth regularity. The signage program for 
the Oxford .Museum of Modern Art (42) uses regularization to balance the 
playful contrast between thick and thin forms .seen throughout the system. 
Note how the regularity introduced by the absolutely consistent spacing 
between characters, lines, and vertical rules creates the impression of rigid 
vertical alignment at the global level (even though characters on two lines 
fall on different axes entirely), while exhibiting playful variation locally 
(where the three-letter words can be seen to break the alignment). This inter
play between global and local readings produces a dynamic visual identity 
that is stable, yet active and visually interesting.

.S3.

m
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43: Regularization is both necessary and apparent in any keyboard layout. This information 
terminal designed by Pentagram for the Reuters news agency employs subtle color coding to 
establish functional key groupings that emerge from the rhythmic modular background pattern,
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44: The elegant NeXTStep browser displays uniform spacing from column to column. As the 
window is resized, it "snaps" to the modular dimension to maintain constant spacing.

Effective design establishes a predictable rhythm. The importance of predict
ability in a keyboard layout (43) is obvious, but simpler tools benefit as well. 
The simple elegance of the NeXTStep browser, like that of a well-designed 

much to the regularity of its column widths (44). Columns canpage, owes
be added or removed by resizing the window, but the width remains con- 

throughout. Note how the rhythm is disrupted when the widths of thestant
columns are reduced to the minimum required to display the labels at each
level of the hierarchy (45). The irrelevant variation in column widths merely 
introduces visual noise and distracting apparent motion as the hierarchy is 
traversed, so the minor reduction in screen space is hardly justified.

FiieXfiewer

45: Reducing column widths to the minimum needed to display the widest 
item may seem like a good idea, but the irregular pattern that results is visually 
disorienting. The impact on the readability of the resulting display more than 
offsets the minor savings in terms of screen real estate that results.
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Continuity is not only the uninterrupted steps from 
one point to another, but it is also the cohesive force 
that holds a diverse composition together.

Donis A. Dondis
A Primer of Visual Literacy

Establishing a pattern simplifies the design by moving the viewer’s experi
ence to a higher level of abstraction. Thus, a series of black and white rect
angles becomes a ‘checkerboard” when suitably arranged. Design elements 
must be regularized on many levels simultaneously to produce this effect. 
Some generally useful strategies include;

1 Use regular geometric forms, simplified contours, and muted colors 
wherever possible.

2 If multiple similar forms are required, make them identical, if 
possible, in size, shape, color, texture, lineweight, orientation, 
alignment, or spacing.

3 Limit variation in typography to a few sizes from one or two 
families.

4 To reap the benefits of regularity, make sure critical elements 
intended to stand out in the display are not regularized.

Summary:
Regularization

Any irregularity will be interpreted as significant by the user, who will cheer
fully ascribe to it a meaning even where none was intended. By regularizing 
non-critical design elements throughout the work, you will be able to attract 
the user’s attention reliably by introducing an obvious irregularity whenever 
you do wish to make a distinction.
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46: The ubiquitous paper clip achieves its marvel of simplicity by combining the tensioning and 
grasping functions needed by any clipping device within a single wire element, The Norwegian 
inventor Johann Valer is credited with the original design in 1899,

The most challenging means of simplification involves finding points of 
leverage at which design elements play multiple roles. When one part does 
the work of two, the elegance of the solution is always enhanced. The hum
ble paper clip (46) shows that elegant design is not limited to expensive lux
ury items. The effectiveness of this familiar commodity is not compromised 
by its incredible simplicity. The clip combines the tensioning and grasping 
functions needed by any clipping device in a single strand of carefully 
stressed wire. Though we rarely pause to appreciate this elegant solution (an 
unfortunate consequence of effective design is that it tends to “disappear 
use of the product becomes transparent), its grace is hardly diminished by its 
ubiquitous presence and utilitarian role.

Combining Elements for 
Maximum Leverage

as

47: Individual design elements play multiple roles in these identity marks for the Ohio 
Department of Education - Office of Sex Equity (a), and the Floral Images florist service,
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Effective design is visually efficient. Both of the identity marks in Figure 47 
incorporate multi-functioning visual elements. The rectangular element in 
the symbol for the Office of Sex Equity (47-a), for example, forms part of 
the “E” in equity while forming the square that serves as counterpoint to the 
circular element in the underlying “different but equal” theme. In the second 
example (47-b), the vertical stroke of the “F” (for Floral Images) curves 
organically through a transitional flourish to double as the stem of the 
mark’s bird-of-paradise flower.

Leverage is particularly important in user interface design, where screen real 
estate (the amount of display space available to the application) is a precious 
commodity that’s always in short supply. Successful designs use leverage 
extensively to simplify standard elements that recur throughout the environ
ment. One of the best examples is a GUI window’s title bar (48), which pro
vides not only a place for labeling the window, but also an area for locating

HiImages
Last ModifiedSize KindName

D Freehand 1 
D Freehand 2 
D Freehand 3 
D Picture 5

Mon, Jan 11,1993 
Mon, Jan 11,1993 
Mon, Jan 11,1993 
Mon, Jan 11,1993

13K document 
9K document 

10K document 
17K document

48: Leverage abounds in a window header, which is at once a label, a drag area, and a space within 
which to present window management controls. The lines used to highlight the active window 
provide further leverage by affording draggability even as they increase the window's prominence.

window management controls, indicating when the window is active, and 
allowing the user to drag the window to a new location. Similarly, a scroll 
bar provides not only a handle with which to scroll the window content, but 
also an indication of the current location in the document and (in some 
GUI’s) the portion of the document that is currently visible (44, 48).

Leverage is difficult to achieve because it requires insight into the user’s task 
domain. When it becomes apparent that two controls or displays are almost 
perfectly coordinated (or perfectly complimentary) the designer can use the 
same mechanism to support them both. A clever example of this technique is 
seen in WordPerfect Office (49). Instead of adding an extra message line to
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File Edit Miew Actions loots Window Hel£ 
Ctrl+M 
CtrltA 
Ctrl+T 
Ctrl+N

-=*=
New Mail
New Appointment 
Newlask 
New Note 
New Ehofie Message Ctrl+P

070m
07/07/93 
12/15/93 
12/17/93 
03/20/94

slconne to WP Office, 4.0 QuigkLqojs, 
ditional product information 
nail presentation 
ar-end company party 
II for questions

Q Persotsal 
iS £3 Projects

Q Business 
Office 4.0 

Support Address Book... CttltShift+B

i'i'

P5iP

49- Leverage in a GUI presentation is often made po.ssible when two aspects ot the user s task 
are mutually exclusive. In this window from WordPerfect Office, the window title is replaced with 
a string describing the current function as the user browses through a menu.

each window, the design re-uses 
mation while browsing items in the menu. Because users necessarily choose 
the correct window before they begin looking for the menu command, they 
are unlikely to need the contextual information provided by the title while 
navigating the menu system (which is the only time the help display is used;.

the window’s title bar to display help infor-

Effective design utilizes every component to its fullest. While every GUI con
form of label, each control doesn’t necessarily require atrol requires some

label all its own. Indeed, identification can often be provided by context. 
When controls have different logical priorities, labeling items uniformly

levels (50-a), obscures the relationship. Combining labeling functions
bordinate parameters to be conveyed by

across
allows the logical relation of the

and “indentation” while making it clear that the higher level
well (50-b). The consolidation of irrel-

su
their position
labels to apply to the subordinates 
evant detail makes the important information immediately apparent.

as

Size: Dimensions | Scaling G:<,:
Size; Dimensions | Scaling

□ Preserve Proportions 
50 jl'iy'j % of original height 

200 pljyj * of original width

Uniformity; O Preserve proportions

Height;
Width: 200 03 « of original

% of original

moffset ernPositimi; Center0 ornOffsetPosition: Canter

Left Offset; 20__ @0 cm 
Top Offset: 20 Whlj cm

50: Leverage can often be achieved by exploiting contextual information provided by the display 
itself. Visual interference between adjacent labels (a) can be reduced by allowing each bold a e 
in the left-hand column to set the context for several subordinate controls on the right (ta).

20 0'i) cm from left 
20 Qy'l cm from top
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Elegance is achieved when a variety of roles is accepted by 
each part, permitting the v/hole to operate at several levels of 

i awareness, with interweaving functions inflecting one to an- 
i other in a state of equilibrium and flux,

I Krome Barrett
I Logic and Design

Achieving maximum leverage for each element in your design requires a 
thorough understanding of both the communication problem at hand and 
the design elements at your disposal. As a design nears completion, it should 
be systematically examined to determine if any unneeded redundancy 
remains:

Summary:

Leverage

Review the functional role played by each element in the design. 
(This information should be a natural product of the reduction 
phase.)

Look for situations where multiple elements are filling (or partially 
filling) the same role.

Question whether an element’s role could be filled as well by an 
adjacent component, possibly after minor modifications.

Combine redundant elements into a single, simpler unit or replace 
the lot with a common higher-level idiom from the target 
environment designed to address the situation.

1

2

3

4

Maximum leverage is not desirable in every design. Particularly in user inter
face applications, too much leverage can cause problems if it introduces 
complex mappings that must be remembered by the user. The classic exam
ple is the digital watch whose multiple functions and modes of operation are 
accessed through a pair of tiny buttons. The difficulty of remembering which 
buttons to press (and how many times!) quickly outweighs the aesthetic 
advantages of the economical design. When leverage can be used to reduce 
the complexity of the interface, however, it enhances both the usability and 
the aesthetics of the product.
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Scale, Contrast, 

and Proportion 3
Information consists of differences that make a difference.

Edward Tufte
Envisioning Information

The subtle interrelationship of scale, contrast, and proportion can be seen in 
every harmonious design. The effectiveness of a clear composition always 
depends at least as much (often more) on the relationships among the parts 
as it does on the parts themselves. These relationships, which emerge at the 
global level of the display, must nevertheless be manipulated locally, by mod
ifying the attributes of the displays component parts. Unfortunately this is 
one of the most difficult problems in visual design - and the one that requires 
the most practice to develop. Altering even a single attribute of one part in a 
complex composition can have a significant impact on the balance, the unity, 
and ultimately the harmony of the whole. When a single element is too large 
or too small, too light or too dark, too prominent or indistinct, the entire 
design suffers. This section describes ways in which relationships between 
elements can be manipulated to produce the desired global effect.

Scale describes the relative size or magnitude of a given design element in 
relation to other design elements and the composition as a whole. Grillo 
(1960) describes scale as, “the feeling of a design fitting its space and its sur
roundings” Scale is never meaningful in an absolute sense - if nothing else, 
it is defined in relation to the human viewer. Achieving the right balance 
between point and counterpoint, between pattern and focus, between figure 
and ground, depends on careful manipulation of the graphical qualities of 
each element in the display. The magnitude of the differences required to 
establish this balance are governed by the principles of contrast.
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Contrast results from noticeable differences along a common visual dimen
sion that can be observed bettveen elements in a composition, Contrast pro
vides the basis for visual distinctions, which are the building blocks of 
meaning in a visual message. The dimensions along which visual contrasts 
can be drawn include shape, size, color, texture, position, orientation, and 
movement. Effective visual design consists of selecting - for each part and 
for the whole composition - the visual treatment that most effectively real
izes the communication goal. Visual design, however, is lifeless when its only 
concern is for communication efficiency. Scale and contrast must be modu
lated to produce the right balance between interesting visual dynamics and 
pleasing, harmonious proportions.

Proportion, described by Grillo (1960)as, rapport between two dimen
sions,’' deals in ratios rather than fixed sizes. It determines the balance and 
harmony of the relation between elements. Proportion is the metric that 
guides the choice of scales in a contrast relationship. Classical systems of 
proportion codify relationships known to please the mind as well as the eye. 
In practice most designers manipulate proportion on the basis of a highly 
developed perceptual sensitivity acquired through years of experience, rather 
than through mechanical techniques, but classical systems such as the 
Golden Rectangle are the inevitable starting point. Regardless of its source, 
the effective use of scale, contrast and proportion confers many benefits:

Differentiation. Contrast is essential for differentiating elements from one 
another - for allowing form to emerge from the void. We see Cassandre’s 
steamship (51-a) first, for example, as a large rectangular form emerging 
from the lighter background. Similarly, the hands in Armin Hofmann’s the
ater poster (51-b) depend on high-contrast contours to differentiate them 
from the dark background. Their size, weight, and organic form help to fur
ther distinguish them from the hard-edged typographic message.

Emphasis. Scale and contrast can be used to emphasize important elements 
or areas in the composition. In Cassandre’s poster, the framing of the minus
cule tugboat within the dark mass of the ocean liner emphasizes both the 
smallness of the tug and the colossal scale of the liner. The name of the ocean 
liner {“IJ Atlantique”) is emphasized by contrasting its size and value with 
those of the other typographic elements to make it the most prominent piece 
of text in the display despite its location at the bottom of the poster. In the 
Hofmann poster, the high-contrast photography highlighting the contours of
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51: Posters often use extreme contrasts to great effect. The poster's image must be sufficiently 
dynamic to capture the viewer's attention and hold it until the message can be delivered. Designs by 
A.M.Cassandre (a) (© 1993 ARS, New York/ADAGP, Paris) and Armin Hofmann (b), Basel.

the fingers and hands adds emphasis to their evocative gestures - the orienta
tion of the fingers is more apparent as background detail is removed - and 
provides a heightened sensation of movement throughout the composition.

Activity. Scale and contrast move the viewer’s eye through the composition 
in a predictable sequence that can be used to support a particular communi
cation goal. Note how the eye is drawn almost involuntarily to the tugboat 
in the Cassandre poster, despite its small size. This tendency is reinforced by 
the careful merging of the smoke trails from each vessel. The medium value 
smoke contrasts with both the dark hull and the light sky to provide a prom
inent path leading the eye from smaller to larger vessel and back again.

Interest. Scale and contrast add visual interest to a composition by juxta
posing elements with strongly opposed visual qualities to create tension, 
drama, and excitement. In the Hofmann poster the contrast in orientation 
and gesture of the five hands projects a strong sense of theatrical movement 
and emotional involvement that draws the viewer in to the point where the 
poster’s message can be delivered. Delivering the message effectively depends 
on appropriate use of visual language, which we now review briefly.
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52: Bertin's "retinal variables" form the basis for all forms of visual coding. A visual code can be 
based on (from left to right) contrasts in size, value, orientation, texture, shape, or position in 2D or 
3D space. Hue (chromatic color) provides an additional dimension not pictured hero.

Effective design respects the capabilities and limitations of visual language, 
which, at its most basic level, concerns the primitive visual distinctions that 
are available in human vision. Visual contrasts must be established by 
manipulating the perceptual qualities (52) of size, value, hue (not shown), 
orientation, texture, shape, and position. These characteristics are described 
by Bertin (1983) as the retinal variables, because they are perceived immedi
ately and effortlessly “above” the picture plane and across the entire visual 
field. This automatic perceptual characteristic makes the visual variables the 
fundamental units of visual communication. In the hands of a skilled visual 
designer, they can be manipulated to structure and enhance the experience of 
a composition, package, environment, or user interface.

Background: 
Visual Variables

Bertin (1983, 1989) provides a comprehensive survey of the visual variables 
and the rules governing their effective use. All of the material in this chapter 
depends critically on these phenomena, so we will review them briefly. The 
information to be represented in a visual display is characterized by the 
number of dimensions (i.e., the things being measured), their length (e.g., the 
number of possible values on each dimension), and the scale of measurement 
(e.g., nominal, ordered, quantitative) for each dimension. The nominal scale 
supports two kinds of reading, so Bertin’s taxonomy considers four styles of 
perception: associative, selective, ordered, and quantitative. The visual vari
ables differ greatly in their suitability for the four types of analysis. Learning 
to use them correctly is essential to effective visual communication.
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In using a nominal scale, the user is concerned only with categorizing or dif
ferentiating (nomin = name) the things being observed. In associative percep
tion, the viewer ignores variation on one visual dimension in reading the 
remainder of the display. A visual variable is considered associative if it does 
not affect the visibility of other dimensions in the elements to which it is 
applied. We can recognize the hue of an object, for example, regardless of its 
orientation. Conversely, a visual dimension is dissociative if visibility is sig
nificantly reduced for some values along that coding dimension. It can be 
difficult, for example, to determine the hue of a very small dot or thin line. 
All visual variables except size and value are associative - they can be 
looked” when necessary. Size and value are dissociative because they domi
nate perception and disrupt the processing of other correlated dimensions.

over-

In selective perception, the viewer attempts to isolate all instances of a given 
category and perceptually groups them into a single image. The task is to 
ignore everything hut the target value on the dimension of interest - to see at 
a glance where all the targets are within the display. A visual variable is 
selective only if the grouping is immediate and effortless. All of the visual 
variables except shape are selective (orientation is selective when represented 
by points or lines, but not when represented by area). The fact that shapes 
must be identified individually under focused attention while other visual 
variables can be perceived across the entire visual field explains why a graph 
is more effective than a table for certain communication tasks.

N Z K M N
M Z N Z 

N K K K Z
M N Z M 

Z N K N Z

N Z K M N 

M Z N Z
N K K K Z

M N Z M 

Z N K N Z
53: Shape is the only variable that does not permit selective perception. The "K" is difficult to locate 
in (a) because the other characters in the visual field, while differing in shape, have the same si26, 
color, and value, and are formed from lines of the same weight and orientation. When a redundant 
value cue is added, however (b), perception of the "k" is immediate and effortless because the eye 
can selectively attend to value differences across the entire display. Although shape coding can be 
highly effective in identification tasks, it is poorly suited to location tasks,
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In ordered perception, the viewer must determine the relative ordering of 
values along a perceptual dimension. Given any two visual elements, a natu
ral ordering must be clearly apparent so that the element representing 
“more” of the corresponding quality is immediately obvious. When 
able is ordered, there is no need to consult a key to determine the ranking of 
the various levels. Position, size and value are ordered in human perception: 
rankings based on these qualities are immediately obvious and readily 
apprehended. Texture is also ordered to the extent that value covaries with 
the granularity of the texture.

a vari-

X (•

2x

54: Ordered (a) and quantitative (b) perception. A natural ordering is apparent-the items can be 
arranged objectively from greatest to least-when objects vary in size, value, or position (a). Only 
and position, however, permit objective judgment of how much greater the difference is (b).

size

In quantitative perception, the viewer must determine the amount of differ
ence between two ordered values. When a variable is quantitative, the user 
does not need to refer to an index or key to determine how much more of a 
quantity is represented by a given mark. The relative magnitudes must be 
immediately apparent. The viewer can immediately see, for example, that 
one line is twice as long or half as wide as another. Only position and size 
are quantitative: they permit accurate approximation of the true ratio from 
the observed visual differences.

The visual variables also differ substantially in their length, or the number of 
discernibly different measurement levels each can support. Shape is the 
“longest” visual variable. We can recognize an almost infinite variety of dif
ferent values along this dimension (i.e., recognizably different shapes), mak
ing it particularly well-suited for identification (e.g., “what is the thing 
located here}”). Position in two-dimensional space also supports an infinite 
number of values in theory, but in practice the limits of display size and res-
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olution normally constrain its effective length. Because even small relative 
differences are easily discriminable, however, position nevertheless supports 
more fine-grained variation than any other variable.

Orientation is the “shortest” dimension, with frequent visual confusions 
arising if more than four levels are attempted. The other dimensions fall 
somewhere m between. Value and texture support fewer than ten levels; size 
and color can support a few more, depending on the communication task. 
Bertin’s findings are based largely on experience, but they are supported by 
experimental research on pre-attentive processing in vision by Treisman 
(1984, etc.) and on graphical perception by Cleveland, et al. (1983, 1984), 
In addition, two excellent surveys have been produced by Tufte (1989,
1991). A command of these principles is essential for the design of effective 
information displays, to which

Principles

we now return.

Scale, contrast, and proportion are powerful tools in the hands of
Clarity
Harmony
Activity
Restraint

an experi
enced designer. If proportion sets the rhythm of the display, then the scale of 
its components determines its forcefulness and their contrasts determines its 
excitability. These powerful elements must be used with care, particularly 
user interface design, where the goal is rarely to shock, to arrest, or to per
suade. Contrasts must be clear enough to convey the intended distinctions, 
yet subtle enough to produce a harmonious relation between the elements 
the display. The dominant contrasts must be strong enough to produce a;.
effective dynamic within the display, yet sufficiently restrained to permit the 
viewer

in

m
an

to remain in control of the experience.

55: Global shape coding can be effective in situations-such as traffic control and road hazard 
warnings-where identification supersedes location. Drivers are trained to notice any sign that appears 
along a roadway. A clear shape code provides a redundant cue to help identify critical situations.
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olution normally constrain its effective length. Because even small relative 
differences are easily discriminable, however, position nevertheless supports 
more fine-grained variation than any other variable.

Orientation is the “shortest” dimension, with frequent visual confusions 
arising if more than four levels are attempted. The other dimensions fall 
somewhere in between. Value and texture support fewer than ten levels; size 
and color can support a few more, depending on the communication task. 
Bertin’s findings are based largely on experience, but they are supported by 
experimental research on pre-attentive processing in vision by Treisman 
(1984, etc.) and on graphical perception by Cleveland, et al. (1983, 1984), 
In addition, two excellent surveys have been produced by Tufte (1989, 
1991). A command of these principles is essential for the design of effective 
information displays, to which we now return.

Principles

Scale, contrast, and proportion are powerful tools in the hands of an experi
enced designer. If proportion sets the rhythm of the display, then the scale of 
its components determines its forcefulness and their contrasts determines its 
excitability. These powerful elements must be used with care, particularly in 
user interface design, where the goal is rarely to shock, to arrest, or to per
suade. Contrasts must be clear enough to convey the intended distinctions, 
yet subtle enough to produce a harmonious relation between the elements in 
the display. The dominant contrasts must be strong enough to produce an 
effective dynamic within the display, yet sufficiently restrained to permit the 
viewer to remain in control of the experience.

Clarity
Harmony
Activity
Restraint

55: Global shape coding can be effective in situations-such as traffic control and road hazard 
warnings-where identification supersedes location. Drivers are trained to notice any sign that appears 
along a roadway. A clear shape code provides a redundant cue to help identify critical situations.
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56: A clear typographic hierarchy conveys information in this poster 
exhibition at the Bauhaus. Design byannouncing an architecture 

Herbert Bayer, © 1993 ARS, New York/VG-Bild~Kunst, Bonn.

Contrast, Uke any other aspect of design, is effective only when it is clearly 
intentional rather than random or accidental. Clarity of intent ensuies that 
contrasts can be easily perceived and that values can be clearly equated or 
differentiated. Ambiguity is costly as well as unsettling. When the intent o

don’t need to waste valuable time wondering it

Clarity

the designer is clear, viewers ,
the subtle distinction they have noticed is relevant to the message being com
municated or simply an accident. Herbert Bayer’s poster tor a lectme on 
architecture at the Bauhaus (56) establishes a clear hierarchy of information 
based on the position, size, and orientation of the poster’s typographic ele- 

The subject and date of the lecture are at once the most prominent
of information m thements.

elements in the display and the most important pieces
being communicated. Their sharp contrasts with the other typo- 

that the information will be noticed in a predict-
message
graphic elements ensures 
able order corresponding to the sequence intended by the designer.

Good design clariHes the role of each element in the ensemble. Clarity results 
from a single-minded focus on communication. It ensure that whatever the 
message or purpose of the product, its essence is reflected in the physical 
form of the design. Clarity of form, for example, is used to good effect m the 

of the Kodak Carrousel slide projector (57). This early example 
toward externally obvious product semantics shows how 

form between the circular elements and the rectilinear housing

construction 
of the movement 
contrast in _
underscores the function (to rotate) of the circular elements

1
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57: Clarity of form is apparent in the original design for the Kodak Carrousel projector. The contrasting 
qualities of roundness in the rotating elements and rectangularity in the housing amplify and reinforce 
one another and underscore the function of each part. Design by Hans Gugelot.

Clarity is equally essential for effective user interface design. Shape coding is 
used in the OPEN LOOK GUI (58} to distinguish between commands, which 
initiate actions, and settings, which reflect state. Controls with setting 
semantics always have sharp rectangular borders, while those with 
mand semantics are always presented with rounded ends or filleted corners. 
The strong perceptual cue provided by this distinction improves the global 
structure of control areas and helps clarify the role of menus, which can con
tain either type of element.

corn-

Contrasts in value can be very useful in helping to segregate the display into 
meaningful regions. One useful application of the popular “pseudo-3D 5?

EH H ( Action 0 

(' Menu?')

53” Option 1 
Sf Option 2 
□ Options

Option 1State 1
State 2 Option 2
State 3 Option 3

File V

R(load ) State 1
Save
Save As.,.

State 2
State 3

a

58: Shape coding in a GUI can be used to identify different classes of controls, The open LOOK GUI 
distinguishes between commands, which initiate actions and are identified by curved ends or rounded 
corners, and settings, which store the state of an attribute and are identified by squared off sides and 
ends. Where the primaiy task is location (as in a default button) a stronger visual cue is needed.
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59: Lise of the ''pseudo-3D'' visual effect can help distinguish control areas from data-entry areas 
(controls that can be manipulated with the mouse are "raised," while areas into which text is typed 
are "lowered"), but its effectiveness is increased w'hen a redundant value cue is present as well.

look is the distinction this treatment permits between data-entry and control 
areas (59). In this case, the value contrast ts supplemented by a “dimension
ality” contrast. In addition to their near-universal preference for the con
creteness of this .style of imagery, users derive genuine functional benefit 
from the early and automatic perceptual separation of figure (places to type) 
and ground. Note the importance of the correlated value contrast, however. 
When foreground and background have the same color, the clarity of the 
display is greatly reduced. When the distinction between controls and data 
breaks down, as it did in the early days of HyperCard (60) users become 
confused about the intended interaction model.

1

I r
ts--Open ararar

<
ii

5

60: The freedom introduced by authoring products like Apple's HyperCard quickly began to break 
down many of the benefits associated with the standard GUk Because “Icons" in HyperCard 
followed the interaction protocol of buttons, the function was no longer indicated by the form.

I

i

■i
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61: The Golden Section was used to govern the overall proportions of the facade-as well as 
many of the internal structural relationships-in the sacred architecture of classical Greece. 
The Parthenon is widely recognized as the most perfect example of centuries old tradition.

Harmony describes the effect, seen at the level of the whole, of the pleasing 
interaction of the parts. The Parthenon in Athens (62-a) ~ and in fact all 
sacred architecture in classical Greece - was based on an elaborate mathe
matical canon relating the width, height, and spacing of interior and exterior 
components to one another. The canon was parametric - the number of col
umns and overall scale of the temple could changed without disrupting the 
system - as seen in the Temple of Concorde at Agrigento in Sicily (62-b). 
While the Parthenon is based on a variety of formulaic ratios, the most 
famous is the Golden Section, which governs the overall proportions of the 
facade (61). The Golden Section is formed by sweeping the diagonal from

Harmony

62: The Ancients' love of rhythm and proportion is still apparent in the Parthenon, Athens (a) and the 
Temple of Concorde, .Agrigento, Sicily (b).
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63: Classic layout schemes for book design are carefully constructed to ensure 
harmonious relationships between parts. This example establishes a dynamic 
symmetry in which the proportions of copy area, page, and spread are identical,

the lower midpoint of the square to the baseline, where it forms the longer 
side of a rectangle whose height is the unit square. Research has shown this 
ratio to be the most inherently pleasing, when viewed as a simple rectangle, 
of many possible alternatives (Barratt, 1980, 109-113). It shares the prop
erty of dynamic symmetry with similarly constructed ratios like the “root 2 
rectangle used in the classic page layout schemes developed by medieval 
monks and scribes (63) as well as the modern DIN system of paper sizes. This 
property allows the rectangle to be recursively subdivided into ever-smaller 
copies of itself, each retaining the same proportion.

About Microsoft Project

Mictosoft Piopcl Vision 3.0
Copyiight© 1990-1992 Microsoft Corporation

This copy of Mictosoft Project is licensed to:
Project Microsoft 
SunPto 
Serial number: 3766437864 37864

38G Enhanced Mode 
Conventional Mernoty: 378G4 KB Free 
Math Co-processor:
Disk Space:

Pie-sent
48366 KB Free m

64; An application's most carefully organized window layout is 
often seen in its "About box," which represents an insignificant 
portion of the application's functionality by any metric.
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65: In the haphazard, unplanned layout of the "General" 
Control Panel from the Macintosh System 6.08, control groups 
appear to have been placed wherever they would fit, with little 
regard for their effect on the organization of the window itself.

In contrast to these classical composition systems, which evolved over hun
dreds of years and embodied the craftsman’s respect for the integrity of the 
sacred artifact, today’s windows and dialogs are ad hoc and highly arbitrary, 
seemingly thrown together with little thought or consideration for the rela
tion of one element to another, or of anything to the whole (65). This is 
beginning to change, however, as design firms increase their involvement 
with large scale, multimedia information systems (66), and as the focus of 
GUI software moves increasingly beyond the realm of graphical editing tools 
to the much broader world of content delivery and presentation.

Sound
W.

'M

ii'
si

>r*i ♦

66: The systematic layout scheme used in this multimedia production for Apple Computer relates 
elements in the composition to one another and to the screen-specific information presented in the 
headline and right-hand margin. Design by Clement Mok designs, Inc.
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67: Sharp contrasts add activity to posters by Herbert Matter (a) and Joseph Muller-Brockmann (h)

Elements in contrast exert an influence on each other that exaggerates their 
contrasting qualities. Posters depend heavily on the resulting compositional 
dynamics to draw the viewer’s attention to the focal point of the message. 
Herbert Matter’s travel posters (67-a) exhibit strong contrast between fore
ground and background elements. The twisting mountain road contrasts 
effectively with the foreground close-up of the roadway surface as well as 
with the monumetal Alps in the distant background, Tn similar fashion, 
Josef Miiller-Brockmann’s concert poster (67-b) captures the dynamic ten-

Activity

68: The supergraphic sign applied to a building exterior creates dramatic tension through a contrast 
in scale to both that of the building itself and to that of "normal" signage. From Basic Typography: 
Design with Letters, by Ruedi Ruegg, ABC-Verlag, Zurich, 1987. Design by Giuiio Cittato.
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sion apparent in the music of these 20th Century composers with the d 
of its strongly contrasting thick and thin forms and its disquieting diagonal 
orientation. Contrasts such as these provide visual interest, especially when 
familiar elements are presented in unexpected ways. Giulio Cittato’s super- 
graphic building sign (68) is an example of the excitement that can be cre
ated by juxtaposing familiar objects at unusual scales. Such monumental 
signs may be inappropriate in some circumstances, but when used to support 
an important communication goal, their effects can be powerful indeed.

rama

Graphical user interfaces can exploit the activity generated by effective con
trasts to help users maintain orientation and context. In the graded, thr 
level input focus feedback provided by NeXTStep windows (6.9), for 
pie, the black header of the active window is easily distinguishable from the 
lighter headers of the inactive windows. When a pop-up window receives the 
input focus, the window header of its parent lightens to a medium gray that 
contrasts with both the black header of the key window and the lighter gray

ee-
• exani-

69: The unique, multi-level input focus feedback in NeXTStep uses contrast in value to directly indicate 
which window is active, and-when a secondary windovv' becomes active-which primary window it is 
associated with. Because value is an ordered dimension, the mapping is both natural and obvious.

of the inactive windows. Because value is dissociative (Bertin, 1983), the per
ceptual dynamics of this coding scheme are affected by the medium gray of 
the screen background and the white of window data panes, both of which 
can act to disrupt the code in certain window arrangements. When, the user’s 
attention is focused on the window headers, however, the naturally ordered 
perceptual scale allows the gradation from light to dark to map naturally to 
the semantic relationships among windows.
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70: T)i8 subtle interplay of positive and negative space in the Japanese shoyVscreen is made possible 
by the absolute regularity of the spacing between elements along the horizontal and vertical axes and 
by the lack of distracting variation in the form of the elements themselves. (Photo by Shozo Sato.)

Contrasts should be strong, but .few in number. When too many contrasts 
drawn, when too many scales are applied within the same design, when 

too many proportional relationships are established among elements, the 
ulting chaos makes effective communication impossible. The most suc

cessful designs rely on a few basic contrasts to establish order and visual 
identity within the work. The elegant Japanese Shoji screen (70), for exam
ple, employs only a few different modules in the thickness of its structural 
components and the widths of its paper panels. The regularity produced by 
eliminating all other variation makes the critical proportions more apparent 
and enhances the transparency of the screen as a whole.

Restraint
are

res

on subtle contrasts, in each71; Understatement need not impair communication in designs based 
of these exarriples, a subtle variation of position (a) or orientation (b,c) is enough to convey the 
intended meaning, (Design of identity program for Tactics cosmetics (b) by Pentagram.)
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72: The restrained use of contrast in this fornn by MetaDesign ensures that critical orienting elements 
(e.g., the red triangle and bold headline) will emerge automatically from the page. The red triangle is 
able to function effectively as an affracforprecisely because there are no red distractors in the display.

Contrast is always most effective when limited to one or a few dimensions. 
Note how the visual impression of a bunch of grapes can be captured by 
varying only the spacing between grapes (71-a).There is no internal detail 
and practically no variation in size. Effective visual identity programs 
often based on simple repetition based on translations of the same basic 
forms. The identity marks for Tactics cosmetics (71-b) and Sun Microsys
tems, Inc. (71-c) both rely exclusively on the selective rotation of elements i 
a regular pattern. Eliminating distracting contrasts on other visual dimen
sions makes the movement and articulation of the basic forms 
ent. When the user can see how the configuration is constructed, the surprise 
of an unexpected approach adds visual interest to the resulting display.

Effective visual design uses the compositional dynamics produced by effec
tive use of contrast to enhance communication, not simply to add variety 
interest. Contrasts are conscious, few, and never overwhelming. Gratuitous 
graphical embellishment are never added as decorative afterthoughts or used 
simply because the technology is available. The small red triangle in the 
form above (72), for example, is designed to draw the 
critical area, not simply to entertain. The subtle background texture created 
through the use of a consistent gray tone for the questions and even the 
check boxes ensures that the suitably emphasized titles will “pop” visually

are

in

more appar-

or

users attention to a
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intelliDraw focuses attention on the most
npoitant differences and allows the alignment cues to be perceived more easily and accurately.

from the display and become immediately apparent to the user. This princi
ple has been understood by cartographer for years. The predominance of 
muted, Linsaturated colors m the large background areas of a well-designed 
map provides the setting needed for the striking prominence of small 
rated color elements used to identify important landmarks and other 
of interest (Tufte, 1990).

satu-
pomts

(-.1 I--/U
m im m iii

74: The stylized representation of GUI 
of distinguishing features to be 
minimized within the image set

ui components m the Zinc Interface Library permits the contrast 
maximized even as the contrast of non-distinguishing features is

The same principles apply to the visual codes used throughout GUI applica
tions and environmettts. The diagrams in Figure 73, for example, represent 
vartoLis options for aligning and distributing graphical elements in a drawing 
program. By hraitmg contrast in the elements being aligned, the relationship 
between elements (or more accurately, between the elements and the line 
that mdicates their alignment point) becomes clear. (Compare these exam
ples with those m Figure 29-c, where the much greater variation in shape, 
size, and orientation of the sign elements makes the “reading” of the rela
tionship far more difhcult.) The same technique is used in the icons from the 
Zinc Interface Library (74). By abstracting away non-critical detail elements 
(text becomes lines, etc.) instead of faithfully rendering every pixel, the icon- 
set helps users focus on the critical differences between images (such as the 
various field-specific punctuation characters). In each case, limiting contrasts 
to those needed specifically to communicate the information of interest 
works to enhance selective perception and thus simplify the task of extract
ing meaningful information from the display.
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Common Errors

Common errors involving scale, contrast, or proportion typically involve 
contrasts that are too sharp or not sharp enough, or figures that relate 
poorly to their ground. Some specific examples include:

Alignment OK
Align; C?) Elements O To grid 
SUertical: (*) Align O Distribute

OTop 
® Center 
O Bottom
O Halghi

Cancel

1

OLeft ® Center O Bight Q IDidtli 
(•) DistributeEl Horizontal; O Dligb

(a) (b)

75: Insufficient contrast. The effects of 
too much and too little contrast are surpris
ingly similar. Both make elements difficult 
to distinguish, resulting in an undirected 
uniformity at the one extreme and utter 
chaos at the other. Lack of typographic 
contrast was a problem in many early Mac
intosh dialog boxes. Most relied exclusive
ly on the Chicago font, which made it 
difficult to visually distinguish labels from 
values and subsidiary labels - both within 
and across controls. Note the homoge
neous "wallpaper" effect that effectively 
masks the internal structure of this dialog 
box from Aldus Freehand (a). The word 
"Align" appears in four different places, 
with three different meanings, but with no 
typographic coding to help underscore the 
distinctions. Very little structural informa

tion can be called out to help guide the eye 
through the layout when the typographic 
uniformity is this dominant. Sometimes 
contrasts must be exaggerated beyond 
"realistic" levels in order to have the de
sired effect (b). In these folder icons, the 
upper image is more physically accurate, 
but the impression it creates is weaker clue 
to inadequate contrast between folder 
height and tab height. The lower e.xample 
exaggerates the tab to more strongly con
vey its identity as a folder. In essence, the 
GUI depends on caricatures of the objects 
being represented, so this approach is per
fectly appropriate.
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76: Excessive contrast. The excessive 
typographic contrast seen in these dialogs 
from the Kudo Image Browser is also a 
problem. This dialog box contains no less 
than five different type sizes in three dif
ferent fonts. Note the apparent lack of rea
son behind many of the typographic 
decisions - why is the Chicago font used 
inside the "content area" of one dialog (a) 
but not the other (b)?, why does one win
dow (b) contain a button with a light sans 
serif label?, why do the two dialogs use 
different fonts to label their bounding box
es? To make matters worse, the fonts are 
similar, but not visually compatible, A car
dinal rule of typographic design is that 
fonts from different families in the same

style of face (e.g., serif or sans serif) 
should not be mixed under any circum
stances. Finally, the fonts are used incor
rectly, since in one window (a), the less 
prominent typeface serves as a higher lev
el label for its more prominently labeled (in 
Chicago) subordinate control. Garish color 
schemes are another familiar example of 
the same problem. In both cases, so many 
contrasts are being drawn that none of 
them can emerge and contribute to the 
organization of the display.
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text within which to display subtle variation 
in color and font. Perception is dominated 
by both the background and the surround
ing elements, and the small size and limit
ed scope of the label rarely provides an 
adequate preview in any case. The result is 
almost always a visually disorienting dis
play that makes processing ali of the infor
mation more difficult.

77: Visual interference. Contrast on one 
visual dimension often disrupts the pro
cessing of visual information on other di
mensions. This is the phenomenon 
termed dissociative perception by Bertin 
(1975) One common example is seen 
when font names are displayed in their ac
tual fonts (a) or color names in their actual 
colors (b) or. Aside from the fact that some 
values (such as the current background 
color and any Symbol or Dingbat fonts), 
are inherently pathological, this v^/ell-inten- 
tioned coding is rarely sufficient to identify 
the target. The thin, linear elements of 
typographic labels provide a very poor con-
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necessarily difficult to extract information 
by failing to provide an adequate ground 
upon which an appropriate global figure 
can be formed. The Preferences dialog 
above (c) exhibits this problem as well as 
interference between its closely spaced 
controls. Note the contention between the 
boundaries of the stacked textfields as 
well as the tension created by the very 
narrow gaps at the top and bottom of the 
dialog.

78: Spatial tension. Because screen real 
estate is always at a premium, the tempta
tion to consume as little space as possible 
for each window is often overwhelming. 
Spatial tension occurs when controls (or 
controls and labels) are placed too closely 
to one another. It's hard to imagine a bet
ter example of this problem than the ex
tremely tight, even overlapping, spacing 
between labels and controls in the Macin
tosh System 6 Print Monitor (a). Tension 
also arises when figural elements are too 
large to fit comfortably in the available 
ground, as in the various arrow controls 
above (b,d). In each case, the arrows ex
tend too close to the border, and the unity 
of the sign suffers as a result. Miserly win
dows crowd their contents and make it un-
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window. Unless an extravagant - even ar
tistic - effect is intended, the addition of 
this much space in the margins and be
tween controls is both wasteful and visual
ly discomforting. The extra space does 
little except obscure contextual informa
tion that might otherwise be provided by 
the rest of the display. In this example (b) 
a transient textfield can appear in the gap 
below the first scrolling list, but it is used 
far too rarely to justify the wasteful layout.

79; Overextension. A less common, but 
still serious problem arises when windows 
are too large for the information they con
tain. Usually this occurs because the same 
window is being used to display multiple 
chunks of information one chunk at a time, 
as in the original General control panel (a). 
When the chunks vary widely in size, 
some are bound to be too small to inte
grate effectively with the space in which 
they are displayed. The problem can usual
ly be addressed by reorganizing the infor
mation to reduce the variability between 
groups. Other problems with overexten
sion involve poor use of space within the
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place. Windows or controls that are dispro
portionately tali or wide (b) can produce 
similarly awkward results. Dialog boxes 
designed to handle very long message 
strings often introduce this problem. The^^ 
more general awkwardness of "incorrect 
proportions is also seen frequently when 
familiar objects that differ widely in scale 
and proportion are forced into a common 
display unit, as in the case of the widget 
icons used in many GUI development envi
ronments.

80: Awkward dimensions. Extremely 
large or small windows (a) relate poorly to 
the screen or window context within 
which they appear. Aside from the obvi- 

functional problem of obscuring the 
rest of the display, very large windows are 
visually discomforting because they al
most (but not quite) fill the display. They 
also tend to be visually disorienting, since 
they obscure most, if not all, of the win
dow from which they were invoked. Very 
small windows that are similarly unsuited 
to the context in which they appear can be 
equally troublesome. They are easy to 
"misplace" during the normal course of 
window management and, in a busy dis
play, may never be noticed in the first

ous
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Visual ambiguity, like verbal ambiguity, obscures not only 
compositional intent, but also meaning... visual forms should not be 
purposefully unclear; they should harmonize or contrast, attract or 
repel, relate or clash,

Donis A. Dondis
A Primer of Visual Literacy

Techniques

Scale, contrast, and proportion are among the most subtle aspects of design. 
The popularity of classical systems of proportion reflects both the difficulty 
of these problems and the desire for foolproof mechanical solutions. Three 
simple techniques, while falling short of an automatic solution, are relevant 
to most interface design problems:

Layering
Sharpening
Integration

• Establishing Perceptual Layers
• Sharpening Visual Distinctions 
•Integrating Figure and Ground

Mastery of these techniques requires extensive practice, but the underlying 
principles are not difficult. The ability to perfectly balance the interplay of 
scale and contrast comes only with experience. The boundaries of insuffi
ciency and excess, however, are easier to define, and it is here that we begin.

One trick that is especially helpful in all of the following techniques (and 
many in the subsequent chapters as well) can be described as the squint test. 
The squint test can be used to simulate the early visual processes that form 
the basis for perceptual organization and any coding effects operating across 
the entire display. To apply the technique, simply close one eye completely 
and “squint” the other eye to reduce the light and disrupt the focus. Looking 
at the entire display, try to identify the features of interest using only that 
eye. Lean back from the work, if necessary, to make it easier for your eye 
take in the entire composition. Anything not readily apparent to the squint
ing eye it will not be apparent “at a glance” in the finished display.

The Squint Test
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81; Layering based on hue, value, and orientation (curvature) is apparent in the U.S. FAA's Sectional 
Aeronautical Charts. Sucti dense information displays can succeed only If contrast is carefully 
rrontrolled to prevent one dimension from dominating another, (See also Color Plate 4),

Scale and contrast can be used to divide the display into a few distinct 
regions or layers that are processed selectively or in a predictable sec^uence. 
Maps for aeronautical navigation (81) replace most ground detail with addi
tional information relevant to the pilot. Because flight-related and geograph
ical information are often spatially contiguous, an effective layering scheme 
is essential. Contrasting color, value, and texture are used to segregate geo
graphical from flight-related information. This allows the most important 
features (airports, radio beacons, altitudes, etc.) to emerge clearly from the 
dense display. The pilot can then determine the information needed and use 
the layer that isolates that material to extract it quickly from the display.

Establishing 
Perceptual Layers

r-

id

T

82: Effective peiceptual layering is required whenever foreground and background inust be read 
independently. These timetable pages use background elements to establish a global context that 
identifies the mode of transit for a given page. Courtesy of MetaDesign, Berlin.
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Effective layering is essential whenever it is necessary to read overlapping 
elements independently. The graphical variables involved must be selective 
(meaning elements with this characteristic can be viewed independently, 
without mterference from other variables already plotted in the display) and 
associative (meaning they do not affect the visibility of other elements. The 
timetable for the Berlin Transit Authority (BVG) (82) uses color to layer a 
large but lightly screened background symbol identifying the mode of trans
port (e.g., U-bahn, S-bahn, Tram, Bus, etc.) represented by that page. This 
allows users to quickly identify the contents of the page while flipping 
through the book without interfering with the detailed reading of the sched
ule. Electronic illustration and publishing systems use similar contrasts to 
distinguish guide lines, margins, and other “invisible” elements from the 
content being edited (83). In each case, it is easy to ignore a layer you’re not 
interested in.
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83: Because it is both selective and associative, color is especially useful as a 
layering device. In this window from QuarkXPress, color-coded guidelines group 
easily and naturally according to purpose, (See also Color Plate 3a).

Layering can take place even when elements in the layers do not physically 
overlap. The classification of Macintosh icons (84), while superficially 
dependent on shape, actually operates on the basis of orientation cues. The 
most common elements - documents, folders, and applications - have 
important orientation tendencies (vertical, horizontal, diagonal) that are 
quickly learned by all u,sers. The NeXTStep font selector window (85) use.s 
color (in this case white) to group subsets of its information content for
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84: Layering based on orientation (e.g,, horizontal, vertical, diagonal) in Macintosh Finder icons 
allows the class of icon (application, folder, document/templato, etc.) to be recognized independently 
of the internal imagery identifying the creator application or even the particular document.

independent proce.ssing. The font window u.ses color in a similar manner to 
tie the components of the font name together across lists, and to link the 
resulting font itame to the preview area at the top of the window.

Effective design creates no more contrast than necessary. This usually means 
variation along one dimension at a time. To layer effectively, you must main
tain. a strong similarity between the elements being grouped within a layer or 
region. This allows the viewer to easily identify the elements in question as a 
strongly defined subset of the available information. The visual characteris
tics of the group can then be manipulated to make the layer more or less 
prominent than the rest of the information on display.
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85; Even when elements don't overlap, layering 
can bring elements together to be read as a unit, 
as seen in the NeXTStep font panel.
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M
Wr.:

In combining contrasting values, care must be exercised that the 
uniform effect of the whole remains unaffected. If the contrasts 
are violent.,, one element can be so dominant that the balance 
between it and the contrasting value is upset, or never comes 
into being,

Emil Ruder
Typography

To apply this technique, you must begin with a thorough understanding of 
your communication goals. Communication design always begins with an 

lysis and organization of the information to be communicated. This is 
where the aesthetics of a display cannot be considered in isolation

Summary:
Layering

ana
one area
from the purpose for which the display is intended. We will therefore treat 
this analysis as an integral part of our four-step layering process:

Group each item of information into a small number (7+/- 2) of 
categories according to its origin or intended use. A group must be 
established for any group of items that will need to be processed 
independently. Each item must be assigned to at least one group.

Determine the rank or importance of the various groups and 
organize them into an even smaller number (e.g., 3-5) of echelons 
based on this ranking.

Use appropriate perceptual variables to establish the layering effect.
Size and value can establish clear perceptual hierarchies, while hue 
is most effective for non-hierarchical grouping.

Maximize the perceptual difference between groups while 
minimizing the difference within groups.

Use the squint test to ensure that elements in the same layer group 
together as a unit, but that group itself can be visually separated 
from the rest of the display.

Effective perceptual layering allows the viewer to attend .selectively to the 
elements in any one group with a minimum of interference from the others. 
Layers in different echelons will differ in their perceptual prominence (see 
techniques under Sharpening below), but perceptual coding must be used 
carefully to ensure that the user can ignore the more salient information 
when necessary during extended use.

1

2

3

4

5
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Sharpening Visual 
Distinctions

Like all meaningful contrasts, those used in layering 
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that ensures that 
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question. Sharpening is a technique 
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or aesthetic effect. The classic Modern typeface, Bodoni (86), 
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Effective design creates meaningful distinctions vi^hen it creates any at all. 
The cover design in Figure 87-a leaves no ambiguity about the relative 
importance of headline and content. The size contrast in the “headline” of 
the NeXTStep file selector (87-b) is weaker, but still adequate at typical 
viewing distances. The minimum acceptable contrast depends on the viewing 
task, but a useful guideline is available in the standardized type sizes of tra
ditional metal typography. The series made it easy to establish easily dis- 
criminable size differences since display type (14 point or larger) was 
generally provided in even multiples of 12 points. The rule is never to use 
adjacent values from this series, since this leads to ambiguity. While greater 
flexibility is provided by digital systems, the same principles of legibility

Bold Bold 

Bold Medium
Black Black 

Black Bold
Black Medium 

Black Light
Bold Light

88: Typographic contrasts based on weight should generally span more than one "step" on the scale 
to ensure adequate legibility. The contrast between bold and medium or between black and bold, for 
example, is generally unclear and should be avoided. Better results are obtained using the stronger 
bold-light and black-medium, or even black-light contrasts.

apply today. Adjacent values often provide inadequate contrast in type 
weight as well. For the Univers family (88), the minimum contrast needed 
for effective communication is achieved with medium-black (a) and light- 
bold (b). Contrasts above the line are weak and ambiguous, while those 
below the line are adequate.

Effective design ensures that all contrasts are clearly intentional and 
designed to fulfill a specific communication goal. Sharpened contrasts are 
especially important for providing critical state feedback in GUI’s. Selections, 
the availability of controls or menu items, and window focus are all impor
tant examples of sharpening in the Macintosh desktop interface. Active, 
selected, or focused elements are more prominent (by virtue of a sharp value 
contrast) then the surrounding area, provided the solid black (or colored)
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89: Sharpening of visual feedback in Macintosh selection and 
window focus feedback ensures that users will immediately 
recognize the scoping of the menu commands they issue.

selection dominates the window borders within the “focus layer” (89). If 
users are allowed to customize the selection color, the critical visual 
needed for ordered perception may be disrupted.

mapping

Sharpened contrasts 
appear. The common

affected by the background against which they 
practice of dimming unavailable commands and 

trols (90-a) makes it easy to tell at a glance what options are available to the 
user. If the background is colored, however, it becomes more difficult 
ensure that a third color can be found midway between those two colors 
that will make inactive items sufficiently distinct from active items while 
maintaining their legibility (90-b). The chief goal of the layering technique is 
to limit contrast ivithm layers to minimize this sort of effect

are

con-

to

across layers.

Edit Uleui Special Color Edit Uieui Special Color
UiMh-f 2
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Copy
Caste 
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Select fill
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Combining two values in accordance with the laws of contrast 
changes and enhances the effect of both values. Round treetops 
look rounder if there are angular buildings near them; a tower 
looks taller if it stands on a flat plain; a warm color looks warmer 
if it is combined with a cold color,

Emil Ruder
Typography

Sharpening ensures that the perceptual distinction between two echelons - 
and indeed between any two contrasting elements-is large enough to permit 
easy recognition. Once the necessary layers have been identified, the sharp
ening technique used to ensure their adequate discriminability and proper 
ranking is straightforward:

Summary;
Sharpening

1 Identify the rankings that need to be established across the groups of 
information (see analysis under Layering, above).

2 Determine the range of variation (e.g., minimum and maximum 
values or sizes, number of colors, etc.) available and use as much of 
it as possible in the resulting code.

3 Use logarithmic rather than linear scaling across the visible range to 
ensure the discriminability of contrasts at large absolute magnitudes. 
Doubling each successive level is usually sufficient.

4 Use the squint test to ensure that at least the first two or three 
echelons can be easily recognized “at a glance.”

It is important to utilize as much of the “visual bandwidth” as possible. Ele
ments in the first echelon (e.g., the most important information) should be 
prominent enough to emerge from the design and secure the user’s attention 
almost involuntarily. Less important information may require focal attention 
and conscious effort to extract, but the layering should work to make this 
easier to do once the viewer’s intent has been established.
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91: The Information symbol from the u.s. f-’OT signage program (a) shows perfect integration 
between figure and ground. Unlike the distorted versions on the right (b), the circle and question 
mark possess a unity of scale that cause them to be read as one, rather than two obiects.

Integrating Figure 
and Ground

To ensure the impression of a single unified design, the perceptual qualities 
of the figure ~ the primary formal element - must be carefully matched to 
those of its ground - the visual context within which the figure appears. The 
symbiotic relationship between figure and ground is apparent in all effective 
designs. We recognize forms on the basis of their outer contours, which 
become apparent by virtue of the contrast - normally in terms of value - 
between the internal (figure) and external (ground) areas. When properly 
integrated, these internal and external forms complement one another.

05^

"1

92: Figure and ground are tightly in
tegrated in this identity for the 1994 
Winter Olympic Games coverage. 
Design by Pentagram.
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The seemingly straightforward Information symbol from the US DOT public 
information system (91-a) is the product of a complex balancing act between 
the size of the question mark (the figure) and its containing circle (whose 
white interior portion forms the ground for the mark). If the question mark 
is even slightly too large or too small, too thick or too thin in relation to the 
outer circle (91-b), the result is visual tension and discomfort. When not 
properly integrated, the question mark and its containing circle no longer 
appear to be part of the same unitary sign because the harmony and balance 
of their relationship has been disrupted.

Visual integration requires that figure and ground be approximately equal in 
terms of their scale and visual weight. In Figure 91(a), the visual weight - or 
dominance in human perception - of the symbol’s dark and light areas are 
approximately equal. In the symbol for the 1994 Winter Olympic Games 
coverage (92) the figure emerges through the implicit closure of the lines 
forming the mountain tops. In this case the enclosed area of the figure - 
including the symbols for the Olympic Games and CBS, as well as the moun- 

is approximately equal to that of the ground, even though the dark-tains
light ratio is biased heavily toward the dark value.

Effective visual integration ensures that figure and ground exist in a state of 
balance and stability. In GUI design, where some form of bounding structure 
is normally present, adequate separation between the figure and its contain
ing element should always be maintained. The top row in Figure 93 shows 
the overly cramped default horizontal and vertical padding for button labels 
in the OSF/Motif toolkit. Increasing the space surrounding the label (bottom 
row) enhances both the readability and integration of the visual form.

HelpCancel

Cancel Help

93: Poor integration often results from improper default values In Ul toolkits such as OSF/Motif. The 
tight padding (upper row) provided by default in Motif (perhaps appropriate for applications such as 
telephone keypads), Better integration (lower row) can be achieved by increasing these values.
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94: These Macintosh scroll arrows suffer from poor integration between figure and ground. The 
arrows are off-center (and thus asymmetrical with respect to their ground) because their width is an 
odd number of pixels (note the single-pixel point) while the ground has an even number. "Blunting" 
and centering the arrow loads to improved integration, albeit of a weaker form.

To maximize visual integration, internal element should be placed 
metrically as possible within the enclosing space. The Macintosh scroll 
arrows have always been off-center in their containing rectangles (94~a), 
because the .16-pixel dim,ension that is “natural” for the raster implementa
tion conflicts with the arrow’s width of an odd number of pixels. Compen
sating by “thickening” the point of the arrow (94-b) enhances visual 
integration, albeit at the cost of a lower-quality

as sym-

arrow.

Align Objects

-Horizontal alignment

® No change 
O Left sides 
O Centers 
O Right sides

Uertical alignment

® No change 
O Tops 
O Centers 
O Bottoms

Cancel OK

95: Integration is important for higher level GUI objects as wed. The 
effective balance between figure and ground in this dialog from Aldus 
SuperPaint, for example, make the four element groups apparent,

The same integration issues apply at higher levels of application desig 
well. While a window may not require the same degree of unification 
symbol, both its appearance and its organization are enhanced by the 
proper integration of the control groups it contains. The technique appli 
recursively: this dialog box from Aldus SuperPaint provides adequate 
gins around the entire content region, and between the four major element 
groups within the content region, and between the internal labels and 
hounding contours of each control.

n as
as a

les
mar-
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The feeling of a design fitting its space and its surroundings is what 
we call scale. A design may be good in all other respects, but if its 
scale does not fit where it belongs, it is wrong while many a design 
in poor taste is admissable if it possesses the quality of scale.

Paul Jacques Grillo
Form, Function, and Design

These examples show the wide range of situations in which figure and 
ground must be related to one another. In a GUI, everything - from individ
ual symbols to entire layouts - appears within an explicitly or implicitly 
defined visual context. Fitting the design to the context in which it appears is 
usually a four-step process:

Summary:
integration

1 Determine the overall size of the figure/ground combination. Note 
that designs will usually require adjustment as the overall size is 
changed, since critical internal relationships are disrupted when a 
figure is scaled uniformly. Also note that the size of either figure or 
ground may be adjusted to produce the necessary scale relationships.

2 Equalize the visual weight of figure and ground. Use the “squint 
test” to check that neither the positive or negative space dominate.

3 Provide enough space around the margins of the figure to eliminate 
unwarranted visual tension. This is often the most difficult aspect of 
the technique in GUI design, particular since screen real estate is such 
a precious resource.

4 Position the figure correctly within the ground. The figure should 
usually be centered within the ground unless communication 
requirements dictate otherwise. Use the squint test to ensure that the 
figure still appears to be centered.

Effective integration ensures that figure and ground act to reinforce rather 
than distract from one another. Because the background in a GUI uses the 
same visual elements as the foreground, margins must be more generous 
than in print design. Simply ensuring an adequate margin area around the 
content region of each window or icon will do much to improve a GUI. With 
practice, your eye will become trained to recognize exactly how much space 
is needed to achieve the proper balance between figure and ground.
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Organization and 

Visual Structure

The eye travels along the paths cut out for it in the work.

Paul Klee
Pedagogical Sketchbook

Organization and visual structure provide the user with the visual pathways 
needed to experience a product in a systematic way. Structure affects the 
visual experience at its most primitive level because it is the first aspect of 
the display to be perceived as information is extracted and used to guide 
subsequent interaction. Because they are experienced effortlessly and auto
matically, phenomena at this level provide critical communication channels 
that can be used to supplement or interrupt the user’s higher level activities.

Organized structure does not occur naturally in man-made artifacts, so it 
must be consciously induced by establishing relationships among the com
ponents of the design. Effective use of structure allows individual elements 
to work in concert without being diminished in their own right. The eye 
craves structure and will seek to impose its own organization onto a design 
whose structure is not readily apparent. This breakdown threatens commu
nication, since the designer is no longer in control of the message.

Without the integrity provided by a coherent visual structure, a design 
quickly becomes impossible to interpret and understand. The cost is func
tional as well as aesthetic, since progress toward any goal is continually 
impeded - even for expert users. Structure introduces several key benefits;

Unity. Visual structure ties even highly disparate design elements together 
and allows them to work in concert toward a common communication
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m

Berlin.

goal, rhe lightly screened bars forming the background of the timetable i 
Figure 96 serve not only to reinforce the tabular structure of the layout at 
global level, but also to simplify the local reading of the tabular display.

m
a

Integrity. A strong and coherent structure keeps the design focused on the 
communication goal by creating an emergent form that contributes to the 
meaning of the ensemble, The strong repeating element of the screened bars 
helps integrate the design on both the horizontal and vertical axes. On the 
horizontal dimension, the bars tie the rows strongly together and make it 
easy to make comparisons across columns. On the vertical dimension, the 
bars establish a rhythm that leads the eye down the page and makes it easy 
to scan ahead by a predetermined number of rows.

Readability. Structure enhances readability by dividing the information con
tent of the entire display into manageable subsets that can be processed sep
arately or m parallel, according to the designer’s wishes. The discontinuity 
created by simply removing the screened bars from the timetable 
powerful structural element.

is itself a
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Control. Structure allows users to predict areas of interest and eases their 
navigation through the composition. Control of structure allows the 
designer to influence this process of exploration and ensure that the informa
tion is delivered effectively. The large scale of the timetable’s headlines cap
tures the viewer’s attention and ensures that no time is wasted m looking at 
the wrong display. Four smaller labels identifying the denser tabular areas 
serve the same function at that level of detail as the viewer progressively 
focuses on the appropriate cell.

Information intensive applications such as timetables for transportation sys- 
among the best and most familiar applications of visual structure.terns are

Although the information they present is primarily tabular, powerful visual 
cues are used to guide the user to the relevant portion of the display. We turn 

brief review of the early visual processes that support the process
ing of these cues and the separation of the display into figure and ground.
now to a

Several general principles of perceptual organization were first described in 
the 1920’s by psychologists of the Gestalt school. The gestalt psychologists 
were interested in describing the processes by which individual elements

grouped into gestalts (wholes) during early visual perception (Werthe- 
1958). By describing how the global structure of the whole emerges

Background:
Perceptual
Organization

were 
imer,
from the finer-grained local structure of the parts, the Gestalt principles can 
explain the success of many visual design techniques.

The principle of proximity describes the tendency of individual elements to 
be associated more strongly with nearby elements than with those that are 
farther away. This phenomenon can be observed on two different levels in 
Figure 97(a), They eye organizes the dots first into four vertical columns 
because the horizontal separation is much greater than the vertical separa
tion. Then, because the separation between the middle two “columns” is 
greater than the outer gaps, the whole figure is seen as two groups of two 
columns each.

The principle of similarity observes that elements will be associated more 
strongly when they share basic visual characteristics (such as the visual vari
ables of shape, size, color, texture, value, and orientation described previ- 

ly) than, when they differ along these dimensions. Thus, the figure in 
97(b) again appears as two groups of two columns each, despite the fact that 
the inter-element and inter-column spacings have now been equalized.

ous
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97: Gestalt grouping phenomena: proximity (a), similarity (b), and continuity (cl.
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The principle of continuity describes the preference for continuous, unbro
ken contours with the simplest possible physical explanation, rather than 
more complex but equally plausible combinations of more irregular figures. 
The form in Figure 97(c) is thus perceived as two crossing lines rather than 
four abutting lines or two (or even four) opposing angles. The related prin
ciple of closure describes the powerful human tendency to interpret visual

'3
i

□
i

98: Gestalt phenomena in form perception: closure (a), area (b), and symmeti-y (o).

Stimuli as complete, closed figures, even when some of the necessary con
tour information is absent. Figure 98(a) is easily seen as a triangle superim
posed on three complete circles even though neither of these forms is 
technically present. This example also has the interesting quality of figure- 
ground reversal, in which the viewer’s visual attention alternates between 
the white triangle and notched black circles (98-a). Either (or both) can be 
viewed as the figure - the object of interest - or the ground on which the fig
ure rests. As we shall subsequently see, this phenomenon can be used to 
great effect in producing engaging graphical identities and effective window 
layouts.

i

1S
-1
•1

• i

I

%

Returning to the grouping principles, the principle of area states that the as 
a smaller of two overlapping figures will tend to be interpreted as figure 
while the larger is interpreted as ground. In Figure 98(b), the inner square is

-I
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perceived as a distinct form in front of a larger square instead of a hole in 
the larger form. Since these phenomena appear in virtually every design 
problem, the successful designer must take care to ensure that the emergent 
structure works to reinforce the function of the display.

Finally, the principle of symmetry describes grouping based on the emergent 
properties of the form instead of the characteristics of its constituent parts. 
The greater the symmetry of a possible figure, the more likely we are to use it 
as our interpretation of the gestalt. Figure 98(c) is thus seen as two (overlap
ping) rather than three objects. This claim has received solid empirical sup
port in recent years (Hochberg and McAlister, 1953, Flemenway and Palmer, 
1978). Forms with a high degree of “figural goodness” are rated more highly 
and perceived more readily than weaker, more ambiguous forms.

Principles

Organization and visual structure are the staples of successful communica
tion-oriented design. Whereas scale, contrast, and proportion can be elusive, 
unpredictable, even capricious, organization and visual structure are based 
on steady, reliable methods that can be applied time and again in the same 
familiar way. Organization begins with classification, which involves group
ing related elements and establishing a hierarchy of importance for elements 
and groups. When this hierarchy is clear, the display itself can be structured 
to reflect the relationships between the elements while maintaining a pleas
ing balance in the resulting composition.

Grouping
Hierarchy
Relationship
Balance

IXIT
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99: The U.S. Interstate Highway signage program makes effective 
use of perceptual grouping and information hierarchy. The eye is 
drawn immediately to the city name and route numbers.
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100: The button layout in this Sony Mini-Disc player illustrates effective 
grouping based on proximity, similarity, and continuation. Some groupings 
are reinforced by physical borders. Courtesy of Sony Electronics, Inc. 3
The first step in the development of structure is the grouping of display ele
ments into higher-order units. The words in a book, for example, are 
grouped into columns, sections, pages, etc. By grouping similar elements 
together, the designer helps the user deal with a complex information display 
by reducing it to a manageable number of units. Higher level structures ori
ent the user and help them establish a plan for moving the attention to some 
interesting portion of the display for a more detailed reading.

Grouping

Several of the gestalt effects - including proximity and continuity- 
exploited in the Reuters logotype (101), which brings to mind the punched 
tape motif from the early news ticker. In addition to producing a unique 
graphical effect, the forms underscore the historical cachet of the well-

are
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101: The familiar logotype for the Reuters news service depends on several Gestalt grouping 
phenomena (proximity and continuation) that turn a dot pattern into a word. Design by Pentagram,
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known firm. Effective perceptual grouping is always based on the Gestalt 
principles. Powerful grouping of individual elements can be seen in the Sony 
MiniDisc recorder (100). The controls on this device group naturally due to 
the high degree of similarity (in terms of shape, size, color, and surface tex
ture) within groups and the generous spatial separation between groups (i.e., 
proximity within groups). The shallow, dished-out “bounding boxes sur
rounding each control group serve more as a sensuous accent than a func
tional grouping device in this product design.

The standards manual for the Berlin Transit Authority (BVG) in Figure 102 
also makes heavy use of proximity and similarity (the two most powerful 
and general grouping principles), but it shows effective perceptual grouping 
based on continuity as well. The groups break the page up into several 
regions of interest, allowing the viewer to easily select a “topic” for more 
detailed examination. Because the types of information in each group are 
fairly obvious - even at a distance it is easy to recognize groups dealing with 
color schemes, identity symbols, etc. - there is little need for explicit label
ing. The only “added” structuring device is the dark block in the lower left-

102: Elements group naturally based on similarity and alignment 
("common fate") in this spread from a standards manual for the 
BVG Potsdam lines. Courtesy of MetaDesign.

hand corner. This element shows the effect of the visual identity on a dark 
background and is exploited compositionally as an important part of the 
spread’s overall structure. Note the operation of continuity in allowing the 
eye to group the horizontal rows of circular identity marks and the value 
scales below them as individual objects extending “over” the darker field.
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The user interface designer rarely enjoys the luxury of negative space to the 
seen in the BVG standards manual. Proper use of spacing and align

ment, however, can produce grouping that is just as effective. This dialog 
box from Adobe Photoshop (103-a) uses explicit bounding boxes to orga
nize eight vertically stacked controls into four pairs. This arrangement is 
difficult to scan because the alternating displays cannot be easily isolated 
perceptually. Because the task may involve comparing adjacent 
ignoring intervening rows, there is no ordering of the controls that would 
not produce some interference. The problem, however, is easily solved by 
simply realigning the controls into a two-column layout (103-b) that puts 
the image components on the left-hand column and the corresponding aipl 
channels in a right-hand column. The improved spatial logic of this reorga
nized display allows the bounding boxes to be removed, the secondary 
labels consolidated, and the group labels moved into the right-hand 
where they are much easier to scan.
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103: This before-and-after example shows ineffective grouping with explicit bounding boxes (a) and 
effective grouping without explicit reinforcement (b). Spatial logic {i.e„ coding based on oositiont is 
always more powerful than graphical embellishment at producing effective perceptual grouping.

Grouping in interface design is always used to bind functional units tightly 
together while distinguishing them from the surrounding controls. The 
same Gestalt principles can be applied to ensure effective grouping without 
heavy boxes and borders. When properly established, groupings can be rec
ognized immediately and effortlessly by the user because they depend 
visual phenomena operating below the level of conscious attention.
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104: Strong scale contrasts in the typographic elements of this booklet cover lead the eye 
through the composition to create an effective information hierarchy. Courtesy of MetaDesign,

As groupings are established, they must-by manipulating the visual variables 
described by Bertin (1985)-be ordered i

Hierarchy
hierarchy of perceptual promi

nence corresponding to the intended reading sequence. These examples from 
the public information system for the Berlin Transit Authority (BVG) show a 
clear typographic hierarchy reinforced by strong graphical elements. The

the monumental scale and oblique orientation of 
the “B” letterform to set the context for the rest of the design. This is the 
most

in a

booklet above (104) uses

important signal identifying the geographical region to which the time
table applies. Other typographic elements in the background support this

HUnae... «-Ausgang J
Gontardstr j
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105: Although size contrast is the most powerful tool for creating visual hierarchies, contrasts in 
position and value (the other ordered variables in human vision) can be used as well. In these print 
CO ateral (a b) and signage (c) examples from MetaDesign's BVG program, the prominence of the 
yellow bar depends on position and value, both of which are superceded by the large "60,-" in (b).
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global reading with more detailed information at a lower level of perceptual 
prominence. The yellow rectangular element at the upper right is a motif 
recurring throughout the program (see examples in 105 also). It groups 
visually in the middle of the information hierarchy with the BVG mark 
appearing directly below and the marks for the various modes of transpor
tation covered in this booklet. Finally, two additional levels of typographic 
coding based on size appear in white superimposed against the larger back
ground elements to specify the precise content and applicable dates. The
printed materials below (105) show comparable hierarchies based 
trasts in position and value.

on con-

Poster design has always been focused on the creation of effective informa
tion hierarchies. The 
draw the viewer 
This detail from

most important elements must be large enough 
in close, to a point where the specifics can be presented, 

poster by Josef Miiller-Brockmann (106-a) 
shows an elegant typographic hierarchy with three levels based on contrasts 

size and position/alignment. These same typographic conventions can be 
adapted directly to the presentation of information hierarchies in user inter
faces The standard labeling practice for property windows in the OPEN 

LOOK GUI (106-b), for example, is remarkably similar. Though the contrasts 
in typographic scale are less extreme, the global context is again established 
by the larger, darker label in the upper left of each region, while the shorter,
right-ahgned labels provide a local context for the denser, left-aligned infor
mation on the right.

to
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the information hierarchy in the labeling standards for the open look property window (b)
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107- Structural relationships in. Lozenge with Blue. Red, and Yellow, by Piet Mondrian (a) are made 
expli'cit by the lines dividing the composition. © 1993 Estate of Piet Hotaman Irrevoc^
Trust Though entirely implicit, relationships between elements are equally important in this concert 
poster from the Musla La series by Josef Muller-Brockmann (b). (See also color plate 6).

RelationshipGrouping and hierarchy are both supplemented and reinforced when ele- 
ments are visually related to one another. Relations between elements can be 
based on any of the visual variables, but the dominance of position, size, and 
value provide the most effective visual cues. Of these variables, position m 
the two-dimensional plane is the most useful. The eye is very sensitive to^^ 
alignment, as witnessed by the Gestalt phenomena of “good continuation” 
and “common fate” (97). Position can also be manipulated independently of 
each element's semantics, since other visual variables have a larger impact 

the salience of the elements to which they are applied.on

The De Stijl painter Piet Mondrian made visible all of the structure in his 
abstract compositions using explicit lines (107-a). The seemingly simple 
forms are in fact carefully related to one another in size, proportion, and 
position within the composition. The concert poster by Josef Muller-Brock
mann (107-b) occupies the opposite extreme by implicitly suggesting strong 
relationships even across large amounts of space without the use of explicit 
internal structure. Subtle alignment of the poster's elements is enough to 
suggest the structured aspect of music without reducing the sense of freedom 

complex internal structure is apparent in the posterand energy. Even more
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108; Relationships among elements in this poster by Piet 
Zwart create a captivating internal structure providing many 
pathways for the eye. © Piet ZwartA/AGA, New York 1993.

for a film festival by Piet Zwart (108). Every element is related to at least 
one other element, but the relationships are always implied, based on align
ment along critical margins, rather than explicitly reinforced through the 
introduction of external elements.

Window layouts in graphical user interfaces can make use of the same prin
ciples of visual relationship based on alignment and similarity of form. 
While these effects are exploited automatically at the lowest levels (the 
items in a scrolling list, for example, are pre-aligned by the UI toolkit), 
developers must establish higher level relationships themselves. The spatial 
logic of a layout can help reveal the underlying semantic relationships of the 
individual components, but only if the visual relationships are carefully 
manipulated. When properly executed, the meaning of each element is 
implied by its location relative to its surrounding elements, and the need for 
explicit labeling is reduced.
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109: Poor use of spatial logic m the layout of components can obscure their 
semantic relationships, in the Windows file selector, the spatial ordering of 
filename, directory, and drive reverses the concepts' logical precedence.

In the Windows File selector (109), for example, the sequence of controls 
(reading from top to bottom) provides a poor spatial analog to the logical 
information hierarchy (volume, directory path, directory contents, and file
name). Its ordering of components is the reverse of the normal scanning 
order for the window, and additional, lateral motion is needed to take in the 
entire hierarchy. The Macintosh equivalent (llO)uses a more compact, natu
ral arrangement in which elements are scanned in an order corresponding to 
their position in the hierarchy. The perceptual salience of the pre-selected 
filename draws the eye “through” the hierarchy on its way to the textfield.
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110: The Macintosh file selector places directory, contents, and 
filename in the correct spatial relationship. It also relates the Save 
command to its argument and the directory to its containing volume.
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111: Balance in classical composition (a) is purely symmetrical, restful, and monumental. The New 
Typography oi the 20th century (b) uses asymmetrical layouts to create more complex, task-oriented 
relationships among elements, but balance must still be maintained. Both designs by Jan Tschichold.

All of the previous goals must be accomplished while maintaining an har- 
global arrangement of the elements in the composition. The qual

ity of balance ensures that the display remains stable in its position on the 
or screen. Balance can be achieved using either symmetric or asymmet-

Balance
monious

page .
ric layout, as demonstrated in these sharply contrasting yet equally striking 
designs by the great German typographer Jan Tschichold (111). Classic dis
play typography (111-a), which evolved over centuries from conventions 
originating in monumental inscriptions and other forms of public proclama
tion, is simple, centered, and perfectly symmetrical. In the 20th Century,

Q

112: Balance in a composition is analogous to balance in physical 
quantities. Smaller elements can offset the "visual weight" of 
larger elements if placed higher in the picture plane and farther 
from the compositional center of balance.
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typographic designers discovered the greater vitality and inherent visual 
interest provided by active, asymmetric layouts. The resulting “New Typog
raphy” introduced the revolutionary form language seen in Tschichold’s 
poster for an exhibition on Constructivist art (111-b), which exploits a 
dynamic asymmetrical composition to create an appropriate (for the subject 
matter) tension without producing a sense of instability within the space it 
occupies. The felt axis of the composition is moved well to the right of cen
ter, but the horizontal rule and outlying element on the left provide the coun
terweights needed for a well-balanced display.

Balance in display design is analogous to balance in everyday physics. A 
composition is balanced when the visual weight of design elements on either 
side of the composition are approximately equal. The visual weight of the 
composition is distributed across the center of balance (the “fulcrum” in the 
physical analogy) like the weights on a scale (112). When the visual weight 
and distance from the center of elements on each side of this axis are physi
cally equal, the impression of balance is guaranteed. Symmetrical layouts

load Document

IDit-ectoryName
a

ItemName 
D ItemName 

ItemName 
CfD ItemName 

ItemName 
Q ItemName

DemosHextDeveloper

iBililards.JiDemos

«!
Name:

Qloa'

113: Axially symmetrical layouts ensure acceptable balance in these secondary window 
layouts from NeXTStep ja) and the open look gui (b). The axis of symmetry can be 
vertical (b) or diagonal (a), so long as elements are balanced properly about it,

provide this visual equilibrium automatically. Asymmetrical layouts can 
achieve equilibrium as well, but their tenser, more dramatic form of balance, 
depends on careful manipulation to compensate visually for differences in 
the size, position, and value of major elements. As with a physical balance, 
lighter elements can balance heavier elements if their size or value (visual 
weight) is increased, or if they are moved farther from (or the heavier ele
ment moved closer to) the center of balance (112-b).
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Window layout brings balance issues to the forefront of GUI design. Button 
placement policies, in particular, can affect the balance of the resulting dis
plays. The large icon in the upper left-hand corner of the NeXTStep File 
selector (113-a) effectively balances the dialog’s response buttons in the 
lower right-hand corner to produce a layout that is balanced along 
diagonal, rather than a vertical axis of symmetry. Other GUI standards such 

OPEN LOOK (and particularly OSF/Motif) favor highly symmetrical 
dow layouts by distributing response buttons in secondary windows and 
dialog boxes evenly across the bottom of the window (113-b). In practice, 
windows m most GUI applications are so over-crowded that balance is out
weighed by more serious problems.
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114: Using a "worst case" window size for all messages, as in this dialog from Time Manager for 
Windows, often leads to unbalanced layouts when messages are very short.

i\.n exception is often seen when the amount of information presented in a 
window varies significantly from one presentation to the next. This problem 
is especially likely if the application employs a static window size designed 
to accommodate the worst case (i.e., the largest amount of information) 
presentation scenario (1.14). This dialog always places the response buttons 
and condition code on the left-hand side of the dialog. It leaves plenty of 
room for the text of the error message or warning. Unfortunately, this 
means that the window will go out of balance occasionally, particular when 
the message is as brief as the example shown here. Balance can be improved 
in these situations by anticipating the potential for empty space in the vari
able portion of the display and adjusting the fixed elements accordingly. 
Simply repositioning the response buttons in this dialog in the lower right- 
hand corner, while it would not address the problem of an overly lengthy 
default dialog size, would effectively balance the window even for messages 
as short as the one shown here.
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Common Errors

Common shortcomings in organization and visual structure result from a 
failure to establish high-level regularities in the display by relating individual 
components. Some typical mistakes include:
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feet of the varying widths of the vertically 
stacked buttons. The existing design was 
improved considerably by reorganizing its 
contents and establishing stronger rela
tions among the elements (b). Alignment 
was used to create a strong vertical axis 
along which the primary fields were posi
tioned, as well as a subordinate axis on the 
right-hand side of the window for second
ary controls.

115: Haphazard layout. The most com
mon problem of visual organization is with
out a doubt the failure to establish or 
reinforce logical relationships among com
ponents by establishing spatial relation
ships within the design. This original 
window layout (a) for an internal software 
defect tracking system (essentially the 
front-end to a highly structured database) 
suffers from a poorly organized structure 
in which weak relationships are estab
lished within the major component groups 
and practically none are established across 
groups. Note especially the distracting ef-
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widths of these hard-edged borders is 
heightened by their spatial proximity. The 
eye is drawn involuntarily to the mesmeriz
ing outer contour of the centered bounding 
boxes, where sharp contrasts and intrigu
ing spatial tensions have been unintention
ally created. While the button labels on the 
right do not share a similarly noisy contour, 
they nevertheless how difficult scanning a 
column of vertically-centered labels be
comes as soon as the labels are placed in
side of buttons in multiple columns.

116: Conflicting symmetries. While sym
metry can be useful as an organizing tech
nique, it will not rescue a display from 
more serious internal problems. In both of 
these examples, the perceptual interac
tion between the information content and 
the closely spaced boundaries {button la
bels on the right and bounding boxes on 
the left) create a distracting "beat" that 
prevents the symmetry of the overall dis
play from emerging. Unlike Tschichold's 
monumental frontispiece (111) the exam
ple on the left (a) features elements 
whose boundaries-but not their contents- 
are arranged symmetrically. In addition, 
the distraction produced by the unrelated
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i Labels within each group, for example, are 
inset ever-so-slightly from the position of 
the group label appearing in the bounding 
box. The difference is not great enough to 
produce an effective perceptual distinc
tion, but it is enough to be noticeable and 
distracting. The same is true of the two 
pushbutton groups and the prominent 
"column" of three-dimensional controls in 
the middle of the window. The almost- 
alignments are even more pronounced in 
the detail from Dashboard for Windows 
(b). While the vertical divisions are relative
ly uniform, the horizontal divisions on 
which elements in the three "rows" are 
positioned are essentially random.

117: Ambiguous internal relationships. 
Both of these examples contain elements 
whose sizes and positions are similar, but 

' not identical. The consistent placement of 
' some internal margins only serves to in- 

i,: .- crease the prominence of the many ele
ments that are almost-but not quite-in 
alignment. In the Desktop Properties dia- 
log (a), the careful alignment, both horizon- 

' L tally and vertically, of the bounding boxes 
is squandered in the completely haphazard 

... arrangement of their contents. There is no 
: - apparent consistency in the size or place- 

1 ■ ment of the individual controls, nor even in 
;their spacing or separation from the en

closing border. In addition, the positions of 
many elements are similar enough to cre
ate the almost-alignment phenomenon.
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118: Aligning labels but not controls. Po
tentially useful internal structure is often 
squandered by failing to consider the natu
ral margins within the layout. The controls 
in Aldus Freehand's Document Setup win
dow (a) are dutifully aligned on the left 
(though note the intrusion of the check 
box) to make scanning for labels relatively 
straightforward. Unfortunately, the

window, from InControl (b) suffers from 
the same problem. In this case, however, 
the generous use of white space and oth
erwise sensible organization act to exacer
bate the problem. Functionally, this 
arrangement is undoubtedly superior to 
the Document Setup example, but from 
aesthetic standpoint, the general quality of 
the rest of the layout makes the failure to 
establish alignments even more prominent 
than it might otherwise have been.

an

con
trols simply begin immediately after the la 
bel so that the controls themselves do not 
align with one another. This muddies the 
image of the dialog box and makes scan
ning for current values much more difficult 
than it needs to be. The List View Options
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the control groups themselves, Note too, 
the curious divergence from the standard 
Macintosh Print dialog ordering. Restoring 
the "Page Range" and "Copies" items to 
their standard positions on the first line 
would reclaim valuable space and allow 
the lower portion of the window to be 
structured more effectively.

119: Alignment within but not across 
controls. Even when strong margins are 
established for both labels and controls, 
problems can arise when potential mar
gins within controls are ignored. The Apple 
ImagewriterLQ dialog shown here wastes 
the beginnings of a promising layout in the 
upper half of the window by permitting the 
internal control layouts to degenerate into 
total chaos in the lower half. Although the 
labels and controls have been neatly 
aligned at the highest level, the dialog is 
made unnecessarily difficult to scan by the 
density and lack of internal organization of
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120: False structure. To relieve exces
sive display density (see facing page), 
many applications make heavy use of 
bounding boxes to more strongly group 
subsets of the windorA' content, While the 
practice is encouraged by many environ
ments, it should be used with restraint, 
since explicit structure is a very poor sub
stitute for effective spatial segregation. 
This approach rarely rescues the layout 
and usually introduces new problems, 
such as the narrow gaps between the bot
tom of the textfieids and the bounding 
boxes in the Section dialog from Microsoft 
Word (a). Under the influence of the black 
lines on either side, tliese 1-pixel gaps 
take on a gray tone and become emergent 
visual cues that compete for the user's at
tention as energetically as those denoting

the relevant information. The bounding ap
proach descends into absurdity when, as 
in the NeXTStep Print dialog (c), the boxes 
are used as grouping devices wherever an 
external label is required. Bounding boxes 
for single-item groups introduce more con
fusion than they alleviate. False structure 
can also arise from unintended configural 
effects, such as those seen in the strange 
confirmation dialog from DeBabelizer (b). 
While the layout succeeds in its main goal 
of being visually arresting, the highly un
conventional button arrangement is ex
ceedingly disruptive, since it breaks with 
both the visual language and the interac
tion pattern of the normal style.
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121: Excessive display density. Instead 
of increasing efficiency, forcing too much 
information into too little space typically 
results in a useless display. The large prop
erty window in the example above (a) orig
inally filled an entire 19“ workstation 
display. In an effort to circumvent this 
problem, the size for the controls and their 
label font was reduced to below normal so 
that the window consumed "only" 75% of 
the display. These changes, however, 
made the window harder to read and led 
to side effects in the alignment of ele
ments in the right-hand column. The rede
sign (b) removed some functionality that

had been rendered unnecessary by the re
structuring of the primary window that 
was previously configured by these set
tings. The remainder of the information 
was reorganized into a single small win
dow containing three separate "panes 
each containing a closely related subset of 
the information-between which the user 
can easily move using standard navigation 
techniques. (For views of the individual 
panes in the redesign, see Figure 175).
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gaps between closely spaced elements 
begin to compete with the elements them
selves for the viewer's attention. The pres
ence of explicit structural elements 
(dividing lines) in the bottom portion of the 
display, far from clarifying the logical struc
ture of the remaining elements, simply 
adds more spatial tension and nearly- 
aligned positioning to the confusion al
ready rampant in the rest of the window,

122: All of the Above. This amazingly un
structured layout violates nearly all of the 
principles we have described thus far. The 
exceedingly dense display has multiple ar
eas of extreme spatial tension produced 
by elements that nearly touch the borders 
of one another or of their containing ele
ment. The radio buttons on the left, the 
pop-up menus on the right, and the but
tons in every location, are ail close enough 
to the adjacent visual elements to produce 
the kind of emergent perceptual effects 
seen in the Microsoft Word Section dialog 
(120-a). Dark patterns produced in the
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Just as in nature systems of order govern the growth and structure 
of animate and inanimate matter, so human activity itself has, since 
the earliest times, been distinguished by the quest for order.

Josef Miiller-Brockmann
Grid Systems in Graphic Design

Techniques

Organization and visual structure depend on careful planning and meticu
lous implementation. It is also assumed that prior analysis has revealed the 
conceptual structure of the information being presented. Without a clear 
understanding of the, effective organization is impossible. Given this infor
mation, however, four important techniques for structuring the display can 
be applied directly:

Symmetry 
Alignment 
Optical Adjustment 
Negative Space

•Using Symmetry to Ensure Balance 
•Using Alignment to Establish Visual Relationships 
•Optical Adjustment for Human Vision 
• Shaping the Display with Negative Space

It is virtually impossible to practice competent design without a command of 
these techniques. Fortunately, the methods are straightforward and mastery 
comes quickly with even a small amount of practice. Because of their near- 
universal applicability to interface design problems, these are among the 
most valuable tools at the designer's disposal.

I

!
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LE HAVRE - SOUTHAMPTON - NEW-YORK'

123: In this poster by A.M. Cassandre, a 
strong axial symmetry balances the com
position and emphasizes the ship's prow, 
© 1993 ARS, New York/ADAGP, Paris.

Symmetry - in all its forms - has a universal aesthetic appeal reflected in its 
most general connotation of beauty as a result of balance or harmonious 
arrangement. The ratio 1:1, which forms the basis of all symmetry, is easily 
recognized and inherently satisfying. Wherever a form is repeated, whether 
in translation (repetition), rotation, or reflection (mirror image), symmetry

Using Symmetry to 
Ensure Balance

124: The Chinese y/n-yang symbol depends 
on rotational symmetry to evoke the 
impression of duality visible in its pair of 
opposing yet complementary forces.
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nify those parts of the configuration sharing similar formal charac
teristics. The rising popularity and effectiveness of asymmetrical layout in 
modern design reflects not a denial of the inherent qualities of symmetry, but 
rather, the need to present increasingly complex information in a task-ori
ented way. Symmetry remains a useful tool, particularly when the communi
cation goal depends on balance, order, and simplicity.

acts to u

Cassandre’s travel poster Normandie (123) presents a powerful image based 
on its near-perfect symmetry about a central vertical axis. While effects this 
dramatic are rarely necessary in GUI design, the unifying qualities of the sym
metrical composition are invaluable, particularly for lower-level compo- 

. In the realm of visual symbols, for example, the most powerful andnents
memorable signs are always highly symmetrical. The Chinese yin-yang (124) 
is a familiar symbol employing rotational, rather than axial symmetry. Other

§Ts

I

125: GUI standards, such as OSF/Motif (others include open look and PenPoint), 
rely on axial symmetry to ensure adequately balanced dialog layouts. When toolkit- 
level support is provided, effective design can be surprisingly automatic.

seen in the star, the arrow, the cross, the swastika.archetypal examples are 
the pentagram, the smiley face. In each case, axial or rotational symmetry 
binds the participating visual elements together to produce a single inte
grated form.

Symmetry provides an effective default strategy for organizing information 
applications. Some GUI standards such as OSF/Motif (125) strongly 

symmetrical arrangement of windows and dialog boxes through-
on an

m GUI 
encourage
out the environment. The results are practically guaranteed to succeed 
aesthetic level. When the information content is not overwhelming, the sym-
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126: Symmetry about the axis of expansion enhances both the aesthetics and the understandability 
of multi-part windows. In the open look expandable window design, pressing the "-t" button in the 
lower right(a) displays the secondary panel (b). When the widths of the panels are equalized, the axial 
balance of the window in its expanded state is virtually guaranteed. More importantly, the salience 

enhances the division of space and accentuates the expansion andof the axis of symmetry 
contraction buttons at the bottom-center of the window.

metrical layout provides a functionally appealing solution as well, since 
there is no need for emphasis or differentiation of subsets of the displayed 
information. Symmetrical layout simplifies the production process, whether 
manual or automated. For simple layout problems - such as the global 
organization of a dialog box - the approach is extremely effective.

For more complex layout problems, symmetry can encourage proper inter
pretation of the display at higher levels. The expandable pop-up window in

basic (126-a) and advanced (126-b)Figure 126 divides its contents into 
functionality. By making the window layout symmetrical about the point of 
expansion, the functional division is reinforced as the visual division of the 
window into two equivalent spaces becomes more apparent. In addition, 
the symmetrical arrangement of the expansion and contraction (+/-) buttons 
across the axis at the bottom of the window makes their complementary 
role obvious without the need for intrusive verbal labels.

Symmetry ensures balance and clear organization, if sometimes at the 
expense of visual interest. Fortunately, the goal of effective interface desig 
is not to entertain or excite, but to present information efficiently and non 
intrusively, so the restful character of the symmetrical layout is often per
fectly appropriate. Given the ease with which it can be applied, the tech
nique is an invaluable starting point for effective design.

n
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[Symmetryl is a useful and almost foolproof method for the 
solution of compositional problems for the inexperienced and 
unskilled visual message-maker. The rules to follow are as 
simple and clear as can be, and if they are followed rigidly, the 
results are predictably attractive. You just cannot go wrong.

Donis A. Dondis
A Primer of Visual Literacy

Because symmetry contributes to good design on several dimensions at once, 
its prominent historical role should not be surprising. In fact, asymmetrical 
design concepts are a very recent phenomenon that found widespread accep
tance in print materials only in the 20th century. In contrast to the complex
ity of effective asymmetrical layout, maintaining symmetry is a relatively 
straightforward process that can be used to ensure adequate balance in 
almost any design;

1 Identify the axes along which symmetry will be established. In visual 
interface design this decision usually boils down to whether 
horizontal and/or vertical symmetry.

2 Symmetry about the vertical axis is more prevalent in human 
perception and is generally more useful in visual displays.

3 Center the information on the axis of symmetry by carefully 
balancing the amount of information on each side of the axis. The 
information need not form a literal mirror image provided the mass 
and extent are equalized.

4 Make sure the axis of symmetry is itself centered within the overall 
display context (i.e., the window or icon in question).

5 Use the squint test to verify the results.

Summary:
Symmetry

Symmetry (at least in the axial sense) need not be present in every design. It 
ely the simplest of several compositional techniques for ensuring good 

balance. Because of their inherent stability and restfulness, heavy use of sym
metrical layouts can lead to “unexciting” displays. While this may be a 
drawback for a poster series or a retail packaging, it is perfectly appropriate 
for a user interface.

IS mer
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/Iwc' 'S used to relate elements visually in this poster by Swiss designer Gottlieb Soland
(a) (From Graphic Design: Visual Comparisons by Fletcher/Forbes/Gill) 
bahn line(b) (courtesy of MetaDesign). and the diagram for a single U-

Using Alignment 
to Establish Visual 
Relationships

Effective design depends critically on meaningful global structure. Posi
tional alig^fment of elements reduces the complexity of a display by making 
the global form cleaner and understandable. By limiting exceptions 
the positioning rules obeyed by elements within the 
makes intentional deviations more salient. Used in

more to
composition, alignment 
conjunction with nega

tive space, alignment is an important tool for constructing visual hierar
chies. The poster by Gottlieb Soland (127-a) uses one of the prominent 
internal margins in the French tricolor as a natural axis along which the 
bulk of the information in the poster is organized. The two pieces of text 
that hang to the left of this margin enjoy the highest degree of prominence 
available in the composition. Similarly, the route diagram for an U-bahn 
line on the BVG (127-b) uses vertical alignment to associate the station 
names to the right of the route line with the connection icons on the left.

Alignment is the most important means of establishing relationships among 
elements. In addition to providing the most general technique, it is among 
the most perceptually powerful and immediate. Objects in alignment create 

a strong attraction to one another even when separated by large distances. 
The eye exhibits a natural bias toward the perception of regular structure.
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128: The redesigned layout (a) of an existing OpenWindows productivity application (b) shows the 
effectiveness of aligning elements to simplify the display. By re-factoring the haphazard group of five 
buttons at the bottom of the window {b} into two buttons and three settings-and by aligning the 
resulting groups-the functional organization of the tool is greatly clarified.

The viewer will try to make sense of an image by dividing it into regions 
along major structural axes. Careful alignment of elements in the display 
makes these axes crisp and clear. Noticeable tension results, however, when 
elements positioned near the axis don’t quite align with it.

The additional “information” introduced by accidental and irrelevant varia
tion in placement or sizing of interface elements is simply visual noise that 
inhibits communication. In the OpenWindows 2.0 Snapshot tool, for exam
ple (128-a), five buttons at the bottom of the window are positioned with no 
apparent spatial relation to the options and parameters appearing in the 
window above them. The redesigned layout created for OpenWindows Ver
sion 3 (128-b) shows the power of alignment in eliminating distracting irreg
ularities and reinforcing meaningful relationships. In addition to replacing 
three of the buttons with the more appropriate exclusive settings, the design 
enhances the organization of the display by bringing all major commands, 
options, and parameters into alignment on the same vertical axis.

The tightly structured modular layout of the Workspace Manager in 
Hewlett-Packard’s Visual User Environment (129) makes alignment almost 
automatic. With two minor exceptions in the lower corners, every major

129: A crisp module (see following chapter) ensures the clean alignment of elements in the VUE 
Workspace Manager from Hewlett-Packard. Compare the clear structure revealed here to the jostling 
confusion seen in the same company's Dashboard for Windows product seen in Figure 117 (b).
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structural element aligns with at least one other in a simple, harmonious 
fashion. This crisply defined structure prevents the layout from becoming 
overly busy despite the fact that the Workspace Manager depends on com
ponent modules of four different sizes. The regularity produced by effective 
alignment makes the surface of the VUE “dashboard” far more transparent 
than its much busier counterpart in the Windows environment (see detail in 
Figure 1.17-b)
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130: When alignments can be extended across windows in a multi-window 
application, the benefits of coherent visual organization accrue at a higher level.

Effective visual design establishes structural relationships wherever possible 
within an image or composition. When practical, structural relationships 
can even be extended across multiple windows in the application. The video 
conferencing application shown above is used to narrowcast live video over 
Sun’s campus network. Because the individual windows are designed to 
relate to one another (and to the standard screen dimensions) at their 
default sizes, the application is far more unified, both functionally and aes
thetically, than most multi-window applications. The control elements in 
the narrow windows on the left share a common width and internal subdi
visions allowing vertical alignments to emerge naturally when the windows 
themselves are vertically aligned. The size and placement of the two upper- 
windows relates them to the larger window (the main video screen) - with 
which they align horizontally - while helping to separate them from the 
transient lower window whose boundary falls on the same margin.
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A regulating line is a safeguard against arbitrariness. It is a way of 
checking a work created in enthusiasm: it is the schoolboy's proof 
positive, the mathematician's QED.

Le Corbusier
L'Esprit Nouveau

The effect of alignment on a visual display is analogous to that of a conduc
tor marking time for an orchestra. By coordinating the visual activity of 
many diverse elements, alignment works to ensure that all parts work 
together regardless of their individual roles. Alignment is a necessary 
(though not always sufficient) step toward a coherent display. This four-step 
technique is a good starting point:

Summary:
Alignment

1 Identify the major boundaries in the existing layout, and look for 
ways to enhance them by moving additional elements into alignment 
with them.

2 Look for elements and margins - both internal and external - that 
almost, but not quite, align with one another and bring them into 
alignment by altering the size or position of one or both elements.

3 Look for free-standing elements and make sure they are aligned with 
something else in the display - either a major margin or some other 
element to which they are related.

4 If an element cannot be related to anything else in the display, try to 
relate it to the proportions of the display itself by positioning the 
element to correspond to a regular division of the space.

You will be surprised at how quickly the establishment of proper alignment 
become second nature to you. Moreover, you will become increasingly 
aware of disorganized layouts and wonder why such simple goals receive 
such a pathetic level of support in most current-generation GUI toolkits. As 
exasperating as it may be, the extra development effort is almost always 
rewarded in the visual quality of the final product.
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131: Proper alignment of curvilinear elements to the typographic baseline and the x-height of a 
font requires compensation for optical effects, Cuives must extend slightly beyond the point of 
physical alignment to create the appearance of alignment, After Rudei (1981).

Visual design is grounded in perceptual, rather than physical phenomena, so 
compensation for the peculiarities of human vision is often required. Proper 
visual alignment depends critically on careful optical adjustment to compen
sate for differences in shape and contour of the elements being aligned. In 

ample, characters with curved bottoms must extend

Optical Adjustment 
for Human Vision

typography, for ex
slightly below the baseline or to the left of the column margin (131) or the 
line will appear to undulate in waves across the page. Optical adjustment is

only to alignment, but to scaling andgeneral phenomenon that applies not
well. Curved elements in general must project slightly farther

a
spacing as
beyond the margin than linear elements, while more acute angles must 
project even further to achieve the same effect. The more acute the angle, 
more compensation is needed to maintain the proper alignment.

■it

132: With physically equivalent sca^mg, rounded or acute 
forms appear too small relative to rectangular elements.
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Typography Ty|30^ra|Di^

Typography Typography
133: Optical spacing in typography depends not on equalizing the distance between characters (a), 
but on equalizing the area in the counterform between characters (b). Due to their larger counter
forms, characters with curved edges must be spaced more tightly than those with straight edges.

In optical spacing (133), the rule of thumb is to equalize the area rather than 
the distance between elements. In typography, the tightest letterspacing is 
reserved for adjacent characters with curved edges or horizontally projecting 
strokes. The widest spacing is allotted to pairs with adjacent vertical stroke, 
with the remaining pairings falling somewhere in between. Although the 
phenomenon occurs most frequently in typography, the same set of issues 
arises whenever dissimilar forms must he evenly distributed across space.

To produce optically equivalent scaling (132, 134), circles must be slightly 
larger than squares and diamonds slightly larger than circles. The examples 
below show the physically equivalent (132) and optically adjusted (134) ver
sions of these shapes. This phenomenon arises frequently in icon design.

134: Extending rounded or acute elements slightly beyond 
the target dimension produces optically equivalent scaling.
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where rounded or acute-edged images are combined with square images 
sharing the same maximum area (135). In order to match the scale of the 
rest of the program, square icons must be limited in size to substantially less 
than the maximum dimensions permitted by the icon format. The principle 
of acuteness applies here as well: the more acute the angle, the farther 
beyond the margin it must extend to be visually correct. Only icons with 

angles should be allowed to continue all the way to the limits of theacute
image area.

Effective visual design accounts for the optical qualities of every design ele- 
and provides compensation where necessary. There is, unfortunately, 

method for determining the necessary degree of adjustment
ment 
no sure
mechanically. Careful observation and extended practice are the only routes 

developing the necessary skills. Figure 135 shows examples of opticalto

DestinationPath

Animation 1 
Animation 2 
Animation 3 
Animation 4 
Animation 5

r\

( Create... ) ( Delete ) (^ Preview )

135: Optical alignment requires that open or round-ended controls extend slightly beyond margins 
established by rectangular elements (a). Optical scaling suggests that rectangular images be held to 
less than the maximum size to avoid dominating curved or angular images in the ensemble (b).

adjustment in GUI design. The most prominent parallel axis within the inter
face component should be used to establish the alignment relationship. 
Note that for this reason, non-critical elements such as scrollbars or auxil
iary buttons may project beyond the margin of alignment in order to allow 
the stronger contour of the main control to create a more powerful visual 
impression. This is the GUI equivalent of “hanging” a quote - allowing the 
quotation mark to extend beyond the left margin of a block of text so that 
the first letter of the first line will align with those in subsequent lines. The 
goal of effective design is to create apparent visual relationships between 
conceptually related elements. Optical adjustment ensures that these rela
tionships arise when, and only when, the conceptual relationship makes it 
appropriate.
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Often inconspicuous, optical adjustment is the precise visual 
alignment of typographic elements in space.,, (that) is necessary 
for visual clarity.

Rob Carter, Ben Day, Phillip Meggs
Typographic Design: Form and Communication

As evidenced by these examples, optical effects are inherent in most visual 
design problems. Even the familiar vocabularies of geometrical and typo
graphic form, which we have long taken for granted, depend critically on 
subtle phenomena that continue to elude the naive viewer precisely because 
they are normally corrected in advance hy the design professional. With the 
current explosion of design activity in non-traditional settings (such as soft
ware development organizations), a widespread understanding of these 
effects is becoming increasingly important. Regardless of the particular 
application, optical adjustment is a three-step process:

Summary:
Optical Adjustment

1 Determine the true point of alignment, dimension of extent, or unit 
of spacing required. Translate this into the “normal” margin that 
would be occupied by a rectangular element in the same position.

2 Extend elements beyond the margin according to the sharpness of 
their adjacent angle. The greater the acuteness of the angle, the 
farther it will need to extend beyond the “normal” margin.

3 Use a “close-up” version of the squint test encompassing only the 
elements in question to verify alignment with the intended margin or 
visual equivalence of the relevant intervals.

As your experience with this technique increases, you will quickly become 
familiar with the situations where adjustment is usually necessary. In time, 
you will be able to approximate the required compensation even before you 
attempt the sort of fine-grained adjustment described here.
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131: Proper alignment of curvilinear elements to the typographic baseline and the x-height 
of a font requires compensation for optical effects. Curves must extend slightly beyond the 
point of physical alignment to create the appearance of alignment. After Ruder (1981).

Designers in every arena are fret;iuenfly pressured by their clients to include 
as much information as possible on every page or in every screen. Particu
larly in user interface design, there is a heavy emphasis on utilizing every 
pixel. But apparently empty regions are, in fact, being utilized in a well-orga
nized display. They play the crucial role of directing the viewer’s attention to 
the regions where important information is provided and allowing the glo
bal structure of the composition to assume a meaningful configuration. 
Without negative space - which is simply another way of describing the fig- 
ural qualities of the ground on which the figure appears - there can be no 
meaningful global structure.

Shaping the Display 
with Negative Space

Negative space is often called “white space” in print design, where paper is 
the common, static background. Every competent designer knows that white 
space is not wasted space - it is a powerful tool that allows the designer to 
direct the viewer’s attention to critical regions of the display. The “empti
ness” of the left half of the poster by Josef Muller-Brockmann (136“a) 
focuses the viewer’s attention almost involuntarily on a single line of text. 
Although the text is no larger or otherwise more prominent than the other 
information in the display its spatial isolation transforms it into the primary
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c 3LaserlUriter Page Setup 5.2 OK
Paper: (D US Letter O 04 Letter O Tabloid 

O US Legal O B5 Letter
Reduce or 
Enlarge:

[Cancel ]

[options ]

[ Heip ]

Printer Effects:
13 Font Substitution?
3 Tent Smoothing?
3 Graphics Smoothing?
3 Faster Bitmap Printing?

%100

Orientation

137: Three large areas of negative space in the Apple LaserWriter Page Setup dialog effectively 
segregate the three major control groups to produce meaningful global structure.

element (the title) of the entire composition. Herbert Bayer’s cover design 
(136-b) uses negative space to create a strong vertical axis and to isolate and 
emphasize the title and the Bauhaus identity symbol at the bottom of the 
page. These powerful spatial effects can be achieved only when sufficient 
area remains as part of the ground from which the figure emerges.

Because screen space is always at a premium in GUI design, negative .space 
must be employed judiciously. It’s value is, if anything, greater than in print 
applications simply because of the dense displays. The use of negative space 
in the Macintosh Page Setup dialog box (137), while not as powerful as the 
examples on the facing page, is effective nonetheless. Here negative space is 
used to set off the response buttons, the printer effects options, and the criti-

Column Info

Name: [Column 
Type: | Tent Left Rligned

Data List:

■0-

□ Sort B- Match tent using Data List order
Entry Heipers: j None

I Nothing
I Normal |

fluto-Enter:
Sort Order:

[cancel) |oK

138: The excellent use of negative space and alignment on the left 
side of this dialog (from the InControl to-do list manager) is enough to 
overcome the unsystematic control extents on the right-hand margin.
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cal scale and orientation parameters. A little more space above and below 
the scaling control would make this layout even more effective, but the 
existing design uses negative space more effectively than most window lay
outs. An even more clearly organized display appears in Figure 138. The 
Column Info dialog from InControl provides more than enough space to 
permit easy location and scanning of the labels in the left-hand column and 
the response buttons in the lower right.

Image PrefRfences (mage PKcfoKances

Image 7Voe:
[MonodVome']"Cfay Scale'}' image Type; [Monochrome| Gray Scaifl"|

EPSF QuaMty; pJiiB PreuiBw Image |~Trso PosfscripF"']

Greeking; 7.0 ot,

ColofColor

EPSFQuadf.y:
i Use Preview hnage | use Postscript ]

Gi'enklng Text Lfmi't; 
7.0 Pt,

Options: □ Auto Packup on Save 
□ Auto Save Every M inutes

Options:
□ Auto Backup 01^ Save
□ Auto Save Every___

(Cfti)W)~> (CancoT) r^ieT)
Minutes

(Cancef) ( Reset ')

139: The importance of negative space (and alignment) in making labels easy to scan is clear in 
these examples. When labels are placed above controls (a), the eye must skip over the intervening 
elements, which can be difficult even if the labels share a selective perceptual cue (such as a bold 
font). Scanning is simplified when the labels are separated by non-confusable white space (b),

The OPEN LOOK property windows in the Figure 139 compare the use of 
value and spatial isolation in separating groups of information 
case, controls and their labels ~ for independent processing, OPEN LOOK is 
designed to make it easy to rapidly scan lists of labels to locate the desired 
control. This works well when the labels are physically separated from the 
controls. When labels are placed above the controls rather than to the left, 
(as is often done to preserve precious screen real-estate), the ease of scan
ning suffers tremendously. For the “labels above” approach to work effec
tively, additional visual information is needed to sharpen the distinction 
between labels and controls and produce the proper layering effect. Cleve
land and McGill (1984, 1985) have shown position to be the most effective 
coding dimension in graphical displays. The use of negative space in display 
design is simply the most effective means of contrasting different categories 
of items on the basis of their spatial location.

in this
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Some space must be narrow so that other space may be wide, 
and some space must be emptied so that other space may be filled.

Robert Bringhurst
The Elements of Typographic Style

White space is needed for proper figure-ground integration as well as for the 
effective manipulation of local compositional dynamics. The eye must be 
directed - both globally and at each major stopping point - toward the cues 
needed to locate the information of interest. Careful allocation of white 
space is the most effective technique for achieving this goal:

Summary: 
Negative Space

1 Review the organization of the information into a prioritized set of 
chunks of manageable size. Note: the groups identified for 
techniques described previously serve this purpose as well.

2 Ensure spatial separation of independent units of information by 
adding extra white space between chunks. Extra space is needed 
even if explicit boundary delimiters are used!

3 Determine which elements - and these often include individual 
elements used as labels for larger, less important chunks - require 
additional visual emphasis.

4 Increase the white space surrounding critical elements by moving 
them into the margins, by moving other elements away from them.

5 Always remember that white space is not wasted space! Its role is to 
direct the viewer’s attention to adjacent regions containing critical 
information.

Spatial segregation is the most powerful of the perceptual variables. It is also 
among the most costly, so its judicious use is essential. White space can be 
used to great effect in calling out the most important display elements when 
strong size or value contrasts are not available. When redundant coding is 
present, the need for spatial segregation decreases, though it rarely disap
pears entirely. The exact amount of space to allocate for display structuring 
is always a judgment call, but you will rarely go wrong by “calling out” the 
highest level of structure for which multiple tags exist within a given display.
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Module and Program 5

The module is a scale of proportions that makes 
the bad difficult and the good easy.

Albert Einstein
to Le Corbusier (1964)

Communication-oriented visual design is always concerned with the devel
opment of programs, or comprehensive systems of organization. Whether 
the designer’s product spans multiple pages in a single printed piece or doz- 

of manufactured artifacts sharing a common design language, program
matic design is an essential facilitator. Programs are based on repeated sizes 
and proportions (module) or upon forms and ideas (theme) that bring regu
larity and structure to the user experience. The controlled variation seen in a 
well-designed program provides the flexibility needed for innovation while 
maintaining the integrity of a coherent aesthetic experience.

Aspects of program are applied throughout the spectrum of design activity. 
A corporate identity is not created by simply designing a mark. A printed 
book or brochure is not a singular entity; nor is it a collection of independent 
pages that can be designed in isolation. A GUI environment is not merely a 
random collection of programs that happen to operate on a bitmap display, 
nor is a GUI application a random assembly of “off-the-shelf” idioms and 
application-specific concepts. The designer must establish a program with 
sufficient flexibility to accommodate the demands of the each part while 
molding the components into an approachable, understandable system.

By establishing the rhythm and tone of the solution space, module and pro
gram orchestrate the synthesis of a complex solution for both designer and 
end-user. The benefits of a systematic approach include:

ens
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140: A standard design program ensures that informational brochures for the hundreds of sites 
administered by the U.S, National Park Service share the same high level of quality and consistency 
Design by Vignelli Associates. (See also color plats 8).

Structure. Module is intimately related to structure. The module reflects 
and draws justification from structural requirements while the structure is 
revealed and reinforced through consistent application of the module. In 
most effective programs, the internal structure is drawn directly from the 
requirements of the communication problem. Highway signage, for 
pic, has a clearly defined viewing distance, angle, and duration, all of which 
are used to determine the module upon which the program is based.

Predictability. Programmatic design simplifies the communication task by 
preparing the user to respond to a small number of familiar patterns in a 
predictable way. The critical nature of the information being conveyed 
means that traffic signage must be familiar enough to be processed 
rately even in. the absence of focused attention. The simplicity and regularity 
of the program make it easier to learn, easier to remember, and easier to 
apply correctly when a quick decision is required.

Efficiency. Modular design permits great economies of production once the 
general scheme has been extended to cover the entire problem space. The 
detailed plan that results allows large quantities of high-quality output to be 
produced in very little time while requiring minimal expertise. Because the 
program is dearly defined, highway signage can be assembled with remark-

exam-

accu-
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able quality and consistency by the maintenance arm of each local Depart
ment of Transportation instead of by a single central authority. This kind of 
efficiency is leveraged in exactly the same way by the corporate identity pro
gram, the weekly news magazine, and the GUI standard.

Grid-based design is essential to the development of effective large-scale 
information systems. The design program (the UniGrid) for informational 
brochures developed by Massimo Vignelli Associates for the U.S. National 
Park Service (140) imposes a coherent structure on the printed materials dis
tributed at hundreds of Park Service locations. This beautifully designed sys
tem accommodates ten different page formats to address the needs of sites as 
diverse as the sprawling Yellowstone National Park and the urban Freedom 
Trail in Boston. Each brochure contains a map of the site, which determines 
the format and orientation of the brochure. The broad black banner and 
bold headline spanning the top of each sheet unify the formats and provide a 
visual anchor for the viewer. Standard column widths and typographic con
ventions (141) ensure quality, consistency, and economy across the full range 
of publications, freeing the Park Service design staff to focus on content 
development. The program based on the Unigrid retains its freshness and 
vitality even after nearly twenty years as the most successful design system in 
the American public sector.

Background: 
Grid-Based Design
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141: The flexible layout system used in the brochures for the U.S. National Park Service 
provides a paradigmatic example of programmatic design. The system is based on a single 
grid - the UniGrid - which is capable of supporting ten different publication formats. 
Because the same underlying grid governs the layout of each publication, even brochures 
that differ greatly in size share a unified typography, layout style, and folded size. Design 
by Vignelli Associates.
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142; These typographic grids for book design subdivide the page uniformiy into one to six coiumns. 
Grids for GUI design have important differences, but the goai of providing systematic structure is the 
same. From Basic Typography: Design with Letters, by Ruedi Ruegg, ABC-Verlag, Zurich, 1987.

The grid is the conceptual e,mbodi.ment of the design program. It allows the 
static layout principles described in the previous chapter to be codified and 
propagated consistently across a series of displays, whether they are sepa
rate printed pieces, a series of pages in a book, or different screens in a 
graphical user interface. By structuring each presentation along similar 
lines, the grid ensures that users will benefit from experience with the sys
tem as they learn to predict where a particular piece of information will be 
found.

I'he grid is a tool that helps the de.signer maintain a coherent program that 
becomes apparent to users as their experience with the sy.stem grows. While 
the grid can greatly simplify and rationalize the design and production pro
cess, its use need not inhibit the development of novel solutions when unan
ticipated problems arise. When new, general problems are resolved in a 
systematic way, the grid can be modified to incorporate new techniques and 
exploited as a vehicle for propagating changes throughout the program.

Figures 142 and 143 show simple typographic grids for book design and 
some typical resulting layouts. Note the different formal qualities - particu-
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143: Each of the grids in Figure 142 leaves a distinct imprint on the resulting layout, When the same 
grid is used throughout a book - or gui application - this imprint becomes a unifying element for the 
entire work, From Basic Typography: Design with Letters, by Ruedi Ruegg, ABC-Verlag, Zurich, 1987.

larly the density, rhythm, and opacity - o.f the layout programs dividing the 

into one to six columns. A one-column grid {142 - a) provides almostspace
no structure to guide the eye, and the page becomes impossibly dense (the 
layout is all too reminiscent of many overcrowded dialog box designs). As 
the number of columns increases, the flexibility of the program grows, since 
the designer can choose to respect individual columns or to aggregate them 

larger units providing a pleasing contrast in the layout (143 - c, 143 - e,into
143 - f). Images add an additional degree of freedom to the grid, but they 
are handled in the same way as text, with major grid divisions determining 
where important text and image boundaries should fall.

The grid divides the page rationally into a small number of primitive units 
along each dimension and permits important structural elements to be 
placed consistently across displays. Note that the grid specifies the widths of 
gutters (the spaces between columns) as well as columns and includes both 
horizontal and vertical divisions. Typographic grid systems are more than 
simple-minded graph paper. They are carefully structured programs 
designed to produce readily apparent global structure, harmonious propor
tions and aesthetically pleasing contrasts, and adequate readability given the
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144: The grid's value extends well beyond page design. A modular approach is 
essential in large scale public information systems such as this signage program for 
the Berlin Transit Authority (BVG). Courtesy of MetaDesign.

chosen text and display fonts. Far from locking the designer into a rigid, 
overbearing regime, the grid frees the designer to worry about more central 
issues dealing with the content itself.

Grids have widespread applicability to all areas of two and three-dimen
sional design. Swiss designer Josef Muller-Brockmann uses grids extensively 
even for individual poster designs. The grid, however, truly comes into its 
own in the design of large information systems whose complexity would 
quickly become unmanageable otherwise. The signage progt 
for the Berlin Transit Authority (BVG) by MetaDesign is a good example of 
the rational structure provided by a coherent system (144). The grid’s basic

I
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145: Grids can also be used to govern the internal structure of an image program. 
The familiar U.S. DOT pictograms are based on an underlying grid defining standard 
element positions and orientations that are applied throughout the image set.
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unit is the square used to relate the size of the primary typography and the 
system’s pictograms and directional arrows. The subdivisions of this basic 
unit and the offsets for various critical margin points are designed to ensure 
proper spacing between letters, words, and lines. By fully specifying the sys
tem in advance, the designers can turn control over to the client without 
foregoing the possibility of quality results.

Even image programs can benefit greatly from grid-based design, as evi
denced by the familiar pictograms developed for mass transit signage by the 
U.S. DOT (145). In addition to establishing the overall size limit for each pic- 
togram, the grid restricts positions and orientations of major design ele
ments to ensure a strong family resemblance when the images are viewed as 

Note how the major internal structural division in each pictogram falls 
the grid’s centerline. Note too how the restriction of angular elements to 

the 45-degree orientation, along with the repetition of basic forms across 
images, promotes consistency across the image set.

a set.
on

Principles

Design programs represent the pinnacle of achievement for systematic, com
munication-oriented visual design. The central element of any successful 
program is the grid, which provides a unifying framework for the diverse 
elements of the system. This framework must exhibit a focus that is natural 
for the information being conveyed while retaining the flexibility needed to 
deal with a variety of communication problems. The need to reinforce the 
program through consistent application of the framework must be balanced 
against the need to make conscious exceptions in dealing with unanticipated 
material.

Focus
Flexibility
Consistent Application

NO
TURNS

146: Traffic control signage employs a standard visual language combining textual and graphic 
notations. Because the signs are used fairly consistently throughout a nation's roadways, their 
meanings become clear "at a glance" to the experienced driver.
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147: A crisp focus on the unit square is apparent in 
both positive and negative space in this concert 
poster by Josef Muller-Brockmann.

Any successful program should have a clear focus on one or a small number 
of modular units that reveal the underlying spatial logic of the program. In 
this exquisitely-structured concert poster by Josef Muller-Brockmann (147), 
the square embodies the basic unit of composition. Virtually every layout 
decision can be traced back to the size and position of the squares in the 
central vertical column. Major spatial divisions are multiples of one 
half, or one-fourth of the unit embodied in the basic square. The resulting 
display ensures that each element is tightly integrated with the emergent 
whole while retaining the playful sense of randomness and freedom needed 
to characterize the music it promotes.

The same crisp focus on a central module is seen in the Japanese tatami 
(meaning, “grid”) mat system. The tatami system 
based on the double square (148) to produce a space with clearly defined 
subdivisions upon which the traditional tea ceremony is based. The module 
used in the tatami system is based on an appropriately human-centered scale 
to bring important points on the “grid” within easy reach. By using the 
same grid to structure the dimensions of the tea room itself, the tatami sys
tem allows the common focus to unify the person, space, and actions.

Focus

, one-

dynamic symmetryuses a
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148: The human scale (3x6 ft.) of the tatami 
mat governs both the actions of participants 
and the subdivision of space in the Japanese 
tea ceremony.

A clear focus enhances the readability of a display by introducing a rhythm 
and regularity that makes make the structure predictable and explicit. These 
qualities simplify the movement of visual attention across the display by 
allowing the viewer to unconsciously estimate the distance between resting 
points and to skip over uninteresting portions when necessary. In this sense, 
the well-focused program functions very much like a spatial map of the 
information domain. Musical scores (149) provide one of the finest exam
ples of this characteristic. Despite their flexibility and occasional complexity, 
they must communicate clearly and concisely to allow the musician to effec
tively divide attention between instrument and music.
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149: A clear focus on a well-chosen module produces a visual rhythm that pleases the eye 
with its patterning effect. A clear underlying unit also allows an image to be read as a spatial 
map in representing temporal or statistical phenomena.
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150: The focus on a key dimension in the design of a widget set allows a simple, 
parameterized layout system to be used throughout the open look gui. Because each 
widget is structured in relation to the baseline of its typographic label, the widgets can 
be arbitrarily combined with uniform spacing on a standard grid.

A well-defined focus is essential in the graphical user interface as well. Indi
vidual applications and even layouts within an application will inevitably 
define their own higher-level structure, but important structuring devices 
are established most effectively at lower levels. A GUI standard, and ideally 
the user interface toolkits that support it, should provide mechanisms that 
make the systematic sizing and positioning of user interface elements the 
path of least resistance for the developer.

In the OPEN LOOK GUI, for example, elements are scaled and positioned 
according to a module based on one of four standard font sizes. Because the 
user interface elements are designed around an common module (the font 
size) and specify a common reference point (typographic baseline), a simple 
set of layout rules defining the canonical property window layout yields sur
prisingly credible results using only a single parameter. Designers position 
elements relative to the layout grid shown in Figure 150. Controls fill the 
window uniformly from top to bottom with the designer leaving one unit of 
space between controls, two units between groups of controls, and no extra 
space within controls spanning multiple rows.
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151: The incredible flexibility and dynamic range of Adrian Frutiger's Univers typographic program 
make it one of the most useful families ever created. The first digit in the numbering system indicates 
the weight of the face, while the second indicates both the set width and slant {even numbers denote 
italic faces: odd numbers denote increasingly narrow Roman faces), with "5" as the norm in either 
case. From Typographic Design: Form and Communication, Carter, Day, and Meggs (1985).

Flexibility in dealing with unanticipated situations is a hallmark of any suc
cessful design program. The best systems are consciously designed to encom
pass boundary conditions, since this is where breakdowns most often occur. 
Few systems provide a better example of this approach than Adrian Fruti- 
ger’s Univers typographic family (151). The boldest and lightest faces push 
the limits of legibility, and the remainder of the program is designed to uni
formly fill the space between these two extremes. The individual faces share 
ascender, descender, and character heights, allowing the varieties to be freely 
intermixed and the broad selection of available weights allows the family to 
represent almost any typographic contrast.

Flexibility

A similar flexibility is seen in the identity program created by Paul Rand for 
the design studios of IDEO (152). The individual elements can be presented in 
a wide range of permutations while still retaining the connectivity that

mmm D, I
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152: The flexible identity program created by Paul Rand for ideo Product Associates reflects the 
creative, exploratory dynamic of the design process itself. In this program, the unifying element is not 
the order in which the elements appear, but rather, the rules that govern their connectivity.
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153: These unusual grid designs by Karl Gerstner (a) and Josef Muller-Brockmann (b) 
underscore the flexibility of grid-based design. The grid is a tool reflecting the overriding 
theme of the program, not a straightjacket into which each new design must be coerced. 
When the requirements of the program change, the grid must change as well.

defines the corporate identity. The flexible application is particularly appro
priate in this program, since it emphasizes the wide range of capabilities and 
creative focus of the company. The importance of flexibility, it should be 
noted, does not eliminate the need for focus: in fact, flexibility makes focus 
even more important if the programmatic nature of the design is to be made 
apparent.

154: The series of advertisements based on the grid in Figure 153 (b) shows the 
integration of the internal structure of the photographic elements with the global 
structure laid down by the grid. Design by Josef Muller-Brockmann.
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Layout grids can provide flexibility as well. Karl Gerstner’s grid for the Swiss 
magazine Capital (153-a) is complex but recognizable as the internal struc
ture is grasped. The grid provides for two, three, four, five, or six column 
layouts, each defined by a series of squares that grow smaller as the number 
of columns increases. The wide variety of layouts possible within such a flex
ible system contrast sharply with the closely synchronized advertisement

a much more prob-series (154) designed by Josef Miiller-Brockmann using 
lem-specific grid {153-b). This example shows that grids need not be 
restricted to simple, regular constructions, and that they can be varied to suit 
the unique requirements of the composition or the task domain.

additionalLayout programs developed for GUI applications demand 
dimension of flexibility in supporting dynamic layout. Since windows 
generally be resized by the user, they must be able to recompute their layout 

demand. Most toolkits for the X window system, for example, support 
kind of higher-level geometry management system based on 

straints satisfied continuously as the window is resized (155). In this system, 
the grid is defined relative to the current size of the window (expressed as 
percentage of its overall dimensions) rather than in absolute terms. While 
the designer may choose to enforce a minimum of maximum size for the 

otherwise free to tailor its dimensions to address the

an
can

on
con-some

a

window, users are 
demands of the task.

Hd|>e.iiir«-lOR
Jr

windows are resized by the user155: Constraint-based toolkits permitting "on-the-fly" layout as 
require grid systems with the flexibility to support dynamic re-configuration.
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156: Consistent layout, typography, imagery, and color characterize the exquisite Dutch paper cur
rency designed by R.D.E. Oxenaar. From the size and position of the denomination to the similarity 
of the portraits, these bills exemplify the unity in diversity thatiorms the core of eveiy program. (See 
Color Plate 9, for additional examples). Photos courtesy of RC Ptiblications, Inc., New York.

Consistent Application For any design program to be effective it must be used consistently wherever 
it appears to ensure that its programmatic aspects will become visually 
apparent after even minimal exposure. The rich visual texture and extensive 
use of color and layering in the Dutch paper currency (156) are central 
aspects of the visual identity of this widely recognized program. The rich, 
colorful designs play a functional as well as an aesthetic role. The high end 
materials and processes needed to reproduce the delicate engravings and pat
terned overlays are intended to make counterfeiting di.fficult, if 
hie. In addition to its saturated colors and rich textures, the Dutch

not impossi- 
currency

157: A corporate identity becomes apparent only when the visual language seen in the identity 
mark and usage guidelines is applied consistently to the wide variety of products associated 
with the modem corporation. The program becomes the public image of the company.
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Plate 1: The EC 2 Phone by ECCO Design, Inc. 
illustrates the use of reduction, regularization, and 
leverage to produce a simple, elegant solution. 
Nonessential elements have been eliminated or moved 
to the phone's interior (an internal magnetic switch 
replaces the usual mechanical device to cut the 
connection automatically when the handset is placed on 
the phone base). The remaining elements, such as the 
buttons of the keypad, are regularized in their size, 
arrangement, and surface curvature. Finally, the 
common contour of the handset and base-in addition to 
holding the handset in place-produces a unity of form 
that leverages the angled surfaces to provide both 
ergonomically oriented dialing surface and an effective 
shoulder cradle for hands-free operation.
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Plate 2: The famous route diagram for the London 
Underground system was the first representation of a 
complex transportation network in which complexity 
reduced through a conscious decision to alter the 
geometry for simplified reading. So long as accurate 
connectivity information is retained, the user need not be 
concerned with minor geographical inaccuracies or the 
elimination of irrelevant surface detail. The use of 
reduction is especially effective. This technique allows 
suburban routes to be greatly compressed, since users 
are more interested in the sequence of stops than in the 
precise direction of travel or distance between stations. 
This highly successful approach has been followed by 
virtually all subsequent transit systems.
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Plate 3: These examples illustrate the importance of 
sharpening as the key to establishing adequate contrast 
to ensure perceptual discriminability. The grid lines and 
alignment aides in QuarkXPress (a) use color effectively 
to help the eye effortlessly and naturally group individual 
lines according to their functional role. The color contrast 
works in this case because the number of levels is small 
and the background provides little interference. The 
same cannot be said of the buttons from Kai's Power 
Tools (b) and the menu showing color names in their 
actual colors (c). In each case the foreground and 
background elements are (at least sometimes) too close 
in color-and more important, in value-to provide 
adequate contrast and sufficient legibility.
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Plate 4: The US FAA Sectional Aeronautical chart 
subtle contrast in hue, value, texture, and orientation 
(curvature) to isolate each of several critical information 
categories within its perceptual layer. The subdued 
contrasts seen in each category prevent the layers from 
interfering with one another in dense displays for the 
metropolitan areas.

uses

Plate 5: (facing page) These maps from USAtlas 
similar /ayenng techniques to isolate land masses, 
bodies of water, urban areas, and parks. The same 
restrained contrasts supplement the basic reduction 
techniques to ensure that major thoroughfares and 
important points of interest will emerge naturally from 
the display.

use
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Plate 6: Each of these posters, designed by Josef 
Muller-Brockmann for the Musica Viva concert series, 
reveals a complex internal structure governed by a clear 
module. Both use the technique of aiignment to 
produce emergent structure based on the implicit 
relationship of objects. In the first design (a), elements 
of the cross are aligned vertically with the margins of the 
headline and text blocks. The typographic elements are 
also related to one another on both vertical and 
horizontal dimensions. In the second design (b), the 
linear diagonals formed by the small squares align with 
the tops of the text blocks. The squares themselves 
align on the opposing diagonal to echo the text 
block-even down to the "hanging" text element 
defining the primary diagonal.
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How far ahead did you plan 
this trip? Did weather Influence 
your schedule?

Ellen

i
i-’

Plate 7: This preliminary study for a network-based 
video presentation system shows how the techniques 
of alignment-and modular construction can be used to 
establish visual relationships even across windows in an 
application. Two strong vertical margins describe the 
extent of major control groups in each of the windows 
on the left. Note how the slider in the top window, the 
gauge and off-line playback controls of the middle 
window, and the response buttons of the bottom 
window all share the same external margins. Controls 
falling outside these margins in the first two windows 
are similarly aligned, and the windows themselves are 
sized to align with the main window in a typical display.
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Yosemite

Vicksburg
Redwood

Plate 8: This flexible and comprehensive publication 
program, developed by Massimo Vignelli Associates for 
the US National Park Service, embodies the principles of 
systematic, communication-oriented design. The clear 
repetition of strong graphic elements in the header and 
the use of identical modular units to control text column 
placement and dimensions unifies the program while 
accommodating a wide variety of presentation formats.

Plate 9: (facing page) The colorful Dutch paper 
currency program, designed by R.D.E. Oxenaar, shows 
how grid-based design can be used to establish a 
coherent program. The underlying grid relates diverse 
visual elements while permitting significant 
local variation.
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Plate 10: These images for Nihon Sun exemplify the 
subtle application of color and detail in a coherent image 
program that is equally effective in both monochrome 
and color variations. A consistent level of abstraction and 
careful coordination of visual elements ensures that 
meaningful cues remain apparent in the ensemble.

Plate 11: (facing page) The imagery in each of these 
examples contrasts sharply to the subtle forms used in 
the Nihon Sun program. In each group, excessive (and 
usually irrelevant) variation in scale, color, form, and level 
of detail leads to an image set in which the individual 
elements compete with, rather than complement, 
one another.
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Plate 12: The Swatch concept combines the 
product's low cost and large selection of designs to 
extend an unprecedented opportunity for personalization 
to the buyer. The product's exuberant graphic forms 
have made it an icon of popular cultural over the past 
decade. The success of the style has spawned a large 
number of imitators, but the Swatch remains a unique 
manifestation of the social movement it anticipated. The 
concept has been successfully extended to encompass 
new case designs and even new product categories 
(e.g., phone, pager, automobile). Photo courtesy of 
Swatch S.A. Swatch is a registered trademark of Swatch 
S.A., Switzerland.
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Plate 13: The stylistic approach seen in KidPix has 
much in common with that of the Swatch. Both 
products challenge the notion that tools must be serious 
artifacts oriented single-mindedly toward a purely 
functional goal, but they do so in a way that is 
appropriate for their target market and product concept. 
The bright colors, bold shapes, and large collection of 
predefined imagery (not to mention the ubiquitous 
sound effects) provided by the KidPix user interface are 
ideally suited to the product's young users-many of 
whom are experiencing a computer for the first time. 
Artwork provided by Alesha Marie Guyot,
Sunnyvale, California.
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Plate 14: These concept studies investigating possible 
extensions to the OPEN LOOK GUI minimize the 
presentation of user interface elements while extending 
the existing widget designs in a visually and 
philosophically compatible direction. The introduction of 
diagonal divisions in buttons enabled the creation of 
menu and button "bars" while retaining the familiar 
round-ended form of OPEN LOOK command buttons.

Plate 15: (facing page) Two window designs 
showing the application of a modular widget set created 
as an extension to the OPEN LOOK GUI. Compatible 
extensions include 3D textfield and window borders, 
window focus feedback, and grooves indicating 
draggable elements.
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Plate 16: This screen from the multimedia adventure 
Iron Helix typifies the movement away from GUIgame

standards in "content" oriented entertainment and 
information products. The object of the game is to pilot a 
remote probe through a runaway space ship, seeking to 
gain control of the ship's computers while avoiding the 
ship's relentless (and deadly!) robotic defender. Because 
the design goal is to produce an immersive experience 
for the "user," it is perfectly appropriate that the control 
surface is a hyper-realistic (even to the point of damage 
and corrosion) and highly literal recreation of a plausible 
real-world console. While such imagery is highly 
engaging in this context, the same degree of realism 
might be distracting in a nonimmersive application.
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employs a standard layout grid to produce a tight structural consistency
denominations. Note the consistent size and position of the portrait, 

denomination (both verbal and numeric), and texture band in each note. 
This visual consistency ties the bills together in a coherent system and is an 
essential aid to users who frequently need to thumb quickly through a wad 

of bills under poor viewing conditions.

across

the consistent use of color,Corporate identity programs depend heavily
nd typography to establish a clear visual expression of the values,

on

imagery, a
culture, and image of the ethereal corporate entity. These programs pose 
great challenges for consistent application because of the bewildering variety 
of objects that must receive the corporate mark (157-158). The program’s 
elements must be applicable with minimal alteration to objects of vastly dif
ferent scales, ranging from monumental architectural signage and vehicular 
graphics through product, packaging, and collateral, and on down to forms, 

and business cards. Successful identity programs may exploitstationery,
nearly any visual characteristic, but the selected characteristic must hold up 
across the full range of applications and it must be applied consistently in

each of these contexts.

Interface applications for programmatic design have requirements that are 
surprisingly similar to the corporate or product identity program. The famil
iar “look and feel” of standard GUI environments such as the Macintosh 
Desktop or Microsoft Windows helps users know what to expect when a 
new dialog box appears. The consistent appearance, placement, and mean
ing of important visual cues make it easier for users to interpret and respond 
to new situations as they arise. Like the harried consumer thumbing quickly

158: In addition to the products manufactured by the corporation, a corporate identity program 
must encompass the physical plant, equipment, printed collateral, and often a wide variety of 
novelties and collateral items, each with its own specific scale and material requirements.

145Module and Program
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LaserWriter “LaserWriter 11 Nr 3,2 OK
Pages:® fill OFrom; 

CouerPage: ® No O First Page O Last Page 
Paper Source; ® Paper Cassette O Manual Feed

Copies: To:
Cancel

Help

159: The standard Print dialog is used consistently by virtually all Macintosh applications, 
creating a common point of reference even for relatively inexperienced users.

through a stack of bills, users often scan quickly through the dialog boxes 
in a GUI application, searching for a command or control whose location 
they have forgotten. Visual and structural consistency across window's, 
menus, and dialog boxes is as important in this context as in the paper 
currency described above.

A coherent layout program extending across applications {159, 160) per
mits the u.ser to momentarily “ignore” familiar areas such as the response 
buttons and dialog title and concentrate on the areas containing the relevant 
information. When a portion of a dialog box’s .functionality is shared 
throughout the environment, its consistent presentation, allows users to 
instantly recognize the common functionality and use it or ignore it as nec
essary. The template for the basic LaserWriter dialog (159), for example, is 
incorporated as a unit by most vendors, even when the vendor adds signifi
cant application-specific functionality of their own (160). The global consis
tency that results enhances the transfer or learning across applications and 
helps users work more efficiently.

LaserWriter “LaserWriter 11 NT’ S.2 OKD Pages:® nil O From:

Couer Page: ® No O First Page Q Last Page 
Paper Source: ® Paper Cassette O Manual Feed

Copies; To: f Cancel ]

Help

Encoding:
O ASCII 
® Binary

□ Print Selected Brea Only
□ Print Seiactei! tlHinsjel Onitj
□ Print Using Color PostScript
□ Correct for Printing Colors

160: For application-specific extensions to the basic Print functionality, preserving the 
layout and functionality of the standard dialog can provide a familiar anchor for the new 
functionality.

M
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Common Errors

Programmatic design applies within as well as across windows at both the 
application and system software levels. Failure to establish a coherent design 
statement at each of these levels is all too common.

pV‘int foal

□Pi lei

fprTn'f)Copies: j_

MRatier:

J tsleetSng.
Printer: ~ (irdo; rnattp.''i... j

■ctetKhy
Po^lScri-it
beaver

Print Day
I

cm

lIBBip 1'•Ifllf Si2c(K) Tire

Find... I Replace12 Isn S I!/:OS t m
VarialJtes... I Comfftands 1 Types j

(b)

J

(a)

161: Arbitrary component positions. By 
far the most common shortcoming in the 
layout of existing GUI applications is the 
haphazard placement of controls and un
systematic variation in control sizes. The 
current generation of GUi toolkits is, again, 
at least partially responsible. Since the de
fault button width in most toolkits is based 
directly on the length of the button label, 
the sizes of the buttons are often no more 
closely related than the lengths of their la
bels. The policy is especially disruptive 
when the buttons are stacked vertically, 
making the length disparity particularly ap
parent (a), While this approach may con
serve a small amount of screen real estate 
(note the extension of the textfield into 
space "borrowed” from the Print button).

the savings are minor and hardly justify the 
disorganization that results. The mislead
ing "information" provided by the variation 
in button lengths has no relation to the us
er's task, it is simply an artifact of the la
bels chosen. Similar distractions are 
created by components whose sizes are 
almost - but not quite - identical and which 
produce the sort of "near alignments" de
scribed in the preceding chapter (b). The 
tight spacing of the controls in these pal
ettes makes the near total lack of align
ment painfully obvious. Effective program
matic design establishes positions for 
each element, in addition to controlling the 
formal qualities of the elements them
selves.
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162: Arbitrary component dimensions.
In the original Bugtool Ul (a), the space 
conserved by shrinking button widths to 
match label lengths was immediately 
squandered on the seemingly arbitrary po
sitioning of the buttons themselves and in 
the distractingly large and non-uniform 
gaps that separate the buttons in the top 
row. Even in the vertical button stack, the 
"reclaimed" space has not been re-used, 
since the fields are (as they should be) left 
aligned. Note the shortening of even the 
button whose label ("Resp.Mgr.") has 
been abbreviated. While other component 
groups are at times aligned internally, 
there are few if any relationships across 
groups throughout the window. Inconsis
tent sizing on the vertical dimension cre
ates a similarly disquieting effect in this

detail of dialog buttons from a disk catalog
ing utility (b). Note the use of four different 
button heights, each with no relation to the 
others. While undoubtedly based on de
fensible reasoning (the larger buttons' 
functions are presumably more important 
than those of the smaller buttons), this 
style is both globally inconsistent - when 
compared to dialogs in other Macintosh 
applications - and locally inconsistent - 
when considered in isolation. Users of this 
dialog are more likely to be distracted than 
enlightened by the unfamiliar code based 
on variation in button heights. With such a 
small set of visual elements, the use of the 
dominant perceptual cue is clearly overkill, 
particularly when each of the elements al
ready has a "canonical" location in the 
standard layout paradigm.
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(9 Wor(<spi19 Workspace Properties
Category: © MenusCategory; © legalization

Drag-Right distance (pixels): 20

SELECT Mouse Press; | Selects Default | Displays Henu~{ 
( ReVet^

Basic Setting: Q U.S./^.

Specific Setting:

Display Language: © English (Apply)

!Input Language: © English
Workspace fyopertlesTime Format: © 12/31/83 21:30:30

Category: © Mouse Settings
Numeric Format: © 10,000.0

(AP^ Scrollbar Pointer Jumping:(Reset)

Pop-up Pointer Jumping: 5& 
Multt-cllckTlmeout(sec/10>: 3_ 2-0 10

Workspace Properties
(Apply)Category; © Miscellaneous
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Scrollbar Placement: [Teft { RIghr]
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Workspace Properties

Category: © Icons
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(~Resit)(^PPIy)

straightforward, but because the layout 
sizes are completely unrelated (note that 
no two dimensions match on any of the 
windows - not even positions of the criti
cal Apply and Reset buttons), the process 
is slow, awkward, and disorienting. The 
window grows, shrinks, and changes its 
proportions so radically that the familiar im
pression of paging through a persistent 
window object is completely disrupted. 
When dealing with unconnected dialog 
boxes the effect is less pronounced, but 
still significant. Though some variation in 
size is inevitable, given varying levels of 
content, the dimensions and certainly the 
layouts can and should be more modular 
than this.

163: Random window sizes and layouts. 
Programmatic design of secondary win
dows and dialog boxes is rarely seen in to
day's GUI applications. Because they tend 
to appear in isolation, dialog boxes are not 
usually viewed as part of a series by the 
developer. The user, however, encounters 
dozens if not hundreds of dialog boxes in a 
typical workday, and the lack of any real 
coordination has functional as well as aes
thetic costs. Each of the five window lay
outs in this example displays a different 
subset of the functionality in the Work
space Properties dialog for OpenWindows 
2. Each layout corresponds to a choice in 
the "Category" menu, which can be used 
to navigate directly to any other "page" 
within the same window. This high-fre
quency operation should be simple and
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three different capitalization policies are 
apparent in the labels. As might be expecb 
ed, these inconsistencies arose largely be
cause each icon was produced by the 
developers of the corresponding tool, with 
little or no coordination among develop
ment groups, with existing artwork (from 
multiple sources) being used wherever 
possible. Whenever the images in a set 
cannot all be produced by the same de
signer, the role of explicit, written stan
dards is elevated from helpful design tool 
to essential coordination technology. The 
redesigned icon set for OpenWindows 
Version 3 (b) adopted a more consistent 
image size, orientation, and dimensionality 
acro.ss tools, resulting in a heightened im
age quality and a stronger product identity.

164: Unrelated icon sizes and imagery. 
Icons, like buttons, are typically presented 
in arrays and should therefore be sized 
consistently to avoid alignment problems 
of the kind seen in Figure 163 (b). These 
desktop icons from OpenWindows 2 (a) 
are consistent (V'/ith two notable excep
tions) in their overall size, but vary greatly 
in their layout and typography, and in the 
scale, viewpoint, and density of the imag
es themselves, Some images are so large 
that the label must be rendered within 
their boundaries, while others are so small 
(CD player) or light (folder) as to seem out 
of place when compared to the rest of the 
icons. Substantial variation in line thick
ness and level of detail can be seen across 
icons (CD player, calculator, wastebasket), 
and at least four different typefaces and
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165: Inconsistent control presentations. 
Faithful adherence to the conventions es
tablished by the target GUI environment 
appears to be one of the more difficult 
challenges facing the developer today. 
While the urge for creative expression is 
increasingly being suppressed in main
stream application development, it contin
ues to thrive among developers of utilities 
and peripheral applications in nearly every 
environment. This detail from the Anubis 
SCSI Formatting Utility (a) shows one of the 
more energetic violations of the Macin
tosh conventions to date. The tri-colored 
radio buttons, in which the current choice 
is marked by a blue dot centered in con
centric white and red circles, are reminis
cent of the colorful roundels used as air
craft insignia. For added interest, the dark

background is "marbled" with a random 
dot pattern. An even more unusual form of 
radio button is seen in the E-Machines 
monitor configuration panel (b). This win
dow features a row of controls that look 
like command buttons (in a different Gui 
standard) but act like radio buttons, since 
they retain state (the button on the far left 
is selected, not disabled) and control the 
contents of the window. Still other visual 
inconsistencies must be attributed to 
shortcomings in the GUI standard itself. 
The unusual slider controls seen in this and 
many other Macintosh applications, for ex
ample, are a by-product of Apple's curious 
failure to specify the sort of generic slider 
visual defined by most other GUl environ
ments.
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166: Inconsistent visual language. When 
the visual language of a particular GUI stan
dard is not used consistently throughout 
the user's environment, its ability to rein
force communication is greatly dimin
ished. Radical departures from convention 
often produce adverse effects that extend 
well beyond the offending product. The 
DeskScan utility from Hewlett-Packard (a) 
uses non-standard "reverse video" win
dow borders that disrupt the Macintosh 
active window feedback, since the dark 
gray title area is more prominent than the 
active window header even when 
DeskScan does not have the input focus. 
(It may also be the only Macintosh applica
tion ever with menus inside the main win
dow.) In similar fashion, Apple's CD 
Remote desk accessory (b) shows that

even utilities supplied by the vendors 
themselves don't necessarily respect the 
visual language conventions of that ven
dor's own environment. The window, 
which plays audio CD's on a cd-rom reader, 
typically remains on the display after users 
return to their primary applications. There, 
its large black rectangle interferes visually 
with both selection and window focus 
feedback, since it is easily the most prom
inent object on the display. Non-standard 
applications like these always feel out of 
place in a standard GUI environment. Even 
when competently executed, the overly 
distinctive application eventually becomes 
an aesthetic irritant, if not an outright detri
ment to performance.
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The essence of rhythm is the fusion of sameness and novelty: so the 
whole never loses the essential unity of the pattern, while the parts 
exhibit the coritrast arising from the novelty of their detail.

Alfred North Whitehead
Principles of Natural Knowledge

Techniques

Module and program are especially relevant to graphical user interfaces. 
Unlike a poster, letterhead, or logotype (any of which may involve only 
single, static layout), a graphical user interface almost always includes many 
different displays - in the form of main windows, secondary windows, dia
log boxes, and tool palettes. Three important techniques can be used to help 
the displays work together and bring a sense of regularity and predictability 
to the user's experience:

Repetition 
Modular Units 
Grid-Based Design

a

• Reinforcing Structure through Repetition 
•Establishing Modular Units
• Creating Grid-Based Layout Programs

When creating design programs, the techniques of organization and visual 
structure for static displays must be extended to develop common local 
structures into themes that recur across displays. The rules of static layout 
still apply, but special attention must 
of every local design decision.

be paid to the global ramificationsnow
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167; The use. of repeated elements positioned consistently along the iTiargins creates an emergent 
structure that binds together this stationer\' program by MetaDesign,

A program’s thematic character can be reinfo,rcecl by repeating common ele
ments throughout the individual participants. Simply repeating several ele
ments in a standard location can hold a loosely defined program together. In 
the stationery system in Figure 167, the bright red bars and reversed typog- 

phy at the top and right of each piece unify the diverse formats while 
keeping most of the “image area” free for content.

Reinforcing Structure 
through Repetition

ra

T R E
168: The repetition of dot elements in this identify program for Trevi faucets creates a patterned 
ground against which the figtire of the "T" letterform can emerge. In addition to its initerent formal 
qualities, the dot pattern suggests the spray associated with the product. Design by Pentagram,
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A similarly non-intrusive repetition can be seen in the “droplet” pattern used 
in the Trevi identify program (168). The repetition of circular elements 
throughout the program reinforces the nature of the product while enhanc
ing the continuity of the system as a whole. In addition, the emergence of an 
intelligible foreground image from a regular background composed entirely 
of the same formal elements is inherently interesting — as witnessed by the 

universal fascination with repetitive pattern throughout human history.near-

Structural repetition is particularly important in user interfaces to online 
information systems where efficient navigation is of critical importance. The 
online catalog for Intellimation (169) exemplifies the orienting function pro-
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169: Structural elements that are repeated across screens (e.g., the icon in the upper left, the title 
bar, the buttons in the lower left, etc.) provide critical support for orientation and navigation in these 
screen designs from an online software catalog. Design by Aaron Marcus and Associates

vided across screens by the careful repetition of structural elements. The 
continuity ensured by consistent placement of icon (upper left), title area 
(upper right), and navigation buttons (lower left) across the various screens 
is essential for efficient movement through the product space defined by the 
catalog. While every region contains standardized content, these critical 
areas exploit visually invariance - their size and color do not change from 

to maintain visual momentum across displays.screen to screen
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Thin lines - or rules ~ can also be used effectively as repeated structural ele
ments. Rule reinforces implicit structure by making it tangible and visible. It 
provides natural lines of movement that lead the eye from one part of a 
composition to another and satisfies the human desire for order and struc
ture in the visual field. The rather ordinary layout program in Figure 170 
depends heavily on the rule linking dialog title with response buttons in 
each window. Rule is the most flexible element on which to base repetition, 
since it occupies practically no space and can be introduced to any region 
without significantly affecting the balance of the display as a whole.
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170: The simple repetition of a standard component gioup {the line linking title to default button) 
greatly enhances the apparent consistency of these dialogs from Aldus Freehand, Except for tho 
low-level typographic conventions, however, the individual layouts have little else in common.

Rule i.s most effective in displays that are otherwise devoid of linear ele
ments. The biggest source of interference for any rule is another rule com
peting for the viewers’ attention and offering to lead them through the 
composition along its own route. Instead of beating the user over the head 
by explicitly delineating each contour, consider suggesting the visual organi
zation implicitly using negative space and alignment of the elements them
selves. The three lower components of the ubiquitous bounding box, for 
example, are usually redundant and merely add visual noise. A simpler sys
tem using only the topmost line is usually just as effective.
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Rule has the additional narcotic property of seeming to remedy 
weak design: it can balance a precarious layout just as a tightrope 
walker is preserved by his pole, it can be added as an afterthought 
to disguise the emptiness of a badly calculated page, or to create 
a semblance of unity running through unrelated spreads by its own 
reappearance in a standard position.

Douglas Martin
The Form of the Book

The programmatic effect of repetition can be based on content or visual 
characteristics and can be established using virtually any design element.
The powerful human tendency to perceive regularity in the display leaves the 
designer with a wide latitude for choosing an element whose repetition facil
itates communication while providing the comforting familiarity of a well- 
defined program. Effective use of this technique depends first on leveraging 
the inherent structure of the display, and only secondarily on the introduc
tion of subsidiary structure:

Summary:
Repetition

1 Start with rough sketches of the series of layouts to be produced.

2 Look for common margins or functional units that must be clearly 
perceived across displays. Individual displays should be adjusted to 
ensure consistent positioning of major structural elements.

3 Look for widely-spaced elements that should be visually related but 
which cannot be positioned next to one another.

4 Look for paths the user’s eye needs to follow through the display. 
Repeated structural elements can serve as landmarks and guides that 
help users with the navigation task as they become familiar with the 
program.

5 Use standard locations and a consistent presentation style for rules, 
text, or images introduced to visually reinforce the naturally 
repeating elements of the design.

Failing other inspiration, the top and/or bottom of the layout can always be 
effectively emphasized using a light rule, since these normally appear in the 
same position in each layout. If both rules are used (an early warning sign of 
the addiction to the narcotic properties” described by Bringhurst), the lower 
rule should normally be of lighter weight to establish a contrast that helps 
lead the eye through the display.
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171r Modular design provides the basis for the functional as well as the 
aesthetic excellence of the program in tltis stackable tableware system 
designed by Hans Roericht for Thomas/Rosenthal AG, From the permanent 
collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Establishing 
Modular Units

Proper choice of module is the key to any effective design program. The 
tableware tn Figure 171 can be viewed as a system whose horizontal param- 

are governed by the spatial layout of the place setting (which is in turn 
determined by human ergonomics) and whose vertical dimensions are gov
erned by the volume .requirements for each piece. Grid-based design gener
ally requires the specification of both a vertical and a horizontal module. In 
a purely typographic grid, the vertical module is based on the point size and 
leading of the primary text font while the horizontal module 
both page size and optimum line length, for the chosen font.

In the grid program developed by Vignelli Associates for the AIGA, 
module is repeated to produce multi-column formats keyed to 
dard paper sizes (172). The modular design allows the same typograph 
specifications to be used in each format. The imprint of the

using the grid as their foundation (173). Note that 
each major structural element begins on a grid boundary. Even the broad 
band at the top of the poster is part of the grid program as reflected in the 
top margin of the grid. Note too that, while the horizontal divisions are fol
lowed more closely than the vertical divisions, each is violated freely when 
dictated by the content.

eters

is a function of

a basic 
various stan-

ic

common mod
ule can be seen in designs
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172: A standard column-width provides the module in this flexible grid program offered by the AIGA 
as a public service to non-profit organizations. Design by Vigneili Associates,

Layout grids for interface design differ from those for general purpose 
typography, but many of the same principles apply. Grids are based on the 
dimensions of the controls in the target GUI, which are in turn based on 
those of the primary display font. The internal structure of a well designed 
GUI is highly modular. With the parameters of the primary display font serv
ing as a starting point, control sizes are adjusted to maximize the visual inte
gration of label and control. As in the design of an alphabet, extensive 
sharing of formal elements allows a complete program to be derived from a 
small set of primitives. In the OPEN LOOK GUI (Sun Microsystems, 1989) as

[
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173: This well-structured poster laid out on the same grid shows the value of even a very general 
design program. Each major element - the headline, the horizontal rules, the top of each column - 
begins on a horizontal grid boundary. Even where grid cells are locally ignored (e,g,, within text 
columns) the vertical module ensures common baselines for ail text. Design by Vigneili Associates,
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design of the open look widget set attempts to 
that critical overaWdimensions (including necessary vertical

t74: The modular 
ensure
spacing) are shared by analogous controls, making them interchange 
able in various display contexts and simplifying automated layout.

few as 3-5 primitive measurements determine the dimensions of all major 
components (174). Control heights are based closely on the label dimen
sions. Control widths are variable, but are generally constrained to multi
ples of the basic grid unit. Spacing between controls is addressed by defining 
each control relative to a known reference point - typically the baseline of 
the primary label - that ensures the proper separation between controls 
under regular spacing. When combined with a simple layout system (see 
Figure 150) this modular widget set produces very effective layouts (175) 
through the almost mechanical application of a few governing rules.
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175; Effective window layouts can be achieved with a minimum of effort when the underlying 
widget set is designed to provide a modular architecture. The grid on which these windows are laid 
out is inherent in the internal dimensions and spacing rules of the open look widgets themselves.
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Standardization demands that the number of units employed be as 
small as possible and that the units combine readily with each other.

Rudolf Arnheim
A Review of Proportion

If regularity and flexibility are the essence of modularity, then maintainabil
ity and extensibility are its inherent by-products. A small investment of 
design effort made at the beginning of a large project can pay huge dividends 
throughout the remainder of the product lifecycle. While the technique 
described here is superficially complete, its full appreciation will depend on 
experience with the actual application of the module to real layout problems 
and the difficulties and insights that result:

Summary: 
Modular Units

1 Determine the vertical unit. In GUI design this means defining the 
standard control height and the spacing between controls. You will 
need to do this once for each GUI toolkit at each standard size you 
intend to support.

2 The vertical unit should allow any two controls to be placed next to 
one another, and should provide for proper spacing of multi-line 
controls, multi-control groups, and separations between groups. If 
labels are to be placed above rather than beside controls, the vertical 
unit must provide for correct positioning of labels as well.

3 Determine the horizontal unit. The unit should be large enough to 
accommodate most of the one-word labels in the design space and 
should be at least three times as wide as the vertical unit.

4 The optimum horizontal unit should provide 5-7 divisions of the 
typical display width and should be easy to factor evenly into partial 
or multiple units.

The temptation to locally employ a smaller-than-normal module to accom
modate an especially dense display should be resisted at all costs. Any devia 
tion from the focus on a single, central, module must be based on a clear 
communication goal and be applied consistently throughout the product or 
the benefits of the programmatic approach will be lost.
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176: This canonical grid suppons two-, three-, four-, and six-column layouts in any qraohical user 
interface the 1/6 and 5/6 divisions are implicit). The gray bars reflect the widths oJcoiTOonents 
spanning (from top to bottom) 6, 3, 1.5, and 1 column-units, respectively oTthe bSic arid
The grid can be used with any vertical module, depending on the widget set and type size. ^ '

Creatirug Grid-Based 
LayoutPrograms

In this section we describe a general purpose layout system that can be used 
to solve almost any window layout problem. We call this the “canonical” 
grid for interface design, beca it provides the flexibility needed 
modate practically any combination of controls within
Unlike a purely typographic grid, where the number of text columns is typi
cally fixed by the page design, a layout grid for graphical user interfaces 
must be able to accommodate different numbers of divisions 
umns”

use to accom- 
a given window.

. , ,, , ... , (i-e., “col-
) on each line because individual widgets frequently have different 

numbers of internal components. Our canonical grid is designed to provide 
a fairly mechanical approach to achieving modularity and alignment 
dow layouts, and to that end it can be quite effective.

in win-

The canonical grid (176) is an abstract division of space that is scaled to the 
appropriate dimensions and superimposed on the empty window. The grid 
covers the entire area on which controls are to be arranged. The standard 
response buttons are not usually considered, since their positions are largely 
predetermined. The canonical grid may or may not be used to accommo
date labels appearing to the left of the control layout. When the 
reserved for labels is sized consistently across windows (this is usually a 
good idea), the canonical grid is simply scaled to fill the remainder of the

area
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window. We present examples of both approaches in the discussion below. 
The examples we present use an extended version of the OPEN LOOK GUI, but 
the same techniques can be applied to any GUI standard.

The canonical grid helps determine column positions and gutter widths for 
the most common layout formats. This basic version can directly accommo
date 1, 2, 3, and 4-column layouts. Because any column can also be subdi
vided at the halfway point (faint guidelines are provided for assistance), 
extension to 6 and 8-column layouts within the same grid space is straight
forward. The limiting factor is simply the visual noise that results when too 
many guidelines are incorporated into the grid. The vertical dimension is 
based on the proper inter-line spacing of components in the target GUI. For 
complex layout problems, a “custom” grid, developed along the same prin
ciples but omitting unnecessary margins, may indeed prove more useful.

To use the grid, simply match control widths to the appropriate column 
margins. In our first three examples, we start with a basic layout plan that

SQLm^tef1W

177: This two^column layout is based on the canonical grid (in our first three examples, the grid is not 
used for the labels in the left-hand column). To visualize this grid, ignore all but the middle three lines 
of Figure 176. The Name, Type, Vendor, and Note fields span both of the columns that remain, while 
the items in the Mode setting, Progress indicator, and Scope options span one column each.
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includes the label column and use the canonical grid to lay out the remain
der of the window. The basic 2-column example (177) shows a number of 
fields that run the full width of the window and two groups of check boxes, 
each of which spans the width of one column in the 2-column layout. Posi
tioning the check boxe,s in the second group along a common margin 
improves the readability of the array and implicitly defines a key boundary. 
This same boundary is reflected in the division of the 2-item setting at the 
top of the window;, and in the length of the progress indicator and position
ing of its secondary label directly above the checkbox group.

I
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■S-
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The 1,2, and ,3-column textfielcis of our next example (178) demonstrate 
even more clearly how a multi-column layout accommodates elements span
ning any number of columns up to and including the maximum. We begin 
with a good idea of the ordering of control elements and a goal of corre
spondence to the familiar envelope address format. To maximize alignment, 
items are ahvays extended to the right margin of the corresponding row or 
column, even if less space would actually be tecjuired to accommodate the 
maximum-length entry. (We would not be using this space in any case, since
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178: The imprint of the 3-oolumn version of the canonical grid (ignore the middle and outermost 
gutters in Figure 176) is apparent in this layout. Note that separate elements fall on gutter margins, 
while abutting elements - such as the items in the Address setting - fail on the gutter centerline,

,1
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179: This layout follows the four-column version of the canonical grid (ignore the second and fourth 
gutters in Figure 176). Note the introduction of half-column elements (Size, Leading, and Kern). Any 
grid column can be subdivided about its midpoint (using the standard gutter width) if necessary.

doing so would reduce alignment and impede the visual processing of the 
rest of the display.) Thus the ZIP Code, State, and E-mail fields are length
ened to reach the next column margin. Fields should be extended if doing so 
helps unify the layout and clarify the relation between fields through their 
alignment. Extending the Name field in this case allows the short ZIP row to 
form a clear boundary between the physical and electronic addresses. By 
extending some fields (and shortening others) beyond their actual limits we 
can produce the best “silhouette” for the data in each layout.

Our next example (179) is dominated by two scrolling lists, each of which 
spans two columns on a 4-column grid. These elements, along with the 4- 
item setting at the top of the window, determine the choice of a four-column 
layout. The remaining controls fit neatly in the space below the scrolling 
lists. Note the shortening of the Size, Leading, and Kern fields to half the 
normal column width. Single-element controls should be extended to the 
right margin of the appropriate column whenever their “natural” width 
extends beyond the half-way point, but they can be held at the halfway point 
otherwise.
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180: in this example, the full six-column grid ,s used to lay out the left-ntost label 
five colurTins of controls. Note the presence of controls spanning one, two, th ee,
Note too that elements of different widths can be placed in the same row without problem.,.

Our final example (1 80) employs a 6-column grid in which the first column 
is used for the labels on the left-hand side of the window (i.e., they are

)f the 5-columii display being reserved forplaced on the grid), with the 
controls. The margins of the 5-item setting at the top of the window are 
mirrored in the non-exclusive choices beneath the image pane. Note that an 
item in a component array can span more than the “normal” extent for

the array if necessary to accommodate a long label. Good
wide for the chosen column

rest t

other elements in
design is always flexible. If a component is 
width, a higher-order grid may be needed for that row. Each row can use a 

of the canonical grid, but the layout will be mo,st effec-

too

5,different “version 
five when the same column layouts recur across rows. r.

i
and should influence content ded- ^■1

Besides governing layout, the grid can 
sions. When the grid suggests ways of re-structuring or re-ordering mtorma 
tion to better fit the program, communication is often enhanced. While the

fiolate the semantics of the information
be the best route to clear corn-

designer must take care not to v 
being presented, “designing backward may
munication.
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: The use of the grid system implies 
i the will to systematize, to clarify 

the will to penetrate to the essentials, to concentrate 
the will to cultivate objectivity instead of subjectivity

will to rationalize the creative and technical production processes,

Josef Wliiller-Brockmann
Grid Systems in Graphic Design

the

Effective grid-based design requires both careful planning and a willingness 
djust the content itself when appropriate. Fitting the content to the grid

Summary: 
Canonical Gridto a

should be viewed not as a concession to aesthetic indulgence, but as a way of 
regularizing the information and increasing its internal consistency in order 

enhance communication (improved aesthetics are a welcome side effect).to
Except for the critical phase of determining the basic layout (and hence the 
proper grid structure), applying the canonical grid is largely mechanical:

Determine any size restrictions on the area to be laid out.

Determine the basic vertical and horizontal modules. The vertical 
odulc is determined by the widget set, while the horizontal module 

is determined by the number of controls (and sometimes by the 
lengths of their labels). These parameters (row height, column 
width, and number of columns) define precisely the canonical grid 
that will be used for this layout problem.

Develop a rough layout sketch that approximates the sizes, 
positions, and orientations of the relevant control elements.

Use the canonical grid to adjust the sizes and positions of elements 
across rows. Short elements are extended to begin and end on grid 
boundaries, while long elements are allowed to span multiple grid 
units or are shortened to fit within the standard unit. In this way, the 
grid is merely being used to help establish consistent alignment 
relationships of the type described in the previous chapter. 
Symmetry-enhancing adjustments to control ordering and 
arrangement can also be introduced anywhere in the display.

For dynamic layouts, identifying the minimum size that can be 
accommodated by the layout is usually a better solution than trying 
to recompute the layout for arbitrarily small display sizes.

1

2
m

3

4

5
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Applying the technique is much simpler than understanding (or writing!) 
this textual description. When the vertical unit is clearly established (as in 
GUI’s that favor a standard “normal” size), the most difficult part of the 
problem is choosing a grid with the “right” number of columns. This will 
depend on the rough layout you've developed. If your “longest” control is a 
set of six radio buttons, you could use a 6-column layout (if the labels were 
very short), a 3-column layout (where the control would be split across two 
rows instead of one), or even a 1-column layout (with very long labels 
requiring six lines, in which case the grid would probably be determined by 
some other control with a larger number of divisions per line). Once the 
proper variant on the canonical grid has been chosen, placing the remaining 
controls should require only minor adjustments.
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Image and 

Representation

Every blink of the eye brings a picture to 
the human mind.

Adrian Frutiger
Signs and Symbols: Their Design and Meaning

Imagery is essential for communication throughout the product user inter
face. The “blink of the eye” is the span - the length of a single glance - over 
which the most powerful visual phenomena operate. Images are perceived as 
configurations that utilize many of the same the organization and grouping 
effects described previously. While effects such as the Gestalt phenomena 
operate across the entire visual field, their contribution to image recognition 
takes place primarily under focused attention. We find it difficult to recog
nize (beyond the vague sense that “something is out there”) images appear
ing only in our peripheral vision or that are visible for very short periods of 
time. What the recognition process lacks in scope, however, it makes up in 
depth. Images we see can be recognized quickly and committed to memory 
with surprising persistence (many people “never forget a face”).

Most of the factors considered previously - simplicity, structure, scale, con- 
■ trast, program, etc. - are applicable to imagery as well. Images possess inter

nal structure that must obey the same rules of organization considered 
previously for the display itself. Images appear, moreover, as part of a coor
dinated program when used in support of a graphical user interface. The 
effectiveness of the whole, is diminished by shortcomings in any of its parts. 
In this chapter, we add a discussion of the use of representation to introduce 
meaning to the visual display. Without effective visual representations, the 
graphical user interface is no more effective than a character-based interface 
using an unfamiliar script.
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181; Conti-adiction between word ar>d image is apparent in La Trahison des /merges, /ffieTreachery 
of Images) by the surrealist painter Rena Magritte, The imrtge predominates, and it is practically 
impossible to read the caption without first recognizing the pipe. © 1993 Herscovici/ARo, New York,

Few would argue that images are uot among the most important elements in 
a visual computing environment. Their impact on the presentation of a con- 

ptual model, the tightness of the feedback loop between person and 
machine, and the apparent tangibility of a synthetic virtual space is greater 
than any other aspect of the application. Images are particularly important 
ill three areas:

■S

ft

ce

' 4

representations of concrete, real-worldIdentification. When serving as 
objects, images make identification easy. We learn the names of things at an 
early age, but we must first: learn to recognize the image of the named object. 
When word and image collide, as in Figure 1 SI, the image dominates per- 

must be seen and recognized as a pipe before the logical

iV'

11: ception. The picture 
conundrum {“this is not a pipe") can be raised by the caption. i

9
(1
fif; Expression. Imagery offers great latitude for expression and personalization 

in the designed artifact. Magritte could have chosen any of a variety of pipe 
forms and representation styles in The Treachery of Images. The sense of 
reality created by his .selection of an ordinary pipe and realistic style of ren
dering simply underscore the contradiction being set up between word and

\h

1;

i 4 /

1!!!
Ij
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image. The dominant position of imagery in human communication confers 
both the greatest opportunity for success and with the greatest risk of fail
ure. When handled correctly, however, effective use of imagery can make 
your product more engaging and enjoyable.

Communication. Pictorial representations cross social and linguistic bound
aries with ease when the objects being represented are relatively constant
across cultures. Symbols can communicate with immediacy and impact, but 
they are dependent upon the culture in which their meaning is established. 
This dichotomy is clear in Figure 181. Magritte’s painting can be recognized 

pipe by anyone (at least by those in Western cultures), but only Franco-as a
phones will appreciate the full meaning of the work. Communication is 
always affected by the context in which it occurs. To place our discussion in 
context, we present a brief overview of the relevant aspects of semiotics.

Representation (literally, to present again) provides the basis for all commu
nication. We can convey (and indeed, even consider) ideas about things that 
are not materially in our presence only by calling forth an appropriate men
tal representation. The manner in which such representations are interpreted 
by participants in a communication system to create shared meaning can be 
fully understood only within the interdisciplinary context of semiotics. 
Mihai Nadin (1989) defines semiotics as "the general theory and practice of 
signs (whose scope includes) everything that is interpreted by human beings 
as a sign, and defines the circumstances under which interpreting something 

sign allows for its better understanding, or for an improved use of it.”

Background:
Semiotics

as a
The graphical user interface is a sign system, in which signs play the role of 
intermediary between user and program/programmer.

A sign is defined by Charles S. Peirce (1931) as, "something that stands for 
someone or something in some respect or capacity.” The sign itself is the 
product of a three-way relation between the representamen (that which rep
resents), the sign’s object (that which is represented), and its mental 
interpretant (the situated intelligence that performs the necessary substitu
tion of signifier for signified). Nadin’s (1989) diagrammatic representation 
(182-a) makes this triadic relationship apparent. Because each person is the 
product of a unique social, cultural, and experiential history, the manner in 
which the sign object is recalled by the representamen will be different (how- 

slightly) for each interpretant. Clearly then, "where we interpret a sign, 
become part of it for the time of that interpretation (Nadin, 1989).”

ever
we
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Represent;] men

Inlerpretant

182: In Peirce's definition of the sign, the 
Representamen stands for some Object in the 
presence of a given Inteipretant. (Nadin, 1989)

The triadic structure of the sign permits the sign process {semiosis) to he 
considered at three levels. Syntactics (183-a) addresses the internal structure 
of the representamen itself, particularly in terms of the relationships among 
its parts. Semantics (183-b) addresses the tacit relation between representa- 
nien and sign object (that is, the intended meaning of the sign). Pragmatics 
(183-c) considers the effect of the syntactic and semantic aspects in relation 
to a particular interpreter in their personal psychological context. Signs must 
be considered at all three levels to determine their appropriateness for a par
ticular communication problem and to develop visual representations that 
can be expected to communicate effectively to a particular target audience.

The critical process of representation (the focus of analysis at the semantic 
level) depends on establishing a clear relationship between a representamen 
and its object. Peirce (1931) identifies three forms this relationship can take. 
An icon (184-a, 185-a) denotes its object by virtue of its own likeness to or

SemanticSyntax Pragmatic

/
/

183: Sign processes can be analyzed at the level ot syntax (a) - relations between elements of the 
representamen, sennantics (b) - relations between representamen and sign object, or pragmatics (c) 
- the effectiveness of a given syntax/semantics for a particular interpretant. After Nadin (1989).
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represented visually as an icon (a) through visual resemblance to184: The concept of Fire can be 
flames, as an index ib) through visual suggestion of smoke (sound, temperature, or smell would work 
as well, in this case), or as a symbolic) such as the Medieval alchemists conventional notation.

resemblance of that object, on the basis of some quality or characteristic 
inherent in the icon itself. An index ('184-b, 185-b), in contrast, refers to its 
object indirectly, by means of an association based on contiguity rather than 
on resemblance, and by virtue of its being actually affected or modified by 
the sign object. Either form may, over time, develop into a symbol (184-c, 
185-c), which denotes its object by convention alone, and which thus 
depends on agreement between the parties in communication.

In common usage, the term, icon, has come to denote any small raster image 
appearing in a GUI display. This source of confusion has arisen because the 
imagery used in existing GUI’s is predominantly (though by no means exclu
sively) iconic. We can say that the “desktop metaphor” seen in standard GUI 
..... ironments such as the Macintosh Finder or Microsoft Windows, conveysenvu .
the functionality of a suite of programs by analogy to the semantics of an 
office environment using an iconic form of representation.

SymbolicIndexicIconic

o-I

185: Representation can be grounded in an iconic, or resemblance-based (a), an indexical, or affect- 
based (b), or a symbolic, or convention-based (c) relationship between object and representamen. 
For best results, the same form should be used throughout an image set. After Nadin (1989).
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186: The ease of letorpretation varies with the level of abstraction of the sign representation. As 
highly concrete, realistic represontations are simplified, they becomra easier to interpret - up to a 
point beyond which fuither abstraction begins to obscure the sign's .semantics. After Nadin (1989).

/■

be characterized by its degree of.Finally, a given sign representation can 
abstractkm - tlte extent to which the essential qualities upon which the rep
resentation IS based are isolated from the literal perceptual characteristics of 
the sign object. A photograph or realistic illustration provides a 
of fidelity to a particular sign object (an instance of its class), and is usually

It. More schematic representations, because they

high degree

easy to recognize as a resu
permit the selective omission of detail, are better able to represent a broader 
class of objects (as opposed to one of its instances) or to focus on. some char
acteristic aspect of the object (rather than on the perceptual reality of a spe-

I'.¥
' 'X

. 'I
.1cific individual).

Interpretation is the process of reconstructing the meaning of a sign by iden
tifying the sign object and grasping the significance of the connection 
between object and representamen. As shown in Figure .186, interpretation 
becomes easier (to a point) as the representation becomes more schematic. 
As the level of abstraction increases, the sign becomes progressively more

plete the interpretation ofanonical, and less complex. To corngeneric, more c
a graphic sign in a GUI, the user must draw the connection between the 
iconic representamen and the corresponding system function. The problem 
is simplified when the sign object is concrete, but problems can arise if the 

be mistaken for the object. Understanding what a thing 
.n-ely what it depicts - is a prerequisite for using

■1:

□

representamen can
as opposed to merepresents

the sign correctly, since the same physical representation can be used in 
many signs (See, for example, Figure 2.15 c, d). Users must recognize the icon 
on the display screen as a sign for the thing (e.g., an icon for a calculator 
program), rather than the thing itself (Nadin, 1989). Interpretation becomes 
more reliable when moving from left to tight
first two or (possibly) three signs could be mistaken for the object itself.

Figure 188, since only thein
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How can semiotics aid the practicing designer? First and foremost, an under
standing of how signs are formed, transmitted, and interpreted can help the 
designer to systematically analyze a communication problem and provide 
the basis for the development of a coherent solution. To achieve this goal, 
the visual language used to represent the functionality of the system must 
itself be as coherent as possible, and it must be matched to the capabilities 
and limitations of the anticipated user. With an understanding of the user 
population, the designer can determine the form of representation (icon, 
index, or symbol) and degree of abstraction most appropriate for their exist
ing background, skills, and tasks. Regardless of the decision taken, semiotics 
underscores the importance of, "’uniformly using whatever means of repre
sentation are considered adequate (Nadin, 1989).” Because users learn the 
“rules” only through experience with the system, the visual language in 
which the rules are expressed must make them as clear as possible.

Principles

Imagery is at once the most obvious and least understood aspect of GUI 
design. It is rarely sufficient to simply “draw a good picture” of the thing 
being represented. Effective imagery must possess a perceptual immediacy 
that allows it to be recognized at a glance. For most images, this involves a 
process of careful abstraction in which all but the elements that most charac
terize the sign object are removed. When developing multiple images, care 
must be taken to maintain cohesion within the image set and to consider the 
physical, conceptual, and cultural context in which the images will ulti
mately be displayed. Mastery of these concepts is far more important than 
any innate “artistic” ability in developing an effective image program.

Immediacy
Generality
Cohesiveness
Characterization
Communicability

187: Many traffic signs communicate through an iconic resemblance to a given class of roadway 
feature. The high degree of abstraction is essential for both generality (the sign can refer to any similar 
curve) and recognizability.
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188: Bold, simplified, symmetrical imagery ensure that the immediacy 
needed for an effective corporate identify program will Idg present in these 
familiar pictograms. Air Canada logo is a registered trademark of Air Canada.

Effective visual representations can he perceived effortlessly and involun
tarily. Only under extremely poor viewing conditions - or during extremely 
short presentations - does the viewer “see” something they cannot recog
nize. rhi.s distingui.shing characteristic of vi.sual phenomena is apparent in 
the viewer’s ability to holistically and automatically extract information 
from the “snapshot” of the overall display that can be perceived during the 
span of a single glance. The impact, or “graphical power” of effective visual 
signs springs directly from this quality of perceptual immediacy. Because we 
need not consciously analyze the pieces of a powerful image to understand 
the whole, we cannot avoid recognizing the image when it confronts us. Per
ceptual immediacy allows appropriately designed images to force their way 
into our awareness. By carefully manipulating the weight, balance, and sym-

Immediacy

189: The immediacy of this 
familiar symbol is enhanced 
by removing the verbal label.
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190: These simple logograms, while more heavily dependent on a shared 
linguistic context than the pictographic imagery on the left, nevertheless 
possess a similar perceptual immediacy by virtue of their minimal form.

metry of the graphic sign, designers produce images with the impact and 
memorability required for effective trademarks, brand marks, corporate 
identities, and signage systems.

Signs to be “read” as 
(logograms). Each of the pictograms in Figure 188 and the logograms in Fig
ure 190 presents a powerful graphic image because each has been reduced to 
the essence of the underlying sign through a process of simplification and 
abstraction. Note the solid forms, simplified contours, and complete absence 
of any internal detail. The fir tree of Boise-Cascade (188-a), the maple leaf of 
Air Canada (188-c), and the men of Henckels (188-f) are all highly stylized 
to emphasize their most important formal characteristics. The BMW mark 
(188-b) reduces the checkered standard of the Bavarian state to a single four
square motif, while the Westinghouse mark (188-e) recalls the image of a cir
cuit board. The Mitsubishi (“Three Diamonds”) mark produces 
emergent form that evokes a subtle reference to the Mercedes mark (16).

Each of the pictograms is simple and direct, bold and clear, balanced - if not 
highly symmetrical, and well-integrated with its ground. The same is true of 
the logograms. Even when effectively designed, however, logograms - which 
are by definition purely conventional - are less universal than pictograms. 
Basing visual representation on the spelling (in one particular language) of a 
verbal label (190 a-d) is always a dangerous game to play. These signs may

images can be based on pictures (pictograms) or words

a strong
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succeed in Western cultures, if only because common Latin roots have led to 
related spellings in many languages. For a more global pragmatics, however, 
this approach is an admission of failure and the practice should be avoided 
when possible. Note, however, that an effective graphical image can be con
structed from an isolated verbal symbol when appropriate.

When stylized into simple geometric shap or powerful graphic forms, pic- 
tographic images become symbols depending entirely on convention for 
their interpretation. While its original iconographic relation to the sign 
object may long since have disappeared, the symbol’s ability to penetrate 
into the viewer’s awareness - even in the midst of noise and distraction - is 
greatly enhanced. The quality of perceptual immediacy makes images ideally 
suited to public safety applications such as the labeling of hazardous materi
als, the signage needed for traffic control, or any other situation that 
demands a rapid, reliable response (189).

es

The graphical user interface includes many situations where the user’s atten
tion must be captured and a certain amount of context conveyed. The sym
bols appearing to indicate a particular class of dialog box or alert in most 
environments (191) are the GUI equivalent of the traffic sign. The immediacy 
of the image provides an important visual cue telling the user something 
about the nature and potential seriousness of the situation even before the 
detailed textual message has been read.

oThat name is not valid. Place diskette in drive B:

Microsuit fxccl

STOP OMemorized List is empty. Save changes in 'Sheetl'?

11

191: The immediacy of the supergraphic visual symbols (which arises from their size and color 
contrast with the contents of the rest of the dialog, as much as from the simplicity of the symbols 
themselves) provide important contextual information in these standard Windows dialog boxes.
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192: Visual representations can be very abstract while still maintaining a high degree of iconioity. 
These icons are used to represent broad categories of goods and services in the SMART Yellow 
Pages™ telephone directory. Design by Richard Saul Wurman and The Understanding Business.

In GUI applications, imagery is normally used (there are exceptions) to repre
sent a class of artifacts, rather than any particular instance of that class. 
Generality describes the ability of the individual sign to represent these 
higher-level groupings. Images with a high degree of abstraction (192) auto
matically provide a general representation of a class of similar objects by 
removing visual details specific to any one instance. The generality of these 
images, moreover, allows them to be interpreted as representative of a 
broader class (e.g., “painting supplies”) than might be suggested by a photo
graph or detailed drawing of the same object (e.g., “No. 4 Paint Roller”). 
The images depend on highlight, shadow, and a consistent orientation of 
object and light source - rather than extensive detail or contour information 
- to convey the essential characteristics of the objects they represent.

Generality

A conscious retreat from photorealism need not result in a less recognizable 
image. In fact, the converse is often true. Generalization results in simpler 
forms that, because they contain less visual information, are easier to pro
cess, recognize, and react to. Generalization also allows elements of the orig
inal form to be selectively emphasized or de~emphasized to facilitate 
particular communication objectives as detail is removed from the image.
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193: Two very different levels of abstraction are apparent in these icons. The realistic images on the 
left provide a representation that is more direct, but less general. Their accuracy strongly suggests 
that the icons in (a) represent typ/ca/indivlduals, rather than the more semt/a/populations seen in (b).

Generalization is essential when, creating images of great perceptual immedi
acy and lasting graphical impact. The process of abstraction - upon which 
the generality of an image depends - leads to “better” forms that can be pro
cessed and assimilated more rapidly despite their reduced iconicity (193). It 

ident, for example, that the world’s great mystical and religiousIS no acc
symbols, as well as its alphabets, have evolved through a process of simplifi
cation and abstraction extending over many centuries. By removing details 
associated with the particular, the designer can use the general qualities that 
remain to establish a background, or context, against which the message can 
be delivered. The identity program for the Mandarin Oriental Hotel (194), 
for example, employs a greatly simplified paper fan motif throughout. The 
fan itself is stripped of all detail except that needed to identify it as a member 
of its most general class. The internal structural details, in particular, are 
merely suggested - not rendered - through, judicious use of negative space.

MANDARIN ORIENTAL

194: Simplification of the iconic representation 
produces a more generalized interpretation of the 
paper fan in this identity. Design by Pentagram.
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195: Simple, abstract representations such as these standard transport control symbols are 
generalizable not only across software applications, but across hardware platforms and product 
categories (e.g., consumer electronics) as well. They are widely understood when used consistently.

Generalized, conventional signs are seen throughout the human-computer 
interface, and indeed throughout product user interfaces in general. The 
familiar transport control symbols for sequential media (e.g.. Play, Pause, 
Cue, Review, Stop, Record) have gained near universal acceptance in con
sumer electronics in recent years and are now used commonly in GUI appli
cations (195) as well. Originally used in conjunction with textual labels 
identifying their function, these abstract symbols are now familiar enough to 
stand on their own. They provide an excellent example of a coherent visual 
language that can be adapted directly to the human-computer interface.

;he
)tS
(b).

^di-
:h
)ro-
It

lifi-
Is Many common GUI design problems, of course, have no corresponding real- 

world lexicon upon which to draw, so designers must invent their own visual 
language. The window management controls seen in most current-genera
tion GUI’s (196) are usually good examples of abstract imagery. Due to the 
severe space constraints, the number of pixels available is rarely sufficient 
for elaborate iconic representations. This turns out not to be a problem in 
this case. Since window management controls appear in nearly every win
dow, they are learned through constant exposure when their meaning is not 
immediately obvious. Abstract, general imagery permits the designer to 
trade intuitiveness for efficiency of use in the resulting symbols.

rat
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Q
196: Generalized imagery is used throughout the GUI environment to represent standard control and 
feedback mechanisms. These examples from the OSF/Motif (a) and Macintosh (b) standards, are 
abstract symbols depending on constant exposure to ensure their understandability.
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197: Cohesive image programs are created by employing the same visual primitives consistently in 
every image. In this identity and signage program for the Hotel Hankyu, the visual language is based 
on thin, organic linework, pronounced dark bias, and floral imagery. Design by Pentagram.

Images rarely appear in isolation. Particularly in user interface applications, 
each image generally forms part of a larger system in which many individual 
visual elements must work together effectively as a group. A cohesive system 
arises when shared formal qualities of the images themselves can be recog
nized effortlessly in early visual perception. Any of Bertin’s visual variables 
can form the basis for the emergent properties of the group as a whole. The 
common visual characteristics that result allow each image to be perceived 
as part of the larger program even as it is distinguished from the other mem
bers of the ensemble.

Cohesiveness

Cohesive image programs can be based with equal effectiveness on bold or 
delicate imagery, so long as a consistent visual vocabulary is maintained 
throughout the program. The signage programs for the Hotel Hankyu (197) 
and the Mexico City Olympics of 1968 (198), for example, could hardly be 
more different at the syntactic level. Basic perceptual processes allow the 
viewer to recognize these differences effortlessly, and either system stands 
out in its environment due both to this contrast and to its internal consis
tency. Mixing and matching images from these two extremes would be con
fusing on both the functional and aesthetic levels.
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198: A similar cohesiveness based on a very different set of visual primitives can be seen in these 
icons for the 1968 Mexico City Olympics. Bold forms, close cropping, and light/dark balance are used 
consistently throughout the set. Design by Lance Wyman, Eduardo Terrazas, and Manuel Villazon.

Note also the repetition of basic forms throughout both programs. The deli
cate forms, parallel lines and common 
the Hotel Hankyu signs together as powerfully as the bold forms, undulating 
waves, isolated limbs, and close cropping unite the Olympics pictograms. 
Repetition of common forms throughout an image set helps users learn to 
“read” the resulting visual language and further enhance their processing of 
the information being presented. The waves in the Olympic pictograms, for 
example, make it easy to identify those icons representing water sports.

curvatures of the floral imagery tie
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199: Coherent use of visual language is important wherever classification based on visual appearance 
is necessary. Their vertical orientation and turned down corner identify the objects on the right as 
documents, while systematic use of internal imagery identifies two levels of document category.
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The consistent application of visual language in a coherent image program is 
essential to the success of a graphical user interface. The basic object catego
ries (document, container, tool, etc.) need to be clearly and visually distin
guished if a convincing artificial reality is to be created. The dog-eared 
document outline not only helps users distinguish the corresponding soft- 

object as a document, but also forms the basis for an extended visualw'are
ensemble of similar objects that can be recognized on the basis of their
shared size, line thickness, and density (1.99).

often benefit from coherent image-based repre
well. Figure 200 shows several excellent examples. The di.splay 

selection icons for the DayMaker personal organizer (a) use a clear, concise 
notation to represent views of the current day, week, or month. The familiar 
spatial language of the calendar is leveraged by highlighting the correspond
ing range of cells in the icon. A similar spatial correspondence is exploited 
by the paragraph alignment commands seen in most word processors (b). 
The images use a consistent line weight and length to make the differences 
between the icons readily apparent. These icons contrast sharply with the 
equally common text style icons (e.g., Plain, Bold, Italic, Underline, etc.),

Graphical applications can 
sentations a.s
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200: Cohesiveness In anv iiri.age program depends on repeating elements and using common sizes, 
line weights, and densities. These buttons from various Windows applications use iconic imagery to 
represent day./week/month (a), and paragraph alignment (b), and symbols for logical inequalities (c), 
(Note how gratuitous dimensionality impairs the readability of the images in the left-hand column.)

with which it is practically impossible to create a coherent visual program if 
the intent is to encode the visual characteristics of the corresponding style 
attribute in the image itself. Even when the same font and size are u.sed, the 
resulting intages have little in common due to their variation in the basic per
ceptual variables (c).
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201: By focusing attention on a few essential aspects, visual representation can strongly characterize 
an object despite a relatively high level of abstraction. Design by The Understanding Business.

Iconic signs fulfill the representation function by calling to mind one or more 
essential characteristics of the sign object. Effective characterization requires 
a focus on these distinctive features. The images in Figure 201 emphasize the 
flexibility or rigidity of the material used in each object in the contours of 
each icon. The folds produce discontinuities that are accentuated by the 
removal of most other detail from the image and by the use of negative space 
to focus attention on important details. Contrasting material properties - 
such as the sharp, rigid needle and the limp, twisting thread or the regular 
unit markings and the undulating tape - enhance one another to help iden-

Characterization

202: These stamp designs by students of Arnnin Hofmann use visual cues such as narrow counter
forms and radial typography to emphasize curvatures that characterize their corresponding object.
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203: Effective characterization depends critically on selecting a point of view from which the 
characteristics being represented are clearly visible. Design by Rudolf Modley.

tify the object in each case. Contrasts can often be used to underscore essen
tial qualities in an image (202). The thin linear elements and radial 
typography in these stamp designs make the rounded forms at each stamp’s 
focal point appear that much rounder. The curvature of the dove’s head and 
outthrust breast of the pigeon evoke the birds’ characteristic posture and 
appearance, while the spiraling curvature of the horn is similarly under
scored by the thin slice of negative space delineating the bell.

Choosing the right point of view can be as important as determining which 
qualities to emphasize, since, from some vantage point, the parts that most 
effectively characterize the subject may be visible poorly or not at all. It 
would rarely be useful, for example, to depict a chair from above or a radio 
from behind. Similarly, the dress of each worker in Figure 203 would be 
unclear from any other perspective since the frontal view - which exposes 
seams, fasteners, pockets, etc. - carries most of the visual information. The

AI
\

204: Effective characterization depends on choosing the right point of view, eliminating 
characteristic details, and exaggeration of defining features, as in these icons from the u.s. dot's 
Symbol Signs program. Design by Cook & Shanosky Associates.

non-
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icons developed for die U.S. DOT (204) also show how choosing the right 
viewpoint can help distinguish objects. The most informative vantage point 
is usually the one with the most complex contour or the greatest amount of 
distinctive internal detail, but the viewer’s experience can also influence.the 
decision. The viewpoints chosen for the DOT icons, for example, are those 
from which these vehicles are seen most frequently in the viewer’s everyday 
experience. This strategy allows the image set to exploit the viewer’s famil
iarity with a particular characteristic viewpoint. As in the cartoonist’s carica
ture, effective communication may demand exaggeration beyond purely 
physical accuracy to emphasize important components, such as the rotor 
blades of a helicopter or the sign on the roof of a taxicab.

HfiTi

1=1o

=Pi:-

205: Expressive visual imagery from various GUI environments shows how characteristic features of 
the object (real or imagined) can be captured using contrast, viewpoint, and exaggeration. Changes in 
appearance in response to user actions add believability as well as useful feedback.

Visual representations that characterize their objects effectively can do much 
to add interest and vitality to the human-computer interface. Engaging 
visual details from real-world objects, such as the dog-eared corner on the 
“paper” document (205 - a) or the notch on the floppy diskette (205-c) are 
made more noticeable by their contrast with the rectangular contour of the 
rest of the icon. These enhanced representations - caricatures, if you will - 
do more than literal realism to create believable signs. They complement 
exaggerated animated representations such as the bulging Macintosh trash 

(205-b) the playful “poof” of the Macintosh Close box (205-d) and the 
two-state setting of the OPEN LOOK Pushpin (205-e) in creating a convincing 
virtual world.

can
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206: These designs by Paul Rand show the importance of shared context in communication. The 
cover on the left is an appropriate Christmas theme for a society engulfed in war, white the ad on the 

pleasing arrangement of dots and dashes to those who read Morse code.

The communicability of any representation depends on a shared context 
between sender and receiver that allows signs to be interpreted within a 
pragmatics comparable to the one under which they were encoded. The 
experience of an image is affected not only by other images in the ensemble, 
but also by the physical, cultural, and conceptual environment in which it 
appears. Two extraordinary designs by Paul Rand (206) depend heavily on 
context for their appreciation. In the Christmas 1940 cover for Direction 
magazine (206-a), the use of a barbed wire cross as the ribbon on a gift 

rapped package (note the Christmas tree shape of the perforations) pro
vides a stark reminder of the war engulfing Europe. Whereas today, the 
semantic dimension is initially obscure, in 1940, the message was immedi- 

The adjacent newspaper advertisement (206-b) can be enjoyed purely 
visual analogy and a playful contrast between the dot-dash pattern at the

right is more than just a

Communicability

w

asate
a

207: Cultural dependency is apparent in these icons representing mailboxes in the U.S.(a), Denmark 
(b) France (c) and Italy (d). Each could be interpreted as a control box or trash can by someone 
unfamiliar with the local convention. Line art is the property of Apple Computer, Inc.
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208: Each of these representations presents a poor analogy between sign object and system con
cept. The fuel gauge and odometer (a) are monotonic functions that have little in common with the 
actual pattern of memory or disk space usage. The "bag over the head" icon (b) means "suppress 
video preview," which would properly be represented as an invisible person. Finally, the ubiquitous 
American rural mailbox icon (c) is always used "incorrectly." The flag on a real mailbox is raised to tell 
the ma/7 earner that outgoing mail is present, not to tell the homeowner that incoming mail has arrived.

top and the exclamation mark at the bottom. The targeted audience, how
ever, could grasp the design at a deeper level. Any one of them would imme
diately recognize the dots and dashes as the Morse code for their own 
company name (RCA). Context provides the key to correct interpretation.

Communicability demands that the pragmatics of a sign be considered very 
carefully. Precisely because we carry it about subconsciously in the form of 
our own life experience, the effect of context on our understanding of the 
world goes largely unnoticed. What is “obviously” a mailbox in one culture, 
for example, would be surprisingly unfamiliar to people from other cultures 
(207). Effective visual representations for international audiences should be 
based on aspects of the sign object that are truly universal within the target 
population (such as an envelope, in this example).

Visual metaphors can help users understand the working of their environ
ment, but only to the extent that the mapping between image states and sys
tem states corresponds to the user’s understanding of the real-world analog. 
In the rush to add familiar imagery to GUI environments, metaphors are

209: At the lowest level, communicability is affected by syntactic 
decisions. When the background color of an image is allowed to 
vary, the designer gives up any ability to ensure adequate contrast.
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often sti-etched beyond recognition. The fuel gauge and odometer (208-a), 
for example, are supposed to represent the amount of free memory and disk 

though neither of these analogies is particularly relevant. The other 
pies (208-b,c) exhibit similar problems. Metaphorical signs involve a 

two stage interpretation between representamen and sign object, on the one 
hand, and between sign object and system function on the other. Only when 
the semantics of both relationships are clear will communication succeed.

Finally, the communicability of any visual sign depends on its physical dis
play context. Employing narrow, colored figural elements on a ground 
whose color can be customized by the user, for example, will inevitably lead 
to situations where the icon is illegible (209). The need for adequate contrast 
between figure and ground is so critical to image recognition that an icon

space,
exami
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210: Competition between visual and verbal 
elements at the syntactic level will subvert 
communication repardlesis of a sign's appropri
ateness at the semantic or pragmatic level.

should never relinquish, control of that portion of the background that fails 
within the boundaries of the image itself. For similar reasons, images rarely 
provide an effective display context for textual labels. In GUI applications, 
the addition of an internal label places additional formal constraints on a 
visual representation, which must depend largely or exclusively on contour 
information to ensure proper interpretation. The “natural” size of an image 
in the target environment, moreover, restricts the length of the label as well. 
The curious decision to place labels within icons in the Xerox Star and 
Viewpoint environments produces a number of bizarre line breaks (2.10). 
While the labels can be read, they are distracting enough to divert the atten
tion from the visual qualities of the image itself. A more efiective syntax 
would ensure chat word and image complement - rather than compete 
with, - one another in supporting the sign’s interpretation.
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Common Errors

The advantages of imagery are realized only when the image is appropriately 
designed and carefully produced. Problems can arise at the level of syntax, 
which governs relationships between elements within the sign; semantics, or 
the meaning of the sign elements; and pragmatics, or the suitability of the 
image for a particular physical display and set of interpreters.

while the aircraft is being viewed from 
above, the arrow is being viewed from the 
side. While the selected viewpoint makes 
the aircraft easily recognizable, it is a highly 
unfamiliar vantage point for take-offs and 
landings. A more natural perspective pre
senting the aircraft in a side view - with 
the nose pointed up or down, for takeoff 
and landing - would communicate more 
effectively. This representation would 
place the aircraft in the appropriate attitude 
and bring the elements of the sign into a 
more compatible spatial relationship.

211: Misleading syntax. The elements of 
any visual representation must combine 
properly to form a coherent sign. Every ap
parent logical relationship between ele
ments In the image should reflect an 
analogous relationship between the corre
sponding sign objects. These images from 
an air terminal signage program are ex
tremely confusing because the logical rela
tion of the aircraft to the arrow is unclear. 
Because the viewer assumes that all ele
ments of the image exist within the same 
coordinate system, the arrows appear to 
be "pushing" the tail of the plane to the 
left in each image. The intended meanings 
- Take Offs and Landings- can be under
stood only when the viewer realizes that
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ity at the syntactic level can produce the 
wrong response even when the semantics 
and pragmatics are clear. Discriminating 
between two images that differ only in the 
pointing direction of an arrow (c, d), for ex
ample, IS slow and error-prone even 
though the correct interpretation is clear 
following the proper reading. The same 
problem arises when an image is overly 
detailed, or when its individual elements 
are so small that they become difficult to 
recognize on their own merits or even to 
group together into the sarnie perceptual 
unit, In ali of the monochrome examples 
above (c), the sensation is more like read
ing a newspaper than looking at a picture.

212: Poorly integrated structure. High 
quality images exhibit a spatial unity that 
ensures the parts work together to streng
then the whole instead of competing for 
the viewer's attention as independent ele
ments. A well designed image never 
needs to be disassembled to be under
stood. When the parts of an image must 
be individually analyzed and then put back 
together to reach the proper interpreta
tion, the perceptual immediacy of the im
age disappears completely. The "Exit" 
icon above (a) not only forces a serial read
ing, but even worse, it is ambiguous once 
the parts have been reassembled (does 
the icon mean "Exit to Windows" or "Exit 
Windows"?). When the visual variables 
needed for discrimination - primarily orien
tation - are identical in two signs arnbigu-
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rameters the icon controls) even as it iden
tifies the icon as Macintosh control panel. 
(Note that the distracting effect of the slid
er is heightened considerably by its fre
quent alternation between horizontal and 
vertical orientations.) The gray pseudo-di
mensionality intensifies this masking ef
fect by lowering the contrast and making 
individual icons harder to recognize in the 
first place. The same problems are pro
duced by the red cross and disk drive ele
ments in the disk utility icons above (b). 
Together, these elements are so much 
more prominent than anything else in the 
images that it becomes difficult to ignore 
them and focus on the distinguishing ele
ments of the individual icons.

213: Dominant secondary elements. Cre
ating composite imagery is always fraught 
with syntactic problems. When secondary 
elements are balanced correctly, they can 
provide valuable context without unduly 
interfering with the image as a whole. Un
fortunately, this is easier said than done. 
When individual elements are too weak, 
the problems seen in Figure 212 quickly 
arise. At the opposite extreme, when sec
ondary elements are too strong, they can 
so dominate perception that the rest of the 
information in the image can be extracted 
only with difficulty. Dominant program 
characteristics are apparent in the stan
dard control panel icons from the Macin
tosh System 7 (a). The heavy, SDslider 
control draws the viewer's attention from 
the primary image (telling them which pa-
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format provides virtually no benefit from a 
communication standpoint - it simply 
makes them harder to read. Even when 
supported by graphical stunts such as the 
ubiquitous magnifying glass, the verbal la
bel produces a weak visual sign, The idea 
that grotesquely distorted words serving 
as toolbar images (d) add any value beyond 
their textual menu equivalents is self-evi
dently absurd. A more common crutch is 
the use of a single character to suggest 
some aspect of a sign that is difficult to 
represent graphically (e). When the verbal 
element dominates, its abstract nature en
sures that unintended associations will 
arise in addition to - or instead of - the one 
intended. When the pictorial element dom
inates, the "background" character simply 
adds visual noise.

214: Using type as image. Effective visu
al representation depends heavily on the 
use of high quality images. Using poorly 
rendered or poorly integrated textual ele
ments as graphical devices in a pseudo
pictorial representation is even less effec
tive than using a poorly rendered image. 
Even "graphical" characters from a stan
dard font, such as "<"and (or worse, 
the strings ” and are not strong 
enough to serve as stand-alone graphical 
elements (a, b). Every GUI toolkit supports 
graphical as well as textual button labels, 
and bold, clear arrow symbols are trivial to 
produce. Similarly, the use of verba/phras
es (e.g., "Red Tabs") as visual signs (c) en
sures that any advantage of pictorial 
representation will be lost. Forcing these 
verbal symbols into a small raster image

I
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I
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ing spreadsheet application, (How many 
you can identify?) Many of these examples 
are almost diagrammatic, yet their mean
ings remain unclear. Perhaps the ultimate 
example of a concept that is impossible to 
convey graphically is the NoOp ("does 
nothing") function. The boomerang analo
gy (b) is very weak (it would be more ap
propriate for Undo), and the visual sign 
would fail completely without the accom-

conven-

215: Using iniagos for abstract concepts. 
Images of familiar, concrete objects are 
easy to interpret correctly. Iconic repre
sentations excel at the identification func- 

precisely because of the directness of 
the relationship (resemblance) on which 
the sign is based. Abstract concepts, pro

situations, because they are

tion

cesses, or
less tangible, depend on less direct forms 
of representation in which even a well-de
signed image may be difficult to interpret 
correctly. Even when the sign s syntax is 
clear, its semantics can be obscured by 
the weak, largely conventional association 
between the visual elements of the sign 
and the abstract or temporal aspects of 
the signified. The example above (a) 
shows just a few of the dozens of icons 
that can be added to the toolbar of a lead-

panying text. When meaning is 
tional, the same image can be used in 
different signs. The stepped images (c, d) 
can be readily identified as stairs, but this 
does not reveal their full meaning { sort by 
increasing or decreasing order" and, "step 
through a macro 
these examples, verbal representations 
would have many advantages.

respectively). In all of
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The tool palette on the right (b) relies heavi
ly on literal, concrete metaphors to sug
gest the corresponding functions. The 
magnet tool lets you move an entry from 
one page to another in an appointment 
book. The axe tool is used to break the 
links established by the anchor tool, and 
the footprints represent the Backtrack 
function.,.a navigational aid allowing you to 
retrace your steps. Even when a visual ref
erence is fairly direct, unnecessary embel
lishment of the image (c) can distract if it 
evokes additional, undesired associations. 
The Label icon above, for example, seems 
more like a price tag, or ticket, while the 
Scrolled Text icon, thanks to its dog-eared 
paper element, misleadingly suggests a 
file- or document-level operation.

216: Images based on obscure allusions. 
When portraying abstract concepts, the 
designer often has no choice but to substi
tute an evocative concrete object. Tlie se
mantic relation, however, is rarely a strong 
one, even with a well chosen metaphorical 
reference. When the allusion is strained or 
obscure, the meaning is never apparent. 
One of the better examples of this phe
nomenon is the "stove" icon above (a). 
This icon represents a Master Task List of 
things you'd "like to do someday but don't 
want to schedule for a particular day." The 
viewer is supposed to notice that the pot 
of boiling water - like an item on the Mas
ter Task List - is on the "back burner" of 
the stove, and thus make the leap to en
lightenment. Few examples are this ob
scure, but many have similar problems.

5
i
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which bears little resemblance to the 
"DOS" PC's of today. Unless the viewer 
knows what PC's used to look like, com
munication is likely to break down. Similar
ly, the origins of the term, "debugger" (c) 
are familiar to most developers, but not to 
many end-users, while the reference to 
the "apple for the teacher" tradition in 
American schools (d) would have little 
meaning in cultures without this custom. 
Linguistic dependencies operate on many 
levels. Users in non-Western cultures, for 
example, would have trouble making the 
connection between, "ABC" and "spell
ing" (d,e). Familiarity with the figure of 
speech equating "back burner" with low 
priority is a precondition for understanding 
the stove image (f), while simple phonetics 

sufficient for the "drag-on" target (g).

217: Culture or language dependencies. 
The pragmatic aspect of an image de
scribes assumptions about the viewer and 
the viewing environment that are implicit 

any visual representation. An image 
"work" for some viewers, but not for

tl

in
may
others. If the image relies on inside jokes, 
figures of speech, slang, or other termino
logy that is well-known only within a partic
ular subculture, than it will be intelligible 
only to members of that group. The icons 
for Hello World, Screen Dump, Defaults 
Edit, and c-shellia), for example, use visual 
and verbal puns that are recognizable only 
to those for whom the concepts are al
ready familiar. Other images depend on 
historical knowledge of an industry or 
product. The "DOS" icon (b) is a very liter
al representation of the original IBM-PC, are
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, or violencs, in particular, arodeath, injui'y. 
almost never appropriate in an office envi
ronment. The typical user is not even

of the "dead" software entities to

218- Offensive or suggestive imagery.
users may find person-imagery that some

ally or culturally offensive should always 
be avoided in commercial products. While 
examples as extreme as the CTicon from 
NeXTStep (a) are rare, it is not haid to find 

that would be considered at least

aware ..
which the tombstone (g) and pistol (d) 
icons refer, and the grisly connotations of 
the battle axe (e) have little to offer an of
fice automation task. All of these images 

fear and confusion to the 
Today's hard-

irnages
mildly upsetting in some cultures or to

Even otherwise benign icons add unnecessary 
tyoical user's experience, 
ware and software environments are al
ready intimidating for most non-technical 
users. Adding stress-inducing imagery can 
only compound the problem.

some users .
may be offensive if they are overly intru^ 
sive (b) or even suggestive (c). Gestures 

have different meanings in different 
the "thumbs up" sign (d) does

too
cultures
not mean "OK" in the Middle East for ex 

the depiction of dis-ample!-andeven
embodied" limbs (f) is considered taboo in 
many parts of the world. Images related to -a

4
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One does not put signs along a railroad track saying, "Please come 
to a stop." Instead, we have very sensibly devised colored signals, 
which are kinds of ideograms and are infinitely more expressive and 
more readily understood than verbal messages. Obliged to get its 
message across rapidly, the poster uses the same language-tho 
iniage, the true vehicle of thought,

A.M. Cassandre

li

Techniques

skill that develops only a,fte,r years of practice, but Selection
Refinement
Coordination

Sound draftsmanship is a 
electronic media are continually decreasing the importance of manual tech-

are a sensitive eye and aniques. Far more important than a skilled hand r
knowledge of how to use visual representations correctly. These can be 
acquired more easily than a general proficiency m illustration. Three simple 
techniques can help improve the quality of your images:

•i;

• Selecting the Right Vehicle
• Refinement through Progressive Abstraction
• Coordination to Ensure Visual Consistency

Effective visual imagery can be produced (or at least art directed) even by 
those without a lot of natural “artistic” talent. The only real requirement is 

appreciation for the role of imagery and a basic understanding of visual 
language (Dondis, 1,984, Bertin, 1985, and T'ufte, 1989, are especially 
enlightening to this end).
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219: Even well-designed images are poorly suited to the problem of representing abstract concepts 
and complex processes. These elegant symbols representing common data processing operations 
never gained popularity or widespread use. Design by Tomas Maldonado. O Olivetti S.p.A.

Designers choose between verbal and pictorial representations every day. As 
the world .moves to graphical user interfaces, there is a grovtnng prejudice 
favoring the use of images. In many cases this represents nothing more than 
a naive technological determinism demanding that the graphical display be 
exploited to its “fullest” irrespective of task demands or user needs. It is also 
widely assumed, however, that images are, on their owm merits, more useful, 
interesting, and (of course) more “fun” than verbal representations. Today’s 
proliferating toolbars often attempt to provide an icon for every function in 
the application. While they may be popular for other reasons, we have yet to 
hear someone claim that toolbars are helpful because their icons are easy to 
understand.

Selecting the 
Right Vehicle

Pictorial images can be very effective in representing familiar concrete 
objects from the user’s everyday experience. Pictorial signs have also been 
shown to be far superior to verba! signs for representing inherently spatial 
concepts (e.g., traffic directions) under brief presentations and poor viewing 
conditions (Carr, 197.3). Images are much less useful, however, in represent
ing abstract concepts or operations without a familiar experiential reality. 
Particularly when the connection to the sign object is narrow or tenuous, 
based on obscure language- or culture-specific allusion, failure of interpreta
tion can be expected. Even when carefully designed as part of an elaborate 
symbol system, images for abstract processes or conditions (219) are purely 
conventional - they must be learned before they can become useful.
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Effective design respects the capabilities and limitations of the material or 
medium. This principle extends to choice of representation as well. Words 
convey nuance far more effectively than pictures. The four iconic signs on 
the left in Figure 220 are more ambiguous than the corresponding verbal 
labels on the right. The useful semantic distinctions between bar, snack shop, 
cafeteria, and restaurant are difficult to express visually because the tangible 
elements with which the viewer is already familiar - the tableware, the eat
ing utensils, even the food - are roughly comparable in all four settings. 
These well designed images make the distinctions recognizable with just a 
little practice, but only when viewed as a set. In isolation, the individual 
images again seem to be applicable to more than one alternative. The verbal 
labels, in contrast, are immediately understood along with all their subtle 
connotations.

Visual interface designers face these problems on a daily basis. Even an 
appropriate conceptual model will fail if the user is unable to correctly eval
uate and interpret the underlying system states based on the visual feedback 
presented (Norman, 1988). The difficulty of developing visual representa
tions that effectively distinguish between Save and Save as, between Cut, 
Delete, and Clear, or between controls with similar or identical appearance 
but different behaviors, should not be underestimated. The problem is espe
cially common in “toolbars” which, for all their popularity in the Windows 
environment, exhibit very little similarity across applications in the graphical 
devices they use to represent the same set of abstract operations {221-a). 
Those toolbar icons reported to be most useful typically correspond to con
crete attributes of visible objects, such as font attributes, paragraph align
ment, linespacing, or to concrete system objects such as printers and folders.

Bar
yi

Snack

Selfserviceo
□ C Restaurant

220: Words are usually more effective than images for conveying subtle distinctions 
or shades of meaning, even when the concept being represented is fairly concrete. 
After Frutiger (1981).

•I
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221: Toolbars in Windows productivity applications contain abstract commands (which are also 
presented as verbal menu items! that are difficult to represent clearly using images. Tool palettes in 
graphics applications, in contrast, represent persistent modes providing concrete visual feedback.

The visual confusion of most Window,s toolbars contrasts sharply with the 
success of tool palettes in various graphics editing applications (221-b). Tool 
palettes differ from “toolbars” in that most of the icons they contain repre
sent actual application modes (i.e., the “tool” you have picked up) that 
maintain a tangible existence of their own by virtue of their persistence and 
visual feedback. The changing shape of the mouse pointer, for example, is 
usually related to the icon (tool) corresponding to that mode. Because a tool 
providing proper feedback is more concrete than an abstract verbal com- 

and (which becomes visible only indirectly, by virtue of its effect on its tar
get object), the tool palette is both more natural and more effective than the 
icon bar. A well-organized GUI application should place commands in 
menus, where the more descriptive verbal representation can be used (along 
with a suitably mnemonic accelerator), and reserve the vi.sible portion of the 
display for important tools and direct access to properties with an inherently 
spatial character.

m
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A picture is worth a thousand words, unless of course, you’re 
talking about a picture of a thousand words

Anonymous

An essential aspect of visual imagery is the speed and directness with which 
recognition and identification take place. I his critical advantage, however, is 
heavily dependent on the quality and familiarity of the image, as well as its 

for the concept being represented. Choosing and using the

Summary:
Selection

appropriateness
right medium for a particular communication task is more a discipline than 
a technique. Four simple rules should nevertheless be kept in mind when
considering these problems;

1 If the concept to be communicated is a concrete, familiar object or a 
tangible, externally obvious state, use an iconic sign.

2 If the concept to be communicated will be used repeatedly 
throughout an application or environment, consider establishing a 
conventional symbolic or indexical sign, especially if an existing sign 
can be borrowed from the “real” w^orld.

3 In most other cases 
communicated is an abstract process or a subtle transition between 
states - a textual label should be used.

4 Avoid, as much as possible, the mixing of purely textual, iconic and 
indexical or symbolic signs within a single image set.

and particularly when the concept to be

Historical debate over the relative strengths and weaknesses of visual and 
verbal representations has focused on which vehicle is inherently superior. 
Interface designers follow this misguided path by trying to do everything 
either textually or graphically. The optimal representation varies with the 
communication problem.. Fortunately, the recognizability and understand- 
ability of visual representations can be easily and economically subjected to 

rly usability testing (cf., Nielsen, 1993, 37-40). You don’t even need a 
functioning product - a simple list of visual (and verbal) signs can be used to 
gain a useful assessment.

ea
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222: A giadual process of simplification and refinement can be seen in the evolution of the Pepsi 
Cola Identity and trademark. The familiar waveform motif has evolved from a calligraphic flourish 
through the bottlecap application to its use as an abstract symbol. Used by permission of PepsiCo.

Refinement 
Through Progressive 
Abstraction

Abstraction is the process by which the essentiai quaiities of the thing being 
represented are separated from the actual physical object or event. By 
removing superficial or idiosyncratic details, the designer helps the viewer 
see the formal qualities that tie the representamen to its object. Good imag
ing, like good writing, is always the result of a careful process of revision 
and refinement. In visual, as in verbal coramunication, the objective is to dis
till the message to its essence. Only a crisp message will be processed effi
ciently and interpreted correctly. Image refinemefit depends 
process of simplification, removal of extraneous detail, and regularization of 
ii.regular elements. Developing the “correct” form for a given subject and 
communication objective may require that you start over several times, 
using the most promising results of previous explorations

on a continuous

as a starting point.

•7 9 0

?7■
223: Typographic forms such as the question mark symbol from the U,.s. dot series (a) 
rnust be carefully adjusted when they are to be read as images. The other examples (b) are 
all fiom classic typefaces, but none have the graphical integrity to stand on their own.
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224: These pictograms for the 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games 
effective use of negative space. By using the background convey a simple eiega^e
a higher level of abstraction and engagomem. Design directerthl"T^age, thespt.!!’'^^'^®''

oy Masaru Katzumie

The visual history of a trademarks or product idenri
cess of refinement - albeit one .stretched out over m, ’pro-
movement tram concept to finished design for a single 
Cola identity (222) has evolved over nearly a century 
rative logotype on the left, to the increasingly stylized and^ deco-
erfu! mark on the right. Note how each revision has ' ^‘"‘h’hically pow- 
flourishing forms seen in the original logotype. At each 
the flourishes have become increasingly independent of 
the style has grown bolder and more modernized. The 
increases the focus on the flourish and circle (i.e., bottle”'”^'' 
the core of the product identity. ’

?ever, 
enng style 

design 
"^'^tif that forms

a,s

As visual forms are refined, they become simpler, bold 
paring the question mark seen in the Li.s, DOT symbol 
tered examples on the right (223-b) shows the degree 
to produce the Information symbol. Each of the " 
part of a beautiful, classic font, yet none have the 
graphical power, to stand alone effectively 
The individual characters in a text font are alwa

er, direct. Com- 
set to the unal-

of refit 
smaller r ^ement needed

marks is‘•luestion
. P^P«ttion, bal 
'"e-lependent vi
ys subservient

-■ i-acher tha
, • , -r,, ^‘^bstitutes

elements in a GUI.) The U.S. DOT question mark, for
found in any existing text or display font because i
meet the special requirements of a large display

aiice, or 
^'isual symbol. 
- to the whole, 
ft as individual

as an i

since letters must be designed to work well together 
elements. (This is why text characters make

for

graphic.
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levels. Most importantly, they workHighly refined images operate 
effectively at the lowest levels of perceptual processing, where their .simplic-

refinernent tech-

on many

ity enhances the perceptual immediacy of the image. One 
ic|ue exploits the figure-ground reversal phenomenon that so 

Gestalt psychologists (Wertheimer, 1958). Figure-ground relationships can 
be consciously manipulated, as in the pictograms for the 1964 Tokyo Olym
pics (2241. By making the areas of positive and negative .space approxi- 

tely equal, and using both to represent essential elements of the figure (or
can be made to

interested then

i
I
Tv ■ ma

better yet, separate, but complementary figures), the image 
exhibit a playful instability between the alternate interpretations. Using

” (defined by the absence of ink) effectively can create visual 
it simplifies the re,sulting image. The eye delights in complet-

u negative space 
interest even as 
ing the image by filling in the “missing

I
.1
?■ contours.I-
9.
3i:r ^lie! -A<8-1 A ai-l ^ il f! ! IiX-v'\ s-s:

Z'
X'

E
■V
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225: These icons tor localized desktop utilities trom Nihon Sun depend on careful refinement lo 
convey subtle distinctions witliin oatogones. The icons in tlte second column, for example, represent 
font editors for Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, re.spectively. The subtle application of color arid 
texture provides visual cues that help establish category rnombership. (Sec also Color Plate 10),

HI-

i’i

[i'

Garefu! refinement allows subtle relationships to be established between ele 
ments in an image set. Many successful monochromatic icon 
color is applied because the colors either work poorly together or break up 
the internal structure of the icon set. The detailed icon set in Figure 22.5 
shows how the careful application of a few colors, used meticulously and

in the back-

series fail when

I

purpo-sefully, can produce the minimum adequate contrast 
round elements while permitting the foreground elements to be sharply dis-

ruq i •
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tinguishecl.
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A good map tells a multitude of little white lies; it suppresses truth 
to help the user see what needs to be seen.... the value of a map de
pends on how well its generalized geometry and generalized content 
reflect a chosen aspect of reality.

Mark Monomier
How to Lie With Maps

Abstraction begins with a literal representation and works backward to 
extract the essence of the target object. Beginning with an accurate represen
tation eliminates subtle errors in scale or proportion that can undermine the 
effectiveness of the final image. Don’t assume you “know” what something 
looks like: always find a high-fidelity original upon which to base your 
work. When the right original has been found, the process can proceed:

Summary:

Refinement

Determine the appropriate level of abstraction for your image set, 
based on the subject matter, audience, and display resolution.

Begin with an image seen from the viewpoint including the most 
characteristic contours. The source can be a photo-graph, drawing, 
or sketch of the object from the desired point of view.

Use the trace overlay technique to rapidly develop a series of 
drawings derived from the initial image. Omit details until only the 
most essential or characteristic elements remain. Experiment with 
different combinations of elements to identify those that best 
characterize the object.

Simplify complex shapes into regular geometrical forms where 
possible. Repeatedly tracing the outline of the shape through 
multiple layers will itself tend to regularize the image.

Eliminate contour information that is not required for recognition of 
the object. Experiment with negative space to suggest contours.

1

2

3

4

5

Image development is visual design in a microcosm and many of the tech
niques discussed previously are relevant here as well. Note, for example, the 
direct incorporation in the last three steps of the simplification techniques of 
Reduction, Regularization, and Combination. Scale, contrast, and propor
tion are important as well, and must be manipulated carefully and consis
tently both within and across images.
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226: These icons from the Pacific Bell swart® Yellow Pages share a common image orientation and 
viewpoint, as well as a similar level of abstraction. Awareness of the program can aid in the 
interpretation of images that might otherwise be obscure. Design bv The Understanding Business.

For a set of images to work togetlter effectively, they must share a coherent 
language of form that makes the interrelatedness of every image in the group 
immediately apparent. This level of integration can be achieved only by con
sistently mamputaring the perceptual characteristics of each image to bal
ance similarity and differentiation across the ensemble. The most important 
parameters to standardize are the dominant visual variables of size and value 
(often described as the “visual weight” of the image). Consistent application 
of the rest of Bertin’s (1985) visual variables is almost as important, as are 
the use of a consistent point of view and level of abstraction.

Coordination 
to Ensure Visual 
Consistency

Most images in GUI applications are roughly consistent in size, if for no 
other reason than that UI toolkits prefer to deal with bitmaps in digitally 
“natural” sizes. While care should still be taken to ensure that image scales 
are optically - as well as physically “ equated, real problems are seen more 
frequently in the visual w'eight and level of abstraction of the images. These 
qualities often vary wildly within an icon set, and they almost always vary 
substantially across icon sets in the same environment. While some lack of 
cross-application coordination is unavoidable, the use of style rules and plat 
form standard imagery can help to define a coherent direction.
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227: In this final example from the SMART® Yellow Pages series, the formal choices differ sub
stantially (e.g., orthographic vs. perspective views, extreme vs. moderate abstraction) from those in 
Figure 226, yet the same rnterng/consistency is apparent. Design by The Understanding Business.

The imagery in Figures 226 and 227 (see also 192 and 201) shows the level 
of integration that can be achieved within an image set by combining ele
ments of the same formal vocabulary. In the first set, where each object is 
represented by a few planes or surfaces with simplified exterior contours and 
virtually no interior detail, the unifying factors are the level of abstraction, 
oblique orientation, and perspective view. Note how the consistently posi
tioned light source underscores both the common orientation and point of 
view. The second set relies on an absolute uniformity of line weights and a 
consistent, linear drawing style. These images too show a minimum of inter-

228: Perhaps in hope of compensating for the lack of color in the display, images from the initial 
NeXTStep release were strongly biased toward maximum concreteness. The detailed iconic 
representations make the cube symbol of the corporate identity appear somewhat out of place.
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229: These icons from OpenWindows 3 use orientation as part of a visual language. Oblique images 
of documents and media designate tools or devices rather than the documents or media themselves.

nal detail and are likewise consistent in. both their orientation (45 or 90 
degrees) and their flat orthographic presentation. Icons in e.xisting GUI appli
cations have rarely used abstraction as effectively as in these image sets. The 
original NeXTStep icons (228) provide a good example of the opposite, rep
resentational extreme. The NeXTStep environment began with a highly- 
illustrative, sharply dimensional style that maximized the impact of their 
high-resolution grayscale display. Because only four colors were available 
the resulting images are more effective than many current GUI icon sets that 
use color with far less restraint.

F-

I
5

.f ^

230: This monochromatic version of the Nihon Sun icon set (225) shows the concern for visual 
compatibility with existing OpenWirtdows icons (229, see also 204), Orientation cues are used in the 
same way, and existing formal elements such as books and brushes are incorporated or adapted.

The multi-colored Nihon Sun desktop icons (225) were designed to use color 
effectively in an 8-bit environment. To integrate cleanly with an existing set 
of monochromatic icons (229), a monochromatic version (230) was created 

ultaneously. This set was required to work consistently with the visiblesun
language of the existing monochromatic icon set. The new icons were also 
required to be compatible with the new color imagery. The new, slightly 
more illustrative image program as successfully integrated with the existing 
icon set by adopting similar size, orientation, line thickness, and point of
View.

1
4
•1
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Iln designing image sets, the designer] is looking for the most char
acteristic visual quality of the object being represented in each case 
together with the maximum consistency of treatment.

Peter Wilbur
Information Design

Consistency is particularly important in an image set. Because they are such 
powerful attractors to begin with, images can totally dominate the display if 
allowed to flower in all its glorious variety. It is better to relate the images 
visually so that they form a perceptual layer of their own. Users can then 
attend to the images when necessary and ignore them when appropriate. 
Achieving consistency in an image set is simply a matter of equating as many 
of the images’ visual qualities as possible:

Summary:

Coordination

Begin with sketches of a full set of images that have been sufficiently 
developed to establish the visual characteristics of each image.

Use a similar or identical point of view and type of perspective for 
each image. Determine the predominant viewpoint and redraw any 
divergent images from the new perspective.

Use a similar form of representation and level of abstraction (i.e., 
don’t combine icons with symbols).

Use a consistent size, orientation, layout, color, and overall visual 
weight for each image. Use a layout grid to help ensure consistent 
internal structure across images.

Wherever possible, use the same elements - including line weights, 
curvatures, textures, and forms - throughout the image set. In fact, 
it is not difficult to completely redraw the entire image set using 
standard components once a formal vocabulary has been defined.

1

2

3

4

5

This technique will help you produce image sets that are functional as well 
aesthetically pleasing. Regularity within the image set helps distinguish its 

members from images outside the set. Regularity also makes the individual 
members more identifiable, since their distinguishing characteristics stand 
out more strongly as local inconsistencies. Extending the set by adding new 
images is simplified as well since the design constraints are clear.

as
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So What About 

Style?

Style is the visual synthesis of the elements, techniques, syntax, 
inspiration, expression, and basic purpose.

Donis A. Dondis
A Primer of Visual Literacy

Style encompasses all those characteristics of a particular approach to prob
lem solving that distinguish one design from other solutions to the same 
problem. In addition to the apparent formal characteristics of the design, a 
style describes the means by which aesthetic ends are achieved, the values 
reflected in those ends, and the culture within which those values prevail. 
The same information can be presented in many different graphic styles, just 
as the same application program can be realized in different GUI environ
ments or the same algorithm implemented in different high-level program
ming languages. The choice of style, however, does affect the choice of 
material and 
aspects as a

more importantly - the emphasis placed on its different 
means of communication with the intended audience.

In visual design, a legitimate style produces a unique visual language reflect
ing the moral and aesthetic values of the culture within which it arises. All 
styles build upon (or react against) the forms embodied in their predecessors, 
but significant stylistic movements are never based on superficial embellish
ment, eclectic imitation, or self-conscious ornamentation. A style that pan
ders to the fashion of the day will be short-lived and soon forgotten. Such is 
the fate of style for the sake of style, or originality for the sake of originality. 
Fashion is driven by the need (psychological, social, commercial) for con
stant change and variety. While a style may become apparent only in retro
spect (Gombrich, 1984), its broader scope and greater endurance reflect its 
deeper connection to the intellectual fabric of its time.
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231; The unabashedly synthetic materials, exotic patterns, and colorful, decorative intent of the 
Swatch® - along with considerable marketing savvy - have shattered the image of the stately time
piece throughout Western culture. Swatch is a registered trademark of Swatch S.A,, Switzerland.

While largely independent of content, the chosen style is itself part of the 
message. Its pragmatic implications must always be addressed in effective 
communication-oriented design. Because it governs formal decisions, style is 
the fir.st thing people notice in a design. It tells the viewer how to interpret 
the design by providing clues to the cultural context within which it was cre
ated and the audience for whom it is intended. Perhaps mo.st importantly, 
style provides a means of connecting with an audience at a very primitive 
level. This expressive directness makes style a central component of the aes
thetic experience. When used with honesty and integrity, style provides sev
eral key benefits:

Emotion. Style provides great latitude for expression. Because they are 
largely independent of content, stylistic decisions place few restrictions on 
the designer’s imagination and creativity. The familiar style of the Swatch 
consortium (231) expresses a personal, playful attitude that shatters the 
image of the stately timepiece as family heirloom. The wristwatch becomes a 
fashion accessory - and an expression of the wearer’s personality - with dif
ferent designs for different occasions.
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Connection. Because style emerges from a shared cultural experience, it pro
duces a direct sense of identification in those who are part of that culture. 
For those on the outside, style can also provide a basis for understanding, if 
not appreciating the culture, through the designed artifact. Individual 
Swatch designs reflect a frame of mind and an attitude (not always the same 
one!) toward precision, accuracy, seriousness. The large collections intro
duced twice yearly provide a variety that offers personalization.

Context. A recognizable style provides a historical, cultural, and artistic 
context that - to the extent it is familiar - makes the message and function 
of the designed artifact immediately apparent. The success of the Swatch has 
spawned many imitators, but the original retains a continuity of form, con
tent, and expression that continues to set it apart. The Swatch product line 
has evolved and expanded to include new mechanisms, and new physical 
packages (even telephones and soon, an automobile!). It succeeds because it 
continues to evolve with the underlying social context, while the competi
tion just tries to look like a Swatch.

Principles

The effectiveness of a graphic style depends more on the selection and com
bination of formal elements rather than on the particular forms themselves. 
Effective styles must be distinctive enough to be readily identifiable. They 
must possess an integrity that reflects the central ideas of the worldview they 
represent, and be comprehensive enough to generalize across a range of 
design problems. Finally, and most importantly, they must be appropriate 
for the problem, the designer and the targeted consumers. Styles that meet 
these criteria rarely disappear completely. Instead, they inform the develop
ment of new styles and frequently experience revival and rebirth.

Distinctiveness
Integrity
Comprehensiveness
Appropriateness

Oklahoma!
TURNPIKES

\ LASSEN

^ COUNTY

232: Highway route markers exhibit considerabie stylistic variation from state to state (a,c) and 
between state and federal (b) levels. By contributing to the navigational context, each distinctive 
approach can become a meaningful sign in its own right.
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233: The distinctive forms and unprecedented (in the computer industry, at least) black surfaces of 
the original NeXT hardvvare created an immediate sensation. This visual language evokes images not 
of computation, but of sophrsticatod personal electronics. Courtesy of ftogdesign,

To maiiitaijt its visual and conceptual identity, a style must be easily distin- 
uishable. Though it may be influenced by its predecessors, a successful 
tyle must always add something new and uniquely relevant to the cultural 

context in which it appears. The visual impact of the original NeXT cube 
(233) was heightened by the sharp visual contrast of its black magnesium 
housing with the putty-colored uniformity seen in all other systems at the 
time. The dark sheen, exposed louvres, and stark geometric forms is evoca
tive of both, personal electronics and sophisticated technoh.)gy. The exotic 
forms were well-matched to NeXT's original target market, but they 
undoubtedly hindered its later acceptance in the corporate world.

Distinctiveness
O

s
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MUSIC TELEVIStON
234: These promotional spots illustrate just two of the countless variations on the MTV logo that 
appear regularly on the original music video channel. The MTV Logo appears courtesy of MTV 
Networks, a division of Viacom International Inc. C 1993 M fV NetVv/orks. All Rights Reserved.
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The dynamic visual identity and thematic signature of the MTV network 
(234) stands in sharp contrast to the cool, restrained design language of the 
NeXT hardware and display. The style established by the original music 
video channel on American cable-television reflects the nature of the chan
nel’s content. Like the music video, MTV’s promotional spots are humorous 
and ironic, with quick cuts and visually stimulating colors, textures, and pat

changing in tight synchronization with a musical theme. The wide vari-terns
ety of media range from hand-drawn illustrations to 3D computer graphics 
to photomontage. In this case, as with the Swatch, the unifying elements of 
the style have more to do with dynamics and point of view than with any 
particular characteristic of the diverse visual forms.
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235: The success of the Macintosh created a vocal community of users who insisted on "Mac-like" 
behavior in every application. Simply using the right toolkit was no longer enough. Applications had to 
follow the expected style of interaction in critical situations or risk rejection by the marketplace.

In similar fashion, the style of a successful GUI standard depends greatly on 
its feel as well as its look. The Macintosh interface includes conventions that

appearance of the application. Mac-encompass more than just the on-screen 
intosh users came to recognize - and demand - applications that were fully 

Mac-like” in their organization, appearance, and interaction (Tognazzini, 
1989). The expectations reflected in these demands rely upon the visual lan
guage of the display to provide a perceptual connection to the underlying 
behavioral model (235). Users are at best, uncomfortable, and at worst, con
fused and disoriented when the familiar visual cues, affordaiices, and feed-
back are not present.
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236; The same form language and impression of infinite space is present in the book cover by Piet 
Mondrian la) (© Estate of Piet tvlondrian/E.M. Holtzman Irrevocable Trust), and the Red-Blue chair (b) 
by Gerritt Reitveld (® Estate of Gerrit ReitveldA/AGA, New York 1993).

To remain coherent, a style must be internally consistent. The integrity of the 
formal style reflects the underlying philosophy on which the form is based. 
The utopian De Stijl (literally, “the style”) movement that flourished in the 
Netherlands throughout the 1920’s represented one of the first systematic 
attempts to break with traditional conventions of representation and design. 
The goal of its practitioners was to create a new visual language that was at 

so coherent, $o hitelligible, and so complete that the distinctions

Integrity

once,
between art and life would eventually be erased, when everything produced 
by human agencies, from tea cups to town plans, would participate in a uni
versal, visual, and intellectual harmony” (Hamilton, 1967). De StijI’s 
unprecedented focus on simple geometrical shapes and pure primary colors
reflected the emerging philosophy of Modernism and provided the move
ment with the most recognizable formal vocabulary in modern design.

De StijI’s focus on basic forms is seen clearly in the Red/Blue Chair, by Gerrit 
Reitveld (236-b), and in the cover design by Piet Mondrian (236-a). The 
construction of the Red/Blue chair shows Reitvcld’s concern for structural 
integrity, economy of production, and visual simplicity. The absence of flush 
joints suggests a space without fully or explicitly defining it. Similarly, the 
negative space in Mondrian’s cover design can be read alternately as figure
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ground, creating a playful spatial tension. As in Adondrian.s abstiact 
paintings, the structure of both designs produces a delicate balance between 
the opposing forces of linear and planar elements. In keeping with the ideal-

be enjoyed purely

or as

ism of the De Stijl movement, each of these examples can
......... jssion of the universality of space that exhibits intrinsic aesthetic

v its functional role [the Red/Blue chair was pro
as an expire
merit without compromisin 
duced as a monochromatic furniture piece, and was e]uite comfortable
(Friedman, 1982)].

the language of De Stijl, the exten- 
tographic generalization and consistent formal vocabulary of the 

created for USAtlas by The Understanding Business (237, see also 36)

While perhaps not as visually arrestin 
sive car

a as

maps
produce.s a similar perceptual unity that makes these images immediately

e muted colors, minimal derailecognizable as part of the same series. Th 
and .superimposition of main arteries represents a radical departure from the 
forms used in conventional road map design. This new visual language for 
map design not only permits the graphical treatment to be very consistent, 
but also makes the maps easier to use (for the intended audience) than con-

provide an essential cue that

r

drop shadowsventional designs. Even the 
makes freeways (the most desirable routes for the intended user) emerge to 
form their own perceptual layer “above” the rest of the map.
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237: The visual integrity of the maps produced by Tlie Understanding Busine.ss derives from a 
relentless focus on the needs of the reader, the maps are used in a wide variety of applications, 
including the ACCESS® travel guides, U-S Atlas, and the Pacific Bell SMART® Yellow p.ages
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Kd

Because GUI environments are social constructions produced by dozens or 
even hundreds of independent development organizations, a comparable 
integrity of style is not easily achieved. The highest level of integration is 
seen when a completely new environment is first introduced. Apple’s New
ton Toolkit (2.38) is a leading current example that is similar in its visual and 
conceptual integrity to thoughtfully designed predecessors such as the Mac
intosh and PenPoint interfaces. Most components in the Newton user inter
face are simplified versions of the canonical widget types. While the visual 
language itself has many ragged edges, the net effect of even loosely coordi
nated elements is nevertheless a unified visual ex'perience.

IVIy nylt If

I,'! PrintciOnly 
• MiHCtCwfhwA Printed

WiKfiin wiy fcMHwritini 
•iMMly.aMr*

iwpfiBWnty •ftnr»4«l«x

Ttoie Bes t 0Fpw ftt«s I

One Ciip W^lButs

One Cup Chocolate

-teiterStyte*

g 0 I: m7Asm:

238: Reduction of detail complements frequent allusions to hand-drawn gestures and paper forms 
in the Newton toolkit. The simplified representations needed to efficiently utilize limited screen real 
estate provide the unifying theme scene throughout the Newton interface.

Design for a new product category presents a unique opportunity to define 
solutions in a manner that is both comprehensive and internally consistent, 
and early adopters tend to work within the constraints of the style. As com
petition increases, however, the lust for product differentiation inevitably 
leads developers to break with the integrity of the original formal language. 
Sadly, the results affect not just the offending products, but the very style 
itself, which disintegrates and becomes increasingly difficult for newcomers 
to understand (or even recognize).
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239: The eclectic style of architect Michael Graves 
is exemplified by this design model for the Metro
polis Phase One Office Building, Los Angeles.

The most effective styles are not limited to one 
but can be applied to a wide range of artifacts. The eclectic post-modern 
style of architect Michael Graves, for example, has been applied with equal 
effectiveness to public buildings, industrial plants, private residences, inte
rior spaces, furniture, packaging, product design and corporate identity.

ith the dull uniformity of Late-modern architecture

Comprehensivenessfew forms of expression.or a

Graves’ desire to break w

seen in Graves' architectural work240: Forms, patterns, and colors based on the architectonic motifs
are applied with equal fluidity to a corporate identify program for Lenox china (a) furniture for the 
Kyoto Collection from Arkitektura (b), and the Big Dripper teapot from Alessi (c), all by Michael Graves.
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led him to adapt Roman motifs to produce expressive, monumental forms, 
I'he same concise vocabulary of classical forms and a few subdued colons is 
apparent throughout Graves’ work. Thus, many of the formal characteristics 
of a monumental office building (239) can be seen in his packaging and cor
porate identity (240-a) as well as in his desks, chairs, and accessories (240- 
b), and even in small scale, utilitarian objects such as the Big Dripper coffee 
maker (240-c). The unity of these diverse products is based not on superfi
cial adornment or even a consistent color palette, but on the individual 
forms and the way they are related to one another in the assembly.

Stylistic movements that encompass a wide range of designed artifacts 
always depend on fundamental aspects of the ultimate form - from material 
selection, to method of construction, to finish and presentation. Each move
ment reflects a unique value system and approach to problem solving that 
inevitably shapes the solutions that emerge, regardles.s of the specific artifact 
in question. Thus it is that a piece of furniture produced by a Gerritt 
Reitveld can be more visually reminiscent of a painting by Piet Mondrian 
than of a similar piece of furniture by Michael Graves.

Each of today’s GUI standards also embodies a distinctive style that must be 
applied across a range of software artifacts. Despite their broad similarity, 
each environment provides a unique set of formal, visual, and behavioral 
conventions grounded in the goals, values and interests of its designers and 
the characteristics of its anticipated users. Every GUI depends on a small set 
of visual primitives designed for comprehensive use throughout the software
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gf Pepperoni gj Font 
gf Mushroom El Tent 
□ Olive

S p icy (•)' Tops 
O Centers 
O Bottoms
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□ GraphicsRegular
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241: The largely corwentional semantics of exclusive (a) and non-exclusive (b) settings in many Gui 
standards (clockwise from top left in each group' NeXTStep, OSF/Motif, Macintosh, opem look) 
underscores the importance of consistent application throughout the environmenl.
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c; S,lang\luiboccSbin\unlilled. re 
has changed. Save?

jCancel
N

242: Non-standard graphical elements provided by Borland's Application 
Framework for Windows produce applications that break the consistency of the 
GUI environment. Despite its potential advantages, a graphical language such as 
the one proposed here will only create confusion and annoy users until 
comprehensive deployment throughout the environment is achieved.

environment. Because their semantics are largely conventional (241), ele
ments must be used consistently to be understood by the user. Non-standard 
elements such as the large, graphical dialog buttons provided by some appli
cation frameworks (242) can be distracting if they don’t appear in every 
application. A similarly graphical “Cancel” button in the Newton interface 
succeeds even without the accompanying label because it is designed for gen
eral application and is used throughout that environment (243).

-m
Cflruntry 
'E-Wi#il.' . 
phone 
Phone.r A 
'phiSnef

'♦list by. Asestlleme '♦.Caed Style' ^

243: In the Newton user interface, where space 
constraints are far more serious than in Windows, 
simple graphical abbreviations such as the "X" for 
"Close" are accepted as part of a small vocabulary 
of graphical primitives that becomes familiar 
through its ubiquitous application.
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244: The graphical language of sketching and gesture is apparent throughout the PenPoint product 
identity. The fluid, informal stylr; reflected in this sales collateral and documentation is appropriate for 
a product promising to replace the keyboard with the stylus. Design by Clement Mok designs, Inc,

Successful styles develop a visual language based on formal and composi
tional elements reflecting the inherent qualities of the cultures within which 
they evolve. PenPoint (see screen, in Figure 23) was the first GUI environment 
designed with support for handwriting recognition as a central feature. The 
loose, informal character of written language thus became an organizing 
visual theme for the product and its supporting documentation (244). In this 
setting, the concrete notebook-like character of the PenPoint interface pro
vides a far more appropriate formal language than, for e.xampie, the 
abstract, geometrical forms produced by the De Stijl movement.

Appropriateness

Styles emerge from a social and cultural milieu that is at once shaped by and 
reflected in the style. The stated goal of the Russian Constructivist move
ment, for example, was to enlist the arts and design in support of the new 
communist society in the early post-revolutionary years (Meggs, 1992). The 
monumental typography, dynamic layout, and heavy use of symbolism seen 
throughout Constructivist work (245-246) proceed directly from, this politi
cal imperative. Constructivist designers used both overt and subtle relation
ships among elements to control the viewer's experience and emphasize 
critical elements to evoke the desired reaction.
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activist political agenda of the Russian Constructivist movement are245: The radical perspective and 
reflected in these cover designs for the Soviet arts journal, Left Front of the Arts. Design by Alexander 
Rodchenko. © Estate of Alexander RodchenkoA/AGA, New York 1993.

Alexander Rodchenko’s cover designs for Left Front of the Arts (245) typify 
the urgency and emotional appeal of Russian design in the early post-Revo- 
lutionary years. Each of these designs uses bold forms and sharp contrasts in 
size, color, and imagery to arrest the viewer's attention while the message is 
delivered. While contrast remains the dominant theme, the fundamental

246: The dynamism of the revolutionary era is 
reflected in El Lissitzky's cover for Od/scf maga
zine, © 1993 ARS, New York/ADAGP, Paris.
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Constructivist technique of creating tension by establishing visual 
ships between contrasting elements is readily apparent as well. A similar ten
sion can be seen in El Lissitzky’s cover design for the journal, “Object,” 
(246) features a characteristically asymmetric layout, with the visual weight 
moved high in the composition to ensure that the composition remains 
dynamic, if not mildly unsettling. Note the heightened level of visual activity 
introduced by juxtaposing vertically oriented and oblique elements. This 
would often be stylistically inappropriate in a user interface, but could be 
used to draw the attention when appropriate.

relation-

flic fctIM uoddlos ConionnIoH

247: The bright, saturated colors, playful, concrete imagery, and ubi
quitous sound effects provided by /t/c/Pyxquickly grow tiresome for the 
adult, but they are an endless source of fascination to the child. Image 
courtesy of Alesha Marie Guyot, Sunnyvale, CA (See Color Plate 13),

Appropriateness as a design criterion for GUI applications ensures that 
“primitive” visual language elements - such as those seen in the menus and 
tool palettes of the wildly successful KidPix (247) - are used only in situa
tions where they will enhance, rather than subvert, communication with the 
anticipated user. KidPix uses large, detailed icons, and bright, contrasting 
colors because the young children for whom it was designed have not yet 
learned to make the subtle perceptual distinctions required by 
sophisticated formal language. While this approach may be perfectly appro
priate for a child, it quickly becomes tedious and excessive for more sophis
ticated users. A recent study showed, for example, that the highly concrete 
.sound effects accompanying each action were less entertaining and more dis
tracting for older users (Nielsen and Schaeffer, 1993),

a more
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Common Errors

The luxury of fixed stylistic conventions that are largely pre-determined by 
the target GUI standard is rare outside the GUI domain (the book is perhaps 
the closest analogy). In this section, as in the presentation of Techniques to 

will focus on errors in the application of style to GUI design prob-
ves.

follow, we
lems rather than on the development of the styles themsel
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Done D

sciously rejected the Macintosh toolbox in 
favor of its own heavily rendered, pseudo- 
3D visual treatment. The reaction was pre
dictably negative in the Macintosh com
munity, where users are notoriously vocal 
in their demands for conformity to the Mac 
style. One columnist compared the pro
gram's unusual appearance to, "a third- 
generation photocopy of the NeXTStep 
user interface (Lewy, 1989)." OnTechnolo- 
gy founder Mitch Kapor acknowledged the 
mistake and a version with the standard 
look and feel was eventually released. 
While creative excess can still be found in 
utility programs and smaller applications, 
such self-conscious disregard for the stan
dard is increasingly rare in mainstream de
velopment organizations.

248: Unwarranted innovation. Design 
professionals learn quickly that constraints 
free the designer to focus their resources 

those portions of the problem where in
novation is most likely to lead to a suc
cessful product. The very essence of the 
GUI lies in a desire to eliminate the need to 
re-invent common components in every 
application. This not only makes the de
signer's job easier; it also lowers the barri
ers that slow user acceptance of the 
environment (not to mention the applica
tion), Despite these strong arguments for 
respecting established convention, devia
tion from the visual language of each GUi 
standard is fairly common. One of the first 
"mainstream" Macintosh applications to 
follow this path was the file indexing and 
retrieval product, OnLocation. It self-con-

on
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awk'waro' enough in the Macintosh dialog 
above {a), but the stark, two-dimensional, 
monochrome Macintosh buttons look 
even more out of place in the elegant 
three-dimensional, grayscale NeXTStep 
window (b). These examples are synthetic, 
but the same effect is being consciously 
repeated by Macintosh developers who 
demand a gray background, (just like Win
dows) even though appropriate control 
definitions are not yet available on that 
platform. Every designer is familiar with 
the inspired client's ubiquitous request: 
"make it just like that one (only with my 
logo on it!)" In visual interface design, 
even more than in other areas, this pres
sure must be resisted, since breakdowns 
in the visual language threaten the integrity 
of the entire environment.

249: Combining unrelated elements. 
Combining elements or ideas from differ
ent GUI standards inevitably leads to confu
sion. The components are unlikely to use 
the same visual language and have cer
tainly not been designed to work together 
in any case, A design program is a subtle 
construction in which complex internal re
lationships are reflected in the external 
appearance of each component. New ele
ments simply cannot be added a la carte 
with any reasonable hope of success. Ex
tensions to a style must be carefully de
signed to fit within the existing visual and 
conceptual framework. That "widgets" 
lifted directly from one GUI environment 
and deposited in another should fail should 
not be particularly surprising. The gray, 
three-dimensional NeXTStep buttons look
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(b)

□1”^'1994January Q
(a)

ter than nothing, partial solutions (in which 
only some elements received the 3D treat
ment) were quickly incorporated into both 
Windows 3.0 and Apple's System 7. While 
these extensions were handled with re
straint, applications quickly followed suit 
by freely intermingling two- and three-di
mensional, colored and monochromatic 
controls. As in Figure 249, applications 
have often attempted to provide a 3D con
text without removing dependencies on 
existing 2D controls (a). In other cases, 3D 
controls are simply inserted into a 2D con
text (b). These "enhancements" simply 
undermine attempts at a coherent visual 
language and unnecessarily complicate 
the user's experience.

250: Partial fulfillment. Ever since the 
appearance of the widely acclaimed NeXT
Step user interface, GUI designers have 
searched for ways to incorporate the 
much beloved "pseudo-3D" look into their 
own products. While the motivation has al
ways been sound - with critics and cus
tomers alike contributing to the deafening 
consensus that the 2D look was dated and 
even boring - the desire to add "3D" for 
its own sake quickly overtook any rational 
consideration of the functional and stylistic 
reasons for doing so. The goals were clear 
enough, but tight development schedules, 
and assumptions buried deep in existing 
toolkit architectures, limited the ease with 
which the new presentations could be ret
rofitted onto existing platform technology. 
On the assumption that anything was bet-
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than a few categories. The strange juxta
position of tabs and scrollbar is far less 
elegant than either mechanism alone. Sim
ilarly, using red and green "LED buttons" 
(b) in place of standard radio buttons blurs 
the distinction between settings and com
mands. The resulting array is difficult to 
read (particularly for users with color-defi
cient vision) and visually disorienting. The 
three-way scrollbars on the right (c) are 
even more unusual. They allow the user to 
independently manipulate the duration and 
start time of an interval. While their value 
in a scheduling application is clear, these 
visuals are so unrelated to anything else in 
the Windows environment that a user's ini
tial response is typically, "What the heck 
are those things?"

251: Internal or external inconsistency. 
Most applications eventually find areas in 
which they must break with the conven
tions of the GUI standard, if only to provide 
functionality that was never anticipated by 
the toolkit providers. Even then, however, 
it can be assumed that the rest of the ap
plication will be able to use standard com
ponents. There is every incentive, then, to 
design extensions to be visually and con
ceptually compatible with the standard - 
in the interest of internal consistency, if 
nothing else. Alas, application-specific ex
tensions frequently differ from, but rarely 
improve upon the standard. Using "folder 
tabs" (the latest metaphor mania) because 
they are "easier" than scrolling, for exam
ple, adds little value if a supplementary 
scrollbar (a) is required to support more
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from the same stylistic treatment. In this 
case, the application framework on which 
the program is based provides the dialog 
for free, at the cost of consistency with the 
rest of the application (and the standard 
environment as well, for that matter). 
Moreover, any GUI-standard dialogs - such 
as File selectors. Print controllers, etc, - 
are likely to produce exactly the same 
problem for this application. While the im
portance of external consistency varies 
with the application type ("vertical" appli
cations have more latitude than "horizon
tal" applications, for example, because 
they tend to have dedicated users), the us
ers of any application will be distracted by 
serious internal discontinuities.

252: Internal or external inconsistency.
GUI applications are externally consistent 
when they adopt the same visual language 
and behavioral conventions used through
out the environment. They are Internally 
consistent if the same elements are used 
in the same way throughout the applica
tion itself. Because applications depend 
heavily on services provided by the envi
ronment, however, they may not be able 
to achieve even internal consistency if 
they are radically inconsistent with the 
rest of the environment. As this example 
shows, even a carefully designed applica
tion - for which a great deal of effort is ex
pended on a custom presentation for the 
primary window - can experience "consis
tency leaks" in the form of secondary win
dows or dialogs that have not benefited
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seems a curious choice oi metaphorical 
replacement. The associations between 
information management tasks and their 
representation in the OK Corral (e,g,, 
"Show Your Cards" for the Rolodex) are 
extremely weak, in fact, beyond the pun- 
based function labels and the gaudy, 
fenced in work area, there is little to inte
grate the Wild West metaphor with the 
rest of the product. Note, for example, 
that none of the button labels inside the 
corral have any relation whatsoever to the 
cowboy theme. While the OK Corral may 
provide a playful diversion, it strains credu
lity to imagine a busy executive depending 
on this conceptual model for critical infor
mation management tasks.

253; Incompatible concepts. Often the 
question of appropriateness is simply a 
matter of taste. Effective design always 
begins with knowing the userln hopes of 
understanding their needs, goals, and val
ues. Only when you identify with the user 
will you recognize that an idea -- or simply 
its presentation - is going to seem stilted, 
unnatural, or upsetting. Novel imagery, 
concepts, or metaphors should always 
have some degree of conceptual compati
bility with those already present in the 
standard GUI environment, or at least with 
familiar concepts in the user's task 
domain. While most would agree that the 
Windows desktop leaves much to be 
desired as a complete operating environ
ment, the Wild West imagery seen here
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Although style divorced from its raison d'etre by time and 
circumstance is just an empty shell, some designers may 
see it as a tempting refuge when faced with the necessity 
for original thinking.

Steven Heller
Graphic Style

Techniques

The most important techniques for working with style in GUI environments 
do not address the creation of the style itself. Particularly in user interface 
applications, the style is largely pre-deterrained by the target GUI standard. 
Moreover, GUI styles are rarely “designed” self-consciously and intention
ally, but tend instead to emerge organically from a series of successful exist
ing solutions to comparable problems. In this review, we focus on three 
techniques aimed at developers working within the well-defined style typi
fied by the standard GUI environment:

Mastery
Generalization
Evolution

•Mastering a Style
• Generalizing Across Styles
• Extending and Evolving the Style

Those charged with defining a new style face a more serious challenge. We 
suggest a thorough review of the Principles section above and an analysis of 
what works well and poorly in existing stylistic approaches. Experimenta
tion and invention will of course have their role to play, but ultimately, the 
style must emerge of its own accord, with its appropriateness ensured 
through a convergence of the worldviews of user and designer.
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254: Published style guides have recently become widely available tor virtually every standard Gui 
environment, so there is no longer any excuse for remaining ignorant of the design conventions - 
and even more importantly: of the reasoning behind them - prescribed for your target environment.

In designing for standard GUI environments, choosing the “right” style is 
easy; the selection is implicit in your choice of GUI standard. Every main
stream GUI now' provides a published style guide (254) documenting the con
ventions prevailing throughout that environment. Familiarity with the style 
guide may seem like an obvious first step, but our experience suggests other
wise: a surprisingly large percentage of the design errors in a typical applica
tion can be attributed to simple ignorance of the conventions of the target 
environment. The rules embodied in a GUI style guide are more than just

they cannot be inferred without a full understanding of

Mastering the Style

common sense

I □ Oil t:eilsSatie
□ (Slice... 1
□ Picture Icon
□ Pic Pteuleu.1

[ Sauce
] ( Help...
]<( Naming... ]

.rx

PICT

normalSaue type:| P[CT2 

ue # colors:! fluto set256

255: This detail from a popular graphics ulility contains numerous violations (e.g., the use of a button 
in the Slice check box, the arrow to the left of the Naming button, the settings to the right of the pop
up menus) of the agreed-upon syntax and semantics of the Macintosh visual language.
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I

the GUI standard’s visual language and its underlying conceptual model. Nor 
these rules be extracted inductively by looking at a few existing applica

tions (even those provided by the vendor of the environment itself).
can

The first thing to do, then, is to read and understand the style guide for your 
host” environment. Only after you fully understand the style - including its 

limits and its philosophical underpinnings - will you understand when to 
violate” it and how to extend it to cover new situations in a logically con

sistent way. A designer who understood the Macintosh human interface con
ventions, for example, would never, as seen in Figure 255, use buttons as 
labels for check boxes or textfields. Novel constructions such as these 
quickly forfeit any promised efficiencies if users are forced to pause and re- 
familiarize themselves with the situation.

Most GUI standards define a number of higher-level idioms in addition to 
their basic controls. Controls are intended to be put together in specific ways 
in certain recurring situations. In the Microsoft Office conventions, for

pie, navigation through windows containing multiple panes or catego
ries is supported using “tabbed” dialogs (256-a). The OPEN LOOK GUI 
addresses the same problem using an exclusive setting or - as in Figure

exam

256(b) - an exclusive setting menu. The Macintosh environment favors 
scrolling lists of icons, with one icon representing each category (65). It is 

follow these local conventions when possible, because theyimportant to
support basic orientation and navigation tasks. Any advantages that might 
be gained by the introduction of a “better” approach will usually be dissi
pated by their unfamiliarity to the target user.

(9 Woi-kspace Pfoperties
~T' A-m-Vta MiscellaneousCati‘goi*v:

Sifit } Sialr^ T; SWaa \ AuioFo^
iconsRgyiaorc.

I Notices Only I NeverMenus
Mouse Settings; jKe.A MuSel ilECT Move PointerSemm-.
Miscellaneouspr sightScrollba Localization

( ReseF)♦ VKew MuUJ !y

j

256: Different higher-level idioms are used to present the same functionality (display a given "page" 
in the dialog) in Windows and open look. It is important to know the standard approach in your target 
environment, especially when (as in this example) no direct support is provided by the toolkit.
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Appointments

Calendars Insert Access
□

rfiulletfecheitia V

257: The toolkit doesn't always provide the right 
behavior for free, even if you use it "correctly". 
The interior labels on these open look scrolling 
lists conflict with the standard design tor hierar
chical lists, in which that part of the list is used to 
support navigation through the hierarchy.

Because they represent low-level platform technology, GUI toolkits are often 
so flexible that it becomes easy to produce non-compliant designs. Toolkit 
designers wont prevent you from doing the wrong thing, because they 

permit you to be able to do the right thing, when circumventing the stan
dard becomes necessary. Non-compliant behavior may even be built into the 
toolkit itself, since the design, and development of GUI standards normally 
take place in different engineering organizations. In the example above 
(257), scrolling lists developed for a particular OPEN l.OOK toolkit introd 
elements (the column labels at the top of each list) that clash with elements 
of the standard OPEN LOOK scrolling list, [.earning when to - and when not 
to -- use the built-in behavior is an essential step in the mastery of any GUI 
standard.

want
to

uce

Many user interface professionals view GUI .standards as unnecessary con
straints on their design activities. We think this is precisely the wrong atti
tude. Standards free the designer from having to worry about a myriad of 
detail requiring hundreds of coordinated decisions. All of the time that 
would otherwise be spent worrying about what shape the buttons (or win
dows) should be (or what font, coiog labeling style, etc.) can instead be 
spent refining the conceptual model, streamlining the interaction design 
testing the usability of the product.

, or
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When all else fails, standardize.

Don Norman
The Design of Everyday Things

Using a GUI standard correctly requires more than merely “complying” with 
the style guide. A GUI application should reflect the spirit rather than the let
ter of the law. The visual language in a GUI environment is a fragile conven
tion that depends almost entirely on a consistent mapping of behavior to 
visual elements in all client applications. Your application will avoid causing 
problems if you keep four rules in mind:

Summary: 
Mastering the 
Style

Read the style guide(s) describing the environments for which your 
application is intended. Learn the overall conceptual model and the 
important details from the user’s point of view.

Respect the visual language of the style. Understand the user 
interface tooikit(s) you will undoubtedly be using in terms of the 
user-level concepts and standard elements they are intended to 
support. Never use the standard elements for purposes at odds with 
the ones for which they were originally intended.

Learn the idioms of the target environment. Don't assume that the 
toolkit will take care of everything for you.

Pay particular attention to the usage and availability of user- 
customizable attributes (such as colors and fonts) in the target 
environment.

1

2

3

4

Simple ignorance of the standard is still the greatest impediment to success 
for many GUI developers. This is indeed a tragedy, since the documentation is 
so readily available (usually on the developer's own bookshelf). The con
cepts involved are not difficult, but they are not always just common sense 
either. Understanding the rules and rationale of a style is a prerequisite for 
every other aspect of working with that style, from applying it correctly and 
working across styles, to extending and evolving the stye, and even breaking 
it if necessary.
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258: Iminerf.ive games •■ sucli as the CD-l-tOM adventure iron 
simplify cross-platform design by "taking over" the display enviro 
Standard GUi elements are entiiely replaced with custom

^-lelix - 
"trnent.

controls.

With the noted exception of games, simulationsWorking Across Styles
other “iimmersive” pro- 

‘icrorm applications should 
'«8 equal

gramming (258), everyone can agree that ci'oss-plj,j.£^^ 
be as consistent as possible - all other things bei

with the user’slocal environment. Today, hovt'ever, the benefits of 
ular GUI. standard must be balanced against the i Consistency with a paitic- 

. likelihood that agiven individual will also be using your application 
platform - whether on a home machine, on a ^ on an entirely different
during collaboration, with colleagues in an off-site raveling
factors that argue for cross-platform consistency j 
the expense of cross-application consistency withi 
reduced documentation costs, reduced support

, or
environment. Other 

the application,

environment, include
(for the user), and (potentially) lower developn-ica-jf. reduced training costs

even at

costs.

Successful cross-platform vendors have discovered th 
lend themselves to implementation in multiple cqu of designs that
Standards can be bent when doing so produces real (25.9).
approach allows developers to maximize consisten ^ benefits. Th

while sacrificing few of the benefits of consistency -jc tatvironmenr
significant differences exist between GUI's, many of pliitforms. While 
reappear (albeit somewhat differently) in virtually ey,,' components 

Your Macintosh version may not be quite as “Mac (260).
would like, but you may be forgiven if the product 1 ^
sooner than would be possible with a “native” ^’^'a-ilable much

IS
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259: Local policies for high-level (i.e., window level) structure should be followed wherever possible. 
Cross-platform translation is rarely this straightforward, but when it is, simple constraint-based 
geometry managers can remove much of the burden from the application developer.

Even so, it is important to recognize and respect important differences in the 
formal vocabularies of the various GUI standards. Common controls may 
have an entirely different appearance in each environment, and changing the 
standard presentation may lead to confusion and even errors. Layout con
siderations can be equally important, particularly when arbitrary, but well- 
learned mappings are in effect. In Windows, for example, the convention for 
dialog layout is to place the affirmative response to the left of the negative 
response (e.g., OK, Cancel), while the Macintosh convention (Cancel, OK) 
is exactly the opposite (261). Ignoring the local practice in this case can have 
catastrophic results, since dialogs are used to confirm most dangerous opera
tions and even a momentary confusion can lead to data loss.

±English (American) Basic
English (American)
English (International)
Finnish
French
Canadian

♦

1Normal
♦i

0 Preferences

260: These functionally equivalent examples of the pop-up settings menu drawn from sixGUi 
standards (top to bottom, left to right: NeXTStep, OSF/Motif, open look, Windows, Macintosh (new), 
and Macintosh [old]) are easily interchangeable for the developer, but are significantly different and 
potentially confusing to the user. Always use the correct presentation and style of Interaction for each 
target environment when any functional difference is apparent.
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A The Trash contains 3 items, iirhich use 
330K of disk space, fire you sure you 
mant to permanently renioue these 
Items?

o Place diskette in drive B;

I[ Cancel ]Cancpi OK

261: The standard buUon order in dialog boxes is reversed between the Macintosh and VVindow.s. 
hven in the presence of a clear default button indicator (and a safe defaultl), problems cart arise for 
single-plalforrn users if the designer chooses to standardize on one ordering across platforms. A 
tendency to "mouse ahead" - or simple force of habit - can causo damaging operations to be 
confirmed unintentionally, particularly in stressful situations.

The key to usable cross-platform design lies in isolating and preserving criti
cal elements in the visible language of each platfo.fm and maximizing the 
cross-platform consistency of the remaining elements. Consistency of 
sequencing and arrangement is more important than visual identity in this 
case, even if this entails minor divergence from the locally optimal design. 
Ideally, a consistent control arrangement can be encapsulated within the 
structure of a platform-specific presentation context. When conventions arc 
flexible, adopt the most general approach. Both Windows and Macintosh, 
for example, permit either horizontal or vertical arrangement of dialog 
response buttons. In this case, the horizontal arrangement at the bottom of 
the window is not only more portable to environments such as Motif or 
NeXTStep, but is also more space efficient and compatible with the spatial 
continuity of the dialog. Standard components, such as the File selector in 
Figure 262, can be augme.iited when necessary, but should rarely be replaced 
with entirely application-specific designs.

Open

File Name: jDirectories:
c:\win3l

.iCaneel;.' 'JboDtIog.tKl
5elup.txt

&eA 
fe winTI 
Q msapps 
Cd system 
r~l t«mp 
Q wikil

i-' f

List Files of Typ®- D rives: aText Files (-.TXT) il

262: The "correct" functionality is normally encapsulated behind a high- 
level programmatic; interface, so there is little incentive to standardize 
common dialogs (tile selectors, print controllers, etc.) across platforms.
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The nice thing about standards is that we have so many to choose 
from.

Anonymous

As cross-platform design becomes increasingly competitive, the need for 
cost-effective development techniques will continue to press designers 
toward “least common denominator” solutions. These should be avoided, 
since the kinds of things that need to be modified - such as labeling policies 
and button arrangements - usually provide critical orienting cues for the 
user. The right thing to do is to evolve the standards toward global consis
tency and create smarter toolkits (or toolkit extensions) that can handle the 
layout for you. In the meantime, keep these rules in mind when designing for 
multiple styles:

Summary: 
Working Across 
Styles

Develop a matrix of standard elements that covers the mapping of 
each GUI element to all of the target environments. Most 
environments include the same elements, but there are exceptions.

When a target environment doesn’t support an essential component, 
consider altering or extending existing widgets (see Extending and 
Evolving the Style) to create an equivalent for each style.

Non-essential elements - such as menu and control mnemonics (the 
underlined characters in Figure 262) - should be supported in their 
native environments but should be omitted elsewhere.

In promoting consistency across platforms, focus on high-level 
orienting features such as the organization of menus and the layout 
of control areas. Keep the general arrangement of windows and 
dialog boxes as consistent as possible with the rest of the target 
environment, even if this means special-casing some of the code.

1

2

3

4

Success requires balancing the needs of the development organization with 
those of the user. There is much than can be generalized across environ
ments, provided the basic user-level concepts and conventions are left intact.
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263: The ledger representation seen in Quicken - the popular financial management application 
from Intuit - is an effective application-specific extension to the Windows environment. Because it 
occupies only the window's client area, the ledger does not interfere with other standard elements

No GUI standard is intended to preclude application-specific extensions and 
enhancements. On the contrary, the standard GUI provides a suitable context 
within which coherent application-specific extensions can be developed with 
minimal interference across applications. Stylistic innovations are, in fact 
important generative influence on the evolution of new or improved 
tions. When extensions are necessary, however, it is important to 
their visual and conceptual compatibility with the visual language and 
underlying conceptual model used by existing GUI components.

i
Extending and 
Evolving the Style

an )
conven-

ensure

The Windows version of Quicken (26.3) demonstrates the latitude provided 
by a standard GUI. By affecting only the client area of a standard editor 
dow, this application-specific extension meshes cleanly with the existing 
Windows document model. The functionality of the ledger is clearly commu
nicated by the subtle banding of the alternating lines, which evoke the famil
iar visual pattern of a check record.There is no need to eliminate the 
standard window borders or button controls, to add a 3D view of the thick
ness of the pad, or to suggest the presence of a binder or checkbook

wm-
I

cover.

Arbitrary divergence from existing visual language conventions 
trast, lead to serious breakdowns in communication. One toolkit-level

can, m con-
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264: Incompatible extensions, such as these "Menus with Pictures 
Beside Text" conflict with established visual language conventions (in 
this case, they conflict with both menus and toolbars in Windows),

extension to Windows, for example, offers “Menus with Pictures Beside 
Text” displayed in place of the standard menu bar (264). Even ignoring the 
dubious value of iconic menu labels, there are serious problems with this 
approach. Because there is no visual cue to suggest the presence of a menu, 
these elements are likely to be confused with the more familiar toolbar 
(which would appear in the same location). Users may even waste time 
searching for hidden menus in conventional toolbars.

File Edit View Send lools Window Help
mils

in Box Out Box Trash

Write Note Phone MessageAssign T askSend Mail Schedule

3 l-NQlice.:^ I.Meeting ,, I Task))w, iJ iMaj,

265: Users are surprisingly attendant to subtle visual cues. Extensions that ignore or contradict the 
cues used elsewhere in the environment - such as the non-standard icons (which look like buttons) 
and pop-up menus in this window - will be temporarily confusing and permanentiy annoying.
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Assigning non-standard meanings to standard visual elements can be even 
more confusing. The bottom row of controls in the WordPerfect Office (26.5) 
uses two familiar elements in the Windows visual vocabulary. The beveled 
3D borders signify a button operated by pressing with the .mouse, and the 
up-anci-downward pointing arrows identity a spin-box used to cycle through 
the possible values for a textfield. In this application, however, the “buttons” 
must be double-clicked to invoke the corresponding function, while the 
“spin boxes” display a menu of commands instead of simply moving to the 
next valid state. Standard keyboard navigation commands also fail to work 
as expected. Even after adapting to the non-standard visual cues, users can 
expect frequent mode errors when switching between applications.

I

Click OK if you are ready 
to erase all of your coloring.

D)C OKCancel

266: This tongue-in-cheek extension to the Macintosh visual language is from Four Footed Friends, 
by ZoornBooks. As with the imagery in KidPix (247), a frivolous treatment such as this can succeed 
when It is appropriate for the product's intended audience.

Good design, like good engineering, doesn’t start from scratch. Even a com
pletely new look should be based on what’s right in the old look. Styles 
change more rapidly than content or structure, but they too must retain 
some links with the past in order to be understood by users and designers 
accustomed to working with existing forms (266). All styles evolve - and 
eventually fall out of favor - as the existing social and cultural contexts are 
replaced by new techniques, new materials, new perspectives, and new prac
titioners. The careful interface designer, however, will ensure that change 
takes place thoughtfully, consistently, and uniformly so as to work with 
existing components and leverage existing knowledge.
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Styles... emerge as outward expressions of a society's underlying 
philosophies and attitudes. The style that endures within a society is 
that which best reflects it.
Suzanne West
Working With Style

Most GUI standards contain elements and conventions that could have been 
designed more effectively. Resist the temptation to “fix” these i 
cation. Your resources can be more effectively applied to the development of 
high-level extensions that support your task better than the raw GUI compo
nents. Instead of simply adding esoteric or application-specific widgets or 
interaction techniques to your product, consider following this systematic 
extension process:

1 Review the style guide to see if any component provides the desired 
capability. Never invent new concepts when existing concepts can be 
extended or re-used.

2 Understand the internal logic of the style and extend it in ways that 
will be predictable and understandable for those familiar with the 
style.

3 Respect established conventions for component si/x, weight, 
dimensionality and curvature. Use existing visual primitives 
wherever possible.

4 Consider documenting your design and underlying rationale and 
perhaps even offering your implementation to the system vendor 
and the rest of the development community.

Summary: 
Extending and 
Evolving the Style

your appli-in

The need for application-specific extensions is common even in single-plat
form designs. In vertically integrated markets or for dedicated users, such 

greatly increase the value of the product, and most GUI tool-extensions can
kits provide hooks for overriding or circumventing their existing behavior. 
Thoughtfully-designed extensions benefit both the user and the environment 
itself, which often incorporate the concepts and appearance, if not the imple
mentation, of a successful extension.
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Conclusion

To describe the problem is part of the solution. This implies 
not to make creative decisions as prompted by feeling but by 
intellectual criteria. The more exact and complete these cri
teria are, the more creative the work becomes.

Karl Gerstner
Designing Programmes

If you take only one idea away from this book, let this be the one. Problem 
solving and communication, not personal expression, is the key to effective 
visual design for graphical user interfaces. A clear visual organization is 
essential for effective communication. The techniques described in Chapter 4 
provide the foundation for all communication-oriented visual design, and 
the ability to establish clear visual relationships among the elements of a 
composition is central to every one of them. This is the place to begin for 
those who wish to put our methods to an immediate test.

The techniques we’ve described can be applied by anyone-carefully and con
sciously at first, then subconsciously and even automatically-as you gain 
experience and a better understanding of visual phenomena. Of course the 
results will not be perfect on your first try, but you’ll do better than you 
would without them. Patience, sensitivity, and a lot of practice are needed to 
become skilled in these techniques, but anyone can do it if they’re willing to 
invest the effort.

Of course all design decisions can never be covered by a simple set of design 
rules and techniques. We hope these techniques will prove enlightening - 
perhaps even useful, but because we know you all have responsibilities unre
lated to visual design, we strongly recommend you retain the services of a 
professional designer for all serious development work. Visual designers are 
probably the most cost-effective addition available to your development
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2S4: Clear internal organization, spatial relationships among conceptually 
related elements, and restrained contrast are apparent in this advanced 
design concept for a network video phone tool,

team: they are relatively inexpensive and their impact on the quality of your 
product can be phenomenal, because practically everything they produce 
will be visible to the end user. There are also a plenty of consulting firms and 
independent designers to assist you on a contract basis.

We close with the observation that visual design is happening to your prod
uct even now, regardless of whether you’ve explicitly assigned someone to 
tackle the visual design decisions. We know you care about design issues, or 
you would have put this book down long ago. If your product team has a 
hole in it where the visual designer should be, consider this observation 
before you decide that professional design support is too expensive:

Questions about whether design is necessary or affordable are quite beside the point; design is 
inevitable. The alternative to good design is bad design, not no design at all. Everyone takes design 
decisions all the time without realizing it -- like Moliere's M. Jourdain who discovered he had been 
speaking prose ail his life - and good design is simply the result of making these decisions 
consciously, at the right stage, and in consultation with others as the need arises.

Douglas Martin
Book Design

We couldn’t agree more.

w
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Designing Visual Interfaces

This book describes fundamental techniques that can be used to 
enhance the visual quality of graphical user interfaces, data displays, 
and multimedia productions. The authors approach interface design 
from the perspective of communication-oriented graphic design, 
industrial design, and architecture. The skills, practice, and orientation 
of these design disciplines are essential to the success of every 
graphical interface, yet few software developers, human factors 
professionals, or product managers receive any training in these areas. 
Designing Visual Interfaces addresses this shortcoming by describing 
essential design concepts as manifested in the graphical user inter

face. The book presents basic design principles, common errors, and 
practical techniques in each of six major areas:

• Elegance and Simplicity
• Scale, Contrast, and Proportion

• Organization and Visual Structure

• Module and Program
• Image and Representation

• Style

Designing Visual Interfaces will be useful to anyone responsible for 
designing, specifying, implementing, documenting, or managing the 
appearance of computer-based information displays. Design concepts 
are supported by hundreds of illustrations, with an emphasis on 
visual examples drawn from dozens of existing software products. 
Readers will gain a new perspective on product development and 
an appreciation for the contribution that effective visual design offers 
their products and users.

Prentice Hall

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
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